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Introduction générale
De nombreux modèles probabilistes reposent sur la spécification de lois marginales, comme
par exemple les tables de contingences ou les modèles log-linéaires. Une telle modélisation
donne alors lieu à trois différents types de questions, à savoir l’existence, l’unicité et la
construction de mesures de probabilités satisfaisant les lois prescrites. Ce type de questions
est directement lié à un problème d’approximation qui nécessite l’utilisation d’un algorithme
adapté. L’IPF -P ou Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure répond justement à ce problème
d’approximation dans le cas de lois marginales.
Rendu célèbre par Deming et Stephan en 1940 comme une méthode d’approximation de
l’estimateur des moindres carrés dans [14], il a ensuite été identifié comme une technique
de minimisation de l’entropie relative ou distance de Kullback-Leibler par Ireland et Kull-
back [21]. De nombreux ouvrages lui sont alors consacrés, notamment dans le cas bivarié
qui correspond à des problèmes matriciels et la littérature engendrée ainsi que les domaines
d’application sont vastes et variés. On le retrouve notamment sous diverses appellations. Le
terme IPF est généralement employé en statistiques, bien que l’on trouve aussi le terme de
matrix ranking ([15]). Dans le domaine de la recherche opérationnelle et de l’économétrie, on
parle de RAS method (voir [2], [3]). Les informaticiens lui préfèrent le nom de matrix scaling,
que l’on peut trouver par exemple dans [38]. Du fait de la grande diversité des résultats et
des notations, il est toutefois difficile d’avoir une vision globale du problème de construction
et de convergence de l’IPF -P.
Dans ce manuscrit, on présente donc une synthèse des résultats principaux autour de
l’algorithme itératif IPF. Étant donné que sa construction est basée sur des minimisations
successives en entropie relative, une partie de l’étude sera consacrée au problème de minimisa-
tion de l’entropie relative sur des espaces de probabilités à lois prescrites. Un tel problème de
minimisation est double car l’entropie relative, bien qu’utilisée en tant que distance n’est pas
symétrique. Il peut même être étendu à celui plus général de minimisation de la f�divergence
dont on peut trouver certains résultats dans [35], mais qui ne sera pas abordé dans ce qui
suit. Le cas à une marge prescrite correspond à chaque étape de l’IPF et sa solution est
complètement connue. Dans le cas de plusieurs marges prescrites, le minimiseur de l’entropie
relative, s’il existe, correspond en fait à la limite potentielle de notre algorithme, donc à une
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solution de notre problème initial. Il est de fait beaucoup plus difficile d’établir des résul-
tats dans ce cas. La pseudo-distance qu’est l’entropie relative vérifie toutefois des propriétés
géométriques sur des espaces convexes, similaires à celles des distances sur les espaces de
Hilbert, qui permettent de connaître la forme de la solution, et rendent plus aisée l’étude de
la convergence de l’IPF.
Le problème de la convergence a été résolu dans plusieurs cas spécifiques pour lesquels
on arrive à se ramener à une étude de convergence dans Rn. On peut citer en particulier
la version gaussienne de l’IPF. Celle-ci présente un grand intérêt, puisque l’IPF Gaussien
permet de calculer l’estimateur du maximum de vraisemblance pour des problèmes classiques
en statistiques de modèles graphiques Gaussiens. Appliqué dans le cas des marges prescrites
par Speed et Kiiveri dans [42], la convergence de cette procédure a éte également étudiée par
Cramer dans [9].
Une propriété classique des lois Gaussiennes est qu’elles sont stables par restriction à une
marge et par conditionnement. De plus, l’entropie relative entre deux lois de ce type s’écrit
comme une fonction simple des paramètres de celles-ci. Dès lors, la restriction de l’étude de
l’IPF à des lois Gaussiennes, permet de simplifier considérablement l’étude et d’expliciter la
suite. En particulier, on peut s’intéresser dans ce cas précis à la vitesse de convergence d’une
telle suite en se basant sur des résultats classiques d’optimisation.
L’étude sera donc divisée en trois parties. Le premier chapitre sera consacré à l’étude des
projections en entropie relative dites I-projections. Avant d’observer plus particulièrement
les propriétés de telles projections sur des espaces à marges prescrites, on présentera un
panorama des résultats principaux dans le cas plus général d’ espaces de probabilités convexes,
en effectuant un parallèle avec la géométrie euclidienne. Même si la plupart des résultats sont
fournis par Csiszár dans [12], on donne pour certains de nouvelles preuves plus accessibles.
Après avoir défini proprement les espaces à lois marginales et à lois conditionnelles prescrites,
en s’appuyant sur les notions classiques des noyaux de transition, on effectue le lien entre la
précédente étude et celle du cas plus particulier qui nous intéresse. Contrairement à Cramer
[9], on choisit délibéremment de présenter les résultats pour les espaces à une loi prescrite
dans un cadre le plus général possible, en considérant des mesures de probabilités qui ne
sont pas nécessairement absolument continues par rapport à une mesure de référence. Dans
le cas plusieurs marges prescrites, on pallie à une erreur de raisonnement de Csiszár en
s’appuyant sur les résultats de Rüschendorf et Thomsen. On est ainsi amené à utiliser des
critères de fermeture d’une somme de sous-espaces, que l’on fournit de manière précise. De
nombreux contrexemples seront donnés tout au long du chapitre en parallèle des résultats,
pour illustrer les limites de certaines hypothèses. La fin du chapitre fera le lien entre le
problème de minimisation de l’entropie relative et celui de maximisation de l’entropie qui
peut être complètement résolu en utilisant la notion de modèle graphique de contraintes.
Le deuxième chapitre est, quant à lui, centré sur l’algorithme d’IPF . En commençant
par présenter de manière succinte les motivations d’un tel algorithme en suivant la démarche
de Deming et Stephan [14], à laquelle fait suite celle de Kullback [27], on effectuera à nouveau
un parallèle avec les résultats connus dans les espaces de Hilbert en suivant l’approche de
Cramer ([9], [10]). Elle consiste à considérer l’algorithme d’IPF comme un procédé classique
d’approximation de projections sur une intersection de sous-espaces par des projections al-
ternées, permettant d’étendre l’algorithme à des lois conditionnelles prescrites et de distinguer
deux versions différentes. Après avoir présenté les propriétés d’un tel algorithme, on va alors
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étudier les cas particuliers pour lesquels sa convergence est établie. Une présentation détail-
lée du cas Gaussien et du cas discret nous a permis en particulier de mettre en lumière une
faille dans l’étude de Cramer concernant la convergence d’un des algorithmes sous sa forme
conditionnelle. En poussant la méthode de Rüschendorf que l’on explicitera en utilisant les
propriétés préétablies, on étendra les conditions suffisantes générales de convergence obtenues
dans le cas à deux marges prescrites.
3
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Chapter I
I-projection
I.1 Generalities
Let �X,A� be a measurable space and denote by P�X� the set of all probability measures on
X. We equipP�X� with the topology of the total variation distance which is defined through
the following expression :
Definition I.1.1. Let P,Q �P�X�. The total variation distance between P and Q is defined
by
�Q� P �TV � sup
A�A
�Q�A� � P �A��. (I.1)
For a sequence P �n� and a probability P � in P�X� such that limn��� �P �n� � P ��TV � 0,
we write it P �n� TV�� P �.
The I-projections are then defined using the I-divergence, also called Kullback-Leibler
divergence or relative entropy :
Definition I.1.2. Let P,Q �P�X�. The relative entropy of Q from P is defined by :
D�Q�P � �
���
�
X
log dQ
dP
�x�dQ�x�, if Q � P,
��, otherwise,
where Q � P states for Q is absolutely continuous with respect to (w.r.t) P .
Remark I.1.3. The condition Q � P guarantees the existence of the density dQdP , but the
integral
�
X log
dQ
dP �x�dQ�x� is not necessarily finite. (� R)
Observe that for two probability measures P and Q such that Q � P , the relative entropy
can be written as follows :
D�Q�P � �
�
φ
�
dQ
dP
�
dP,
where φ is defined on �0,��� by φ�x� � x log�x�. Since the function φ is convex, Jensen’s
inequality provides:
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Proposition I.1.4. Let P , Q � P�X�, D�Q�P � � 0 with equality if and only if P � Q
almost everywhere (a.e).
Moreover, φ is negative and bounded by e�1 on �0, 1�, and positive on �1,���. Therefore,
one has:
Proposition I.1.5. Let P, Q � P�X�. Then, the quantity D�Q�P � is finite if and only if
Q � P and �
φ�
�
dQ
dP
�
dP � ��,
where φ��x� :� x log� x states for the positive part of φ. It is also equivalent to Q � P and
φ �dQ�dP � � L1�P �.
The relative entropy has another useful property (for the proof, see at the first section of
the appendix):
Proposition I.1.6. The relative entropy is lower semi-continuous with respect to the total
variation distance. Let �Pn�n be a sequence in P�X� such that Pn TV�� P� for a probability
measure P� �P�X�, then, for all P �P�X�
D�P��P � � lim
n���
D�Pn�P �
and for all P �P�X� satisfying P � P �,
D�P �P�� � lim
n���
D�P �Pn�.
One might be tempted to see the relative entropy as a "distance metric" on the space of
probability distributions, since by proposition I.1.4 it satisfies the positive definiteness axiom
of a metric. This would not be correct as the relative entropy is not symmetric - that is
D�P �Q� � D�Q�P �- nor does it satisfy the triangle inequality.
Example I.1.7. For λ � 0, we denote by E�λ� the exponential probability measure of param-
eter λ, which has for Lebesgue density:
fλ�x� � λe�λx1R��x�.
Then, for µ � 0, one has D �E�λ��E�µ�� � log
�
λ
µ
�
� µλ �1. It follows that for µ � γ � λ � 0,
D �E�λ��E�µ�� � D �E�λ��E�γ�� �D �E�γ��E�µ�� .
Yet, the relative entropy gives rise to a topology, defining the open α-balls, called also
I-spheres:
S�P, α� � �Q �P�X��D�Q�P � � α�, P �P�X�, α � 0.
Let us define projections on a convex set of probability measures for this "distance":
Definition I.1.8. Let E � P�X� be a convex set.
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1. A probability measure P � � E such that
D�P ��P � � inf
Q�E
D�Q�P �
will be called I1�projection of P on E and denoted by P � � I1E�P �.
2. A probability measure P � � E such that
D�P �P �� � inf
Q�E
D�P �Q�
will be called I2�projection of P on E and denoted by P � � I2E�P �.
A first question about I-projections deals with the existence and the uniqueness of such
projections. Even if the relative entropy has a lot of useful properties, it is not a metric and
the topology induced by the I-spheres is not a base of a neighbourhood system of P�X� for
the topology induced by the total variation distance. Therefore, it seems to be difficult to
obtain similar conditions to those in any Hilbert space.
In fact, there still exists analogue geometric properties. In particular, a "parallelogram
identity" on P�X� allows to prove that natural assumptions on the set E are sufficient to en-
sure existence, namely: convexity and closeness in the topology defined by the total variation
distance. This distance is indeed related to relative entropy by the classical inequality called
Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality (for more details, see the appendix):
Proposition I.1.9. For all P , Q �P�X�,
�P �Q�TV � �
�
2��1�D�P �Q�� 12 . (I.2)
Since the functions Q � P�X� � D�Q�P � and Q � P�X� � D�P �Q� are strictly convex,
the convexity of E implies the uniqueness of Ij-projection (j � 1, 2� under assumptions for
the existence of such projections.
An obvious necessary condition of existence of the I1-projection is given by:
inf
Q�E
D�Q�P � � ��, (I.3)
and similarly for the I2�projection:
inf
Q�E
D�P �Q� � ��. (I.4)
Moreover, Csizár in [12] gives additional assumptions to ensure the existence for an
I1�projection.
Theorem I.1.10 (Csiszár [12]). Let E � P�X� a convex set closed in total variation, and
P �P�X�. If P satisfies (I.3), then, it has a unique I1-projection on E.
Proof. Let Qn � E be a sequence of E such that D�Qn�P � � ��, for all n � N and
D�Qn�P � ��
n��� infQ�ED�Q�P �.
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For m, n � N, one has
D�Qm�P � �D�Qn�P �
� D
�
Qm
����Qm �Qn2
�
�D
�
Qn
����Qm �Qn2
�
� 2D
�
Qm �Qn
2
����P� . (I.5)
This analogue of the parallelogram identity is obtained by writing all the terms of the equality
as integrals. Then, the convexity of E implies that Qm�Qn2 � E, and
D
�
Qm
����Qm �Qn2
�
�D
�
Qn
����Qm �Qn2
�
� D�Qm�P � �D�Qn�P � � 2 inf
Q�E
D�Q�P � ��
m,n��� 0.
Hence, the nonnegative sequences �D �Qm ��Qm �Qn��2��m,n and �D �Qn ��Qm �Qn��2��m,n
tend to zero when m,n� ��. Combining the estimate
�Qm �Qn�TV �
����Qm � Qm �Qn2
����
TV
�
����Qn � Qm �Qn2
����
TV
with (I.2) gives that �Qn�n is a Cauchy sequence for the total variation distance. By closeness
of E, this implies the convergence in total variation of the sequence �Qn�n to a probability
measure P � � E. Eventually, the semi-continuity of relative entropy allows to conclude that
D�P ��P � � lim
n���
D�Qn�P � � inf
Q�E
D�Q�P �.
and P � is the I1-projection of P on E.
The previous proof is based on Equality (I.5). Then, due to the non-symmetry of the
relative entropy, the previous reasoning cannot be fitted for I2�projections. Currently, suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of I2�projections in the general case are not established. In
fact, such projections are more difficult to study and there exist fewer results in the literature
about it. Therefore, most of the further criteria will be given only for the I1�projections.
I.2 Characterization
In the previous part, an analogue of the parallelogram identity for the relative entropy distance
allows to obtain usual conditions for existence and uniqueness of projections. This identity
comes from the algebraic properties of the logarithm.
In this section, we present another geometric result on the relative entropy, also owed to
Csizàr, which allows to get a characterization of the I-projection with a triangular inequality.
Even if this one was established for various particular cases by Kullback in [25], [28] and
by Ku and Kullback in [24] before, Csiszár first proved it in a general setting. However, we
reformulate properly and in a more understandable way the fundamental property.
First, recall some results on projections on a Hilbert space: let H be a Hilbert space, and
�.� its associated norm, the projection pC�x� on a convex closed set C of an element x � H is
defined by
�pC�x� � x� � inf
y�C
�y � x�.
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Moreover, the projection is characterized by pC�x� � C and
�x� pC�x�, y � pC�x�� � 0,�y � C, (I.6)
where the last inequality can be written as:
�y � x�2 � �y � pC�x��2 � �pC�x� � x�2, �y � C. (I.7)
In the particular case of orthogonal projections, (I.6) and (I.7) hold with equality.
In our setting, two principal difficulties occur to get a similar characterization relation
to (I.7) for I-projections: there exists no scalar product associated to the relative entropy
distance and this distance can be infinite. Even thought, due to the specific form of the
logarithm, we have a characterization similar to (I.7) for the relative entropy distance, and
in specific cases an analogue of Pythagora’s equality.
Lemma I.2.1 (Csiszár [12]). Let P , Q, R be probability measures on X, with D�R�P � � ��.
For α � �0, 1�, Let Rα :� αQ � �1 � α�R be the α�convex combination of Q and R. Then,
the function α � D�Rα�P � attains its minimum on �0, 1�, such that min
α��0,1�
D�Rα�P � � ��,
and
1. min
α��0,1�
D�Rα�P � � D�R�P � if and only if
D�Q�P � � D�Q�R� �D�R�P �, (I.8)
2. min
α��0,1�
D�Rα�P � � D�Rt�P �, with t ��0, 1�, if and only if D�Q�P � � �� and
D�Q�P � � D�Q�Rt� �D�Rt�P �, (I.9)
In the case where the quantities D�Q�P � and D�R�P � are finite, this lemma has a geomet-
ric interpretation. The first case corresponds to the case where the closed "segment" joining
R and Q (�R,Q� � �Rα, α � �0, 1��) does not intersect the I-sphere of center P and radius
D�R�P �. In the second case, Q and R are on the "tangent hyperplane" of the previous sphere.
Thus, the set of all probability measures Q satisfying (I.8) can be represented by the
half-space of Figure 1, and the set of the probability measures satisfying (I.9) by the straight
line of Figure 2.
P
Q
R
�
�
�
fig.1 fig.2
P
QRtR ��
�
�
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In order to prove this lemma, we need to study carefully the cases where the quantities
D�Rα�P � are finite. It just depends on the behaviour of the relative entropy at the extremal
points of the convex combination:
Lemma I.2.2. Let P , Q and R be probability measures. Denote by Rα the α�convex com-
bination of Q and R as defined in Lemma I.2.1. The following propositions are equivalent:
(1) For all α � �0, 1�, D�Rα�P � � ��.
(2) There exists α ��0, 1� such that D�Rα�P � � ��.
(3) D�Q�P � � �� and D�R�P � � ��.
Proof. (1) trivially implies (2).
Assume that there exists α ��0, 1� such that D�Rα�P � � ��. Then, Q � α�1Rα and
Q � P . Moreover, one has dQdP � α�1 dRαdP . Since φ� : x � x log��x� is an increasing function,
we get
φ�
�
dQ
dP
�
� φ�
�
α�1
dRα
dP
�
� dRα
dP
φ�
�
α�1
�� α�1φ��dRα
dP
�
,
and Proposition I.1.5 implies that D�Q�P � � ��. We conclude with Rα � Q1�α, which
gives by symmetry the same inequality for R.
Eventually, if (3) holds, one has R � P and Q � P . Therefore, Rα � αQ��1�α�R � P ,
with
dRα
dP
� αdQ
dP
� �1� α�dR
dP
.
Then, the convexity of φ implies that for α � �0, 1�, φ �dRαdP � � αφ�dQdP ���1�α�φ �dRdP � , and
the result follows by integration w.r.t P .
Proof of Lemma I.2.1. Assume first that D�Q�P � � ��, so that D�Rα�P � � ��, for all
α � �0, 1�, by Lemma I.2.2. The function defined on �0, 1� � X by
φα :� dRα
dP
log dRα
dP
� φ
�
dRα
dP
�
is convex on α by convexity of the functions α � αdQdP � �1 � α�dRdP and φ. Therefore,
α � D�Rα�P � is convex. As a consequence, this function has a global minimum on [0,1].
At this step, we show that the function α � D�Rα�P � is differentiable and make its
derivative explicit. Since the function is convex, the sign of the derivative will give us the
position of the minimum. Hence, for α ��0, 1� fixed, we focus on the convergence of the
quantity
D�Rβ �P � �D�Rα�P �
β � α �
� 1
β � α�φβ � φα�dP,
when β tends to α. By convexity of the functions φβ on β, the function defined by
�φβ :� 1
β � α�φβ � φα�
is an increasing function of β which converges, when β tends to α, to
�αφα �
�
dQ
dP
� dR
dP
��
log dRα
dP
� 1
�
.
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By monotonicity of �φβ, one has
��φβ � � �φβ � φα�
β � α � max
� �φ1 � φα�
1� α ,
�φ0 � φα�
α
�
.
Moreover, since D�Ri�P � � �� for i � �0, α, 1�, Proposition I.1.5 implies that φi � L1�P �.
Therefore, we get by the dominated convergence theorem:
lim
β�α
�
φβ � φα
β � α dP �
� �
log dRα
dP
� 1
��dQ
dP
� dR
dP
�
dP
�
�
log dRα
dP
�dQ
dP
� dR
dP
�
dP � ��.
Hence, the derivative of α � D�Rα�P � exists and is equal to the above finite quantity. Using
the equality R � 11�α�Rα � αQ�, we get
log
�
dRα
dP
��dQ
dP
� dR
dP
�
� 11� α
�
log
�
dRα
dP
�
dQ
dP
� φα
�
,
and direct calculations give:
log
�
dRα
dP
�
dQ
dP
� log
�
dQ
dP
�
dQ
dP
� log
�
dQ
dRα
�
dQ
dP
� φ1 � φ
�
dQ
dRα
�
dRα
dP
. (I.10)
Consequently, by integration w.r.t P , one has:
d
dα
D�Rα�P � � 11� α
�
D�Q�P � �D�Q�Rα� �D�Rα�P �
�
.
The result follows by observing that min
α��0,1�
D�Rα�P � is reached at t ��0, 1� if and only if
d
dα
D�Rα�P �
����
α�t
� 0,
and at t � 0 in the case where the derivative is positive on ]0,1], which corresponds to
lim
α�0
d
dα
D�Rα�P � � 0.
Next, we assume that D�Q�P � � ��. Then, by Lemma I.2.2, we get for all α ��0, 1�,
D�Rα�P � � ��. Thus, �I.8� and �I.9� are trivially satisfied. Moreover, by assumption, one
has, for all α ��0, 1�, D�R�P � � �� � D�Rα�P �, which allows to conclude the proof.
Remark I.2.3. When the quantities D�Q�P � and D�R�P � are finite, the probability measures
Q and R don’t play symmetric roles in the formulation of Lemma I.2.1, even though Rα �
Q1�α. In fact, we have omitted an equivalence which is not necessary for what follows:
Equality �I.9� is indeed equivalent to
D�R�P � � D�R�Rt� �D�Rt�P �,
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which can be written
D�R�P � � D�R�Q1�t� �D�Q1�t�P �.
This new relation comes from the use of the decomposition of Q with Q � 1α�Rα��1�α�R�
instead of the decomposition of R with R � 11�α�Rα � αQ�, which gives another expression
of the derivative:
d
dα
D�Rα�P � � 1
α
�
D�Rα�P � �D�R�Rα� �D�R�P �
�
.
Lemma I.2.1 gives a characterization of I1-projections with an analogue of Pythagoras
identity in the case of algebraic inner points:
Definition I.2.4. A point P of a convex set E is an algebraic inner point if, for all Q � E,
there exists α ��0, 1� and R � E such that
P � αQ� �1� α�R.
Theorem I.2.5 (Csiszár [12]). Let E be a convex set in P�X�, and P � P�X� satisfying
(I.3). Then, a probability measure P � � E is the I1-projection of P on E if and only if for all
Q � E
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �. (I.11)
Moreover, if P � is an algebraic inner point of E, then, for all Q � E, D�Q�P � � �� and for
all Q � E,
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �. (I.12)
Proof. Inequality �I.11� implies trivially that P � is the I1-projection. On the other hand, if
P � is the I1-projection of P on E, then, by convexity of E, for all α � �0, 1� and Q � E, one
has
D�P ��P � � D�αQ� �1� α�P ��P �.
Since D�P ��P � � �� by assumption (I.3), Lemma I.2.1 could be applied for R � P � and
gives (I.11). The case where P � is an algebraic inner point corresponds to the second case of
Lemma I.2.1. Thus, one has D�Q�P � � �� and (I.12).
Remark I.2.6. Equality (I.12) does not necessary imply that the I1� projection P � is an
algebraic inner point of E. Let P , R � P�X� such that D�R�P � � ��, and consider the
convex set
E :� �αR� �1� α�P, α � �0, 1��.
Since D�R�P � � �� and D�P �P � � 0, Lemma I.2.2 implies that for all Q � E, D�Q�P � �
��. Moreover, P is the I1�projection of P on E and (I.12) holds for all Q � E. But, P is
obviously not an algebraic inner point.
As a consequence, the additivity relation (I.12) allows to get a transitivity property on
the I1-projection.
Proposition I.2.7. Let E � E� be convex sets of probability measures, and P � P�X�
satisfying inf�D�Q�P �; Q � E� � ��. Let IE��P � be the I1-projection of P on E� and assume
that for all Q � E:
D�Q�P � � D �Q�IE��P �� �D �IE��P ��P � . (I.13)
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Then, the I1�projection of P on E is the I1-projection of IE��P � on E:
IE�P � � IE �IE��P �� .
Proof. Theorem I.2.5 implies that, for all Q � E,
D�Q�P � � D �Q�IE�P �� �D �IE�P ��P � , (I.14)
and for all Q � E�, D�Q�P � � D �Q�IE��P �� �D �IE��P ��P �. Since IE�P � � E � E�, we get:
D �IE�P ��P � � D �IE�P ��IE��P �� �D �IE��P ��P � . (I.15)
Then, combining (I.14) and (I.15) gives that for all Q � E,
D�Q�P � � D �Q�IE�P �� �D �IE�P ��IE��P �� �D �IE��P ��P � . (I.16)
Inequality (I.16) is equivalent to D�Q�IE��P �� � D �Q�IE�P �� �D �IE�P ��IE�P �� by equality
(I.13), and we conclude with Theorem I.2.5.
Remark I.2.8. In particular, if IE��P � is an algebraic inner point, (I.13) holds for all Q � E�
and thus for all Q � E, then, Proposition I.2.7 could be applied.
An inequality of type (I.11) is not a necessary condition for a probability to be the
the I2�projection. Yet, Cencòv in [8] gives an analogous equality for some exponential
families. Moreover, a similar reasoning than in Lemma I.2.1 allows to get a characterization
of the I2�projection. In fact, it consists in a particular case of f�projections which have
been studied by Rüschendorf in [35]. However, we do not more investigate on such kind of
projections, and we carry out a direct proof of the result.
Theorem I.2.9 (Rüschendorf [35]). Let E be a convex set, P � E a probability measure
satisfying (I.4). Then, P � � E is the I2-projection of P on E if and only if for all Q � E such
that D�P �Q� � ��, �
dP
dP �
dQ � 1. (I.17)
Proof. We follow the steps of the proof of Lemma I.2.1. Let P � � E such thatD�P �P �� � ��,
and Q � E with D�P �Q� � ��. Define, for α � �0, 1�, P �α � αQ� �1�α�P �. Then, P � P �α ,
and by convexity of E, P �α � E. Set
dP �
dP
:�
� � dPdP� ��1, on A,
1 elsewhere,
where A :� �dP �dP � � 0�, and take the same notation for Q and P �α . One has
dP �α
dP
� αdQ
dP
� �1� α�dP
�
dP
.
Since the function defined on �0, 1� � X by
ϕα :� � log
�
dRα
dP
�
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is convex on α, D�P �P �α � �
�
A ϕαdP � αD�P �Q� � �1 � α�D�P �P �� � ��. Now, we study
the sign of the derivative of the convex function α � � D�P �P �α �, which will give us the
position of the minimum. Since D�P �P �α � � �� is equivalent to dP �dRα log �dP �dRα� �
L1�Rα� by Proposition I.1.5, one has ϕα � L1�P � for all α � �0, 1�. Therefore, for a fixed
α � �0, 1�, the dominated convergence theorem could be applied to the increasing function
β � �ϕβ � ϕα���β � α�:
d
dα
D�P �P �α � �
�
A
d
dα
ϕαdP �
�
A
�
�
dQ
dP
� dP
�
dP
��
dP �α
dP
��1
dP.
Then, the minimum of D�P �P �α � is reached at 0 if and only if�
A
�
�
dQ
dP
� dP
�
dP
��
dP �
dP
��1
dP � 0,
This inequality is equivalent to: �
A
dP
dP �
dQ � 1. (I.18)
Since dP �dP � � 0 on Ac, the left-hand term in (I.18) is the same than in (I.17).
Now, if P � is the I2�projection of P , one has D�R�P � � D�P ��P � for all R � E. This
inequality applied for P �α implies that (I.17) holds. On the other hand, if �I.17� is satisfied,
then, for all α � �0, 1�, and Q � E such that D�P �Q� � ��,
D�P �αQ� �1� α�P �� � D�P �P ��.
In particular, for α � 1, we get D�P �Q� � D�P �P ��. Since this inequality is trivially satisfied
if D�P �Q� � ��, P � is by definition the I2�projection of P on E.
The characterization of the I1-projection by a triangular inequality of type (I.11) seems
to be very far from inequality (I.17). Yet, Inequality (I.11) could be written in a similar form
by using the algebraic properties of the logarithm. This gives a new formulation of Theorem
I.2.5:
Proposition I.2.10. A probability measure P � � E is the I1-projection of a probability mea-
sure P on a convex set E if and only if for all Q � E such that D�Q�P � � ��,�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQ �
�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dP �. (I.19)
Moreover, if P � is an algebraic inner point of E, then, for all Q � E, D�Q�P � � �� and
(I.19) holds with equality or equivalently (I.12) is satisfied:
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �.
Proof. Take P, Q , R three probability measures such that D�R�P � � ��, and D�Q�P � �
��. Then, one has
log
�
dR
dP
�
dQ
dP
� φ
�
dQ
dP
�
� φ
�
dQ
dR
�
dR
dP
,
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where we set φ�x� :� x log �x�. Then, by integration with respect to P , we obtain the equality�
log
�
dR
dP
�
dQ � D�Q�P � �D�Q�R�.
Therefore, (I.19) is equivalent to (I.11) for all Q such that D�Q�P � � ��. If it is not the
case, (I.11) is trivially satisfied. The case of equality in (I.19) corresponds to the case of
equality in Theorem I.2.5.
Proposition I.2.10 has for consequence that if the quantity
�
log �dP ��dP �d. is constant
over E, P � is the I1-projection of P on E. This motivates the study of the sets defined by
linear constraints.
However, the particularity of such kind of sets cannot be used for the I2�projections for
the obvious reason that (I.17) consists only in an assumption of boundedness.
I.3 Sets defined by linear constraints
In this part, we focus on the convex sets defined by linear constraints of general type, that is
to say sets of the form
E �
�
Q �P�X�
��� � fγdQ � cγ , γ � Γ� (I.20)
where �fγ�γ�Γ is an arbitrary set of real-valued A-measurable functions on X and �cγ�γ�Γ is
a set of real constants, where Γ is possibly uncountable. Observe that the convexity of these
sets immediately follows from the linearity of the integral.
In the case of sets defined by linear constraints, the characterization of I-projection given
in Proposition I.2.10 allows to get a necessary and a sufficient condition on the form of
I�projection. A simple observation gives rise to a first property : a probability measure P�
defined with a density of the form
dP �
dP
� c exp
�
n�
i�1
λifγi
�
, (I.21)
satisfies obviously (I.19). Therefore, if there exists such a probability in E, it is the I1�projection.
Thus, in the case of a set defined by (I.20), a density of the form (I.21) is a sufficient condition
to be the I1-projection.
A necessary condition is given by Csiszár in [12], in the following Theorem:
Theorem I.3.1 (Csiszár 75). Let �fγ�γ�Γ be an arbitrary set of real-valued A-measurable
functions on X and �cγ�γ�Γ be real constants. Consider the convex set
E �
�
Q �P�X�
��� � fγdQ � cγ , γ � Γ� ,
and P �P�X�. If P � is the I1�projection of P on E, then, there exists g in the closed linear
span �fγ , γ � Γ� � L1�P ��, and N � A such that
dP �
dP
�x� � ceg�x�1Nc�x�. (I.22)
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On the other hand, if P � � E has a density of the form (I.22) with g � �fγ , γ � Γ�, then, P �
is the I1-projection of P on E and the triangular equality (I.12) holds for all Q � E:
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �.
Remark I.3.2. Observe that N is a P �-negligible set since
P ��N� �
�
N
dP �
dP
dP.
Moreover, N is also a negligible set for all Q � E such that Q � P . Provided that the quantity
D�Q�P � is finite, the inequality of characterization of the I-projection (I.11) implies that this
is the same for D�Q�P ��, and Q � P �.
Proof. Let P � be the I1-projection of P on E. Then, D�P ��P � � �� and P � � P . Consider
the P ��negligible set N :� �x � X �� dP ��dP �x� � 0� . Then, for x � N , we set
g�x� :� log dP
�
dP
�x�.
In order to prove that g � �fγ , γ � Γ�, we need some preliminary result. Take
E2 :�
�
Q � E
��� Q � P �, dQ
dP �
� 2
�
.
Since P � � E2, it is also the I1�projection of P on E2. Moreover, for Q � E2, the probability
measure �Q :� 2P � � Q satisfies d �Q�dP � � 2 � dQ�dP � � 2. Thus, �Q � E2 and P � is by
construction the middle point of Q and �Q. Then, Proposition I.2.10 applied on E2 gives that
for all Q � E2, �
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQ �
�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dP �. (I.23)
Consequently, by substracting the right-hand term to the left-hand term of (I.23) and by
using (I.22), we get �
X
g�x�
� dQ
dP �
�x� � 1
�
dP ��x� � 0, �Q � E2. (I.24)
Suppose now that g � �fγ , γ � Γ�, then, there exists a continuous linear form φ �
L�L1�P ��� vanishing on �fγ , γ � Γ�, but not at g. Therefore, there exists h � L��P ��
such that φ � �h, .�. But the probability Qh defined by
dQh
dP �
�
�
1� h�h��
�
is an element of E2 which does not satisfy (I.24). This contradicts the assumption.
Next, we prove the second part of the theorem. Assume that there exists a finite family
��λi, γi�, 1 � i � n� � R� Γ and N � A such that the probability measure P� defined by:
dP �
dP
�x� � ceg�x�1Nc�x�,
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where g :� �ni�1 λifγi , and c a normalizing constant, is an element of E. Then, by Remark
I.3.2, for all Q � E, such that Q � P (in particular if D�Q�P � � ��),�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQ �
�
Nc
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQ � log c�
�
Nc
g dQ � log c�
n�
i�1
λicγi .
Since the previous equality is satisfied for P �, Proposition I.2.10 implies that P � is the I1-
projection of P on E. Moreover, Inequality (I.19) in Proposition I.2.10 holds with equality,
thus, (I.12) is satisfied for Q � E such that Q � P . To conclude, observe that, if Q is not
absolutely continuous w.r.t P , it is not absolutely continuous w.r.t P�, since P � � P . Then,
D�Q�P � � ��, and D�Q�P �� � ��.
Remark I.3.3.
1. Even in the case of sets defined by linear constraints, Identity (I.12) is not always
satisfied (see Example I.3.4 below).
2. The necessary condition of the theorem is not sufficient:
Assume that P � is the I1-projection of a probability P on a set E of the form (I.20)
such that identity (I.12) is not always satisfied. Furthermore, we suppose that
dP �
dP
� c exp �g�1Nc ,
where g � �fγ , γ � Γ�, and exp �g� � L2�P �. (in particular, this assumption is satisfied
in Example I.3.4) By assumption, there exists Q � E, with Q � P such that�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQ � log c�
�
Nc
gdQ � log c�
�
Nc
gdP � � D�P ��P �.
Now, consider the probability measure P � defined by :
dP �
dP �
� c� exp �g� 1Nc ,
where c� is a normalizing constant. Since �g is also an element of �fγ , γ � Γ�, P �
satisfies the necessary condition of Theorem I.3.1 for P �. However, for Q such that
D�Q�P �� � ��,�
log
�
dP �
dP �
�
dQ � log c� �
�
Nc
gdQ � log c� �
�
Nc
gdP � � D�P ��P �.
This means that P � is not the I-projection of P � on E.
We present now an example of an I1-projection for which the "Pythagoras equality" is not
satisfied, adapted from an example given by Csiszár in [12].
Example I.3.4. Let X � �0, 1� equipped with the Borel sigma � algebra B��0, 1��, and
consider the convex set E :� �Q � P��0, 1��, ��0,1� fndQ � 14 , n � N��, where the functions
fn are defined for n � 1 by:
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fn�x� �
�������
1��n if 0 � x � 14n ,
1 if 14n � x � 14 ,�1�
n
if 14 � x � 12
0 if 12 � x � 1.
Let P � be the Lebesgue measure on �0, 1�. It is easy to check that P� � E. Let g be the
function in �fn, n � N� given by
g�x� � lim
n��� fn�x� �
�
1 if 0 � x � 14 ,
0 if 14 � x � 1,
and P the probability measure with Lebesgue density dPdP� � ceg�x�, where c is a normalizing
constant. By Fatou’s lemma, one has for all Q � E:�
log dP
�
dP
dQ � � log c�
�
gdQ � � log c�
�
fndQ � � log c� 14 .
Since D�P ��P � � ��0,1� log �c�1e�g�x��dx � � log c � 14 , Proposition I.19 implies that P � is
the I1-projection of P on E. Furthermore, the probability measure Q with Lebesgue density
q�x� �
���
1
8
�
x
if 0 � x � 14 ,
0 if 14 � x � 34 ,7
2 if
3
4 � x � 1,
is an element of E and satisfies Inequality (I.19) strictly:�
log dP
�
dP
dQ � � log c�
�
gdQ � � log c� 18 � D�P
��P �.
In the particular case of sets defined by a finite number of constraints, Theorem I.3.1
allows to get a necessary and sufficient representation of I-projection:
Corollary I.3.5. Let k � N. Let �fi�1�i�k and �ci�1�i�k be respectively A-measurable func-
tions and real constants. Consider the convex set
E �
�
Q �P�X�
��� � fidQ � ci, i � 1, . . . , k� .
Then, P � is the I1-projection of P on E if and only if there exist c � 0 and �λi�1�i�k � Rk
such that
dP �
dP
�x� � c exp
�
k�
i�1
λifi�x�
�
,
except possibly for a P �-negligible set on which the last quantity vanishes.
Another family of sets defined by linear constraints deserves main attention: the sets
which consist of probability measures with given marginal laws.
Therefore, in the next part, we focus on the problem of minimizing the relative entropy
on such sets.
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I.4 Sets defined by prescribed laws
In this part, we look for the previous optimization problem in the case of prescribed marginals
and conditional laws. Let us give an example of this problem in the simple case of three
product space with two marginals:
Example I.4.1. For �X,A� :� �X1 � X2 � X3,A1 � A2 � A3� a product measurable space,
we consider two probability measures Q1,2, Q2,3 respectively on X1 �X2, and X2 �X3, and a
probability measure P on X. The aim is to find
argmin �D�L�X1, X2, X3��P �� ,
where �X1, X2, X3� is a random vector on �X,A� and L�X1, X2� � Q1,2, L�X2, X3� � Q2,3.
In the case of one prescribed marginal or conditional, the problem is tractable and the
expression of the I-projections is completely known. The general case runs into more diffi-
culties. Nevertheless, Theorem I.3.1 of Csizàr applied for sets with fixed marginal laws gives
the representation of the I1-projection. In a particular case, this problem is related to a clas-
sical problem of maximisation of the entropy which has an explicit solution under graphical
assumptions. In order to define properly sets of prescribed laws, we consider the following
situation:
let IN � �1, . . . , N�, N � N be a finite set, �Xi,Ai, µi� be measurable spaces with σ-finite
measures µi, i � IN . For a nonempty subset C of IN , we set
XC :�
�
i�C
Xi, AC :�
�
i�C
Ai, µC :� �
i�C
µi
and �X,A, µ� :� �XIN ,AIN , µIN �. Given x � X, the vector xC � XC is defined by �xc1 , � � � , xcr�’,
where c1 � � � � � cr are the elements of the set C ordered increasingly. Denote again P�X�
the set of probability measures on �X,A, µ�, and Pµ�X� the set of probability measures with
density w.r.t µ.
In order to study the I�projections for sets with prescribed laws, we first need some
properties of marginal and conditional laws.
I.4.1 Definitions and first properties
For the sake of more clarity, we present the further results on a general two-product measur-
able space �E � F,E �F , νE � νF �. Let us recall the definition of a marginal law:
Definition I.4.2 (Marginal law). Let P � P�E � F � be a probability measure on E �F .
The marginal measure PE of P on �E,E � is the push-forward measure of P by the projection
πE : �x, y� � E � F � x � E, which is defined by:
PE�B� � P
�
π�1E �B�
�
, �B � E .
Moreover, an E -measurable function h is integrable w.r.t PE if and only if h�πE is integrable
w.r.t P , and, in this case, �
E
h�x�dPE�x� �
�
E�F
h�x�dP �x, y�.
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The conditional laws are defined from the transition kernels:
Definition I.4.3 (Transition kernel). An application K : E � F �� �0, 1� will be called
transition kernel if:
1. For all x � X, K�x, .� is a probability measure which will be denoted K�x, dy�.
2. For all B � F , the application K�., B� is E -measurable.
Moreover, for a probability measure P on �E,E �, and K1, K2 two transition kernels on
E �F , K1 will be said equal P -almost everywhere to K2 (P -a.e also denoted �P �), if there
exists a set N � E such that P �N� � 0, and
K1�x, .� � K2�x, .�, �x � N c.
Transition kernels are probability measures when we fixe their first variable. Therefore,
it is natural to extend the notion of relative entropy for transition kernels.
Definition I.4.4. Let K1, K2 be stochastic kernels on E � F . The conditional relative
entropy of K1 from K2 is the positive E -measurable function on E defined by:
D�K1�K2� : x � E � D �K1�x, .��K2�x, .�� .
Remark I.4.5. The usual properties of the standard relative entropy are still satisfied by its
conditional version. Thus, we get for a probability measure P on E :
1. If K1 � K2 �P �,
EP �D�K1�K2�� �
�
E
��
F
log
�
dK1�x, .�
dK2�x, .��y�
�
dK1�x, dy�
�
dP �x�.
2. EP �D�K1�K2�� � 0 with equality if and only if K1 � K2 �P �.
From a given kernel on E�F and a measure on E, a classical construction of a measure
on E �F follows, which allows to define conditional probability measures in a wider context
than absolutely continuous probability measures.
Proposition I.4.6. Let ρ be a positive σ-finite measure on �E,E �, K a transition kernel on
E �F . Then, the application ν defined for all B � E �F by
ν�B� �
�
E
K�x,Bx�dρ�x�,
where Bx � �y � F ��x, y� � B�, is a positive σ-finite measure on �E � F,E �F �. It will be
denoted further K�x, dy�ρ�dx� or K.ρ. Moreover,
1. If ρ is a probability measure, ν is a probability measure.
2. For all positive or bounded measurable function on E � F ,�
E�F
f�x, y�K�x, dy�ρ�dx� �
�
E
��
F
f�x, y�K�x, dy�
�
dρ�x�.
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This is a direct consequence of Dynkin’s Theorem.
Remark I.4.7. Due to the linearity of the integral, the operator . is linear in the second
variable. If ρ1, ρ2 are two σ-finite measures, then, for λ1, λ2 � R,
K.�λ1ρ1� �K.�λ2ρ2� � λ1K.ρ1 � λ2K.ρ2.
Next, we give the definition of the conditional probability of a probability measure:
Definition I.4.8 (Conditioning). Let �E,E �, �F,F � be two measurable spaces, P a proba-
bility measure on �E � F,E �F �, and PE the marginal law of P on �E,E �. If it exists, a
transition kernel K�x, dy� on E �F satisfying
P � K.PE
will be called the conditional probability of P on F knowing E, and denoted PF �E. It is unique
for the equality PE�a.e.
For very general spaces, the existence of such probability measures is not necessary en-
sured. Yet, Jirina’s Theorem provides sufficient weak conditions to guarantee the existence
of conditional laws (see [44])
Next, our aim is to decompose the relative entropy of a probability measure using its
marginal and conditional laws. Since the involved quantities must be well defined, we require
an important result on the conservation of the absolute continuity under conditioning.
Theorem I.4.9 (Skorokhod [41]). Let P , Q be probability measures on �E � F,E �F � for
which conditional probabilities on F knowing E exist. Then, Q � P imply QE � PE and
QF �E � PF �E �QE�. Conversely, if QE � PE and QF �E � PF �E �QE�, then, Q � P and there
exists an E �F� measurable function hF �E such that:
hF �E�x, y� �
dQF �E�x, .�
dPF �E�x, .�
�QE�
and
dQ
dP
�x, y� � dQE
dPE
�x�hF �E�x, y�. (I.25)
Proof. Assume that Q � P and set h�x, y� :� dQdP �x, y�. Then, for B � E �F , one has
Q�B� �
�
B
dQ�x, y� �
�
B
h�x, y�dP �x, y� �
�
B
h�x, y�PF �E�x, dy�PE�dx�,
which gives by Proposition I.4.6:
Q�B� �
�
E
��
Bx
h�x, y�PF �E�x, dy�
�
dPE�x�. (I.26)
Let A � E . Since QE�A� �
�
E 1A�x�dQE�x� �
�
E�F 1A�x�dQ�x, y� � Q�A � F �, Equality
(I.26) becomes
QE�A� �
�
A
��
F
h�x, y�PF �E�x, dy�
�
dPE�x�.
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Therefore, QE � PE , and
dQE
dPE
�x� �
�
F
h�x, y�PF �E�x, dy� :� hE�x�.
Since
�
Bx
h�x, y�PF �E�x, dy� vanishes with hE , �I.26� can be written
Q�B� �
�
E
��
Bx
h�x, y�
hE�x� PF �E�x, dy�
�
dQE�x�.
Here, we set hF �E�x, y� :� h�x, y��hE�x���1 for x � Supp�QE�. Then, by a.e-uniqueness of
the conditioning, we get
QF �E�x,Bx� �
�
Bx
hF �E�x, y�PF �E�x, dy� �QE�.
This equality applied for all B � ��x�� �F allows to conclude.
In the other hand, if QE � PE and QF �E�x, .� � PF �E�x, .� �QE�, one has, for B � E �F ,
Q�B� �
�
E
��
Bx
QF �E�x, dy�
�
dQE�x�
�
�
E
��
Bx
hF �E�x, y�PF �E�x, dy�
�
hE�x�dPE�x�
�
�
E
��
Bx
hF �E�x, y�hE�x�PF �E�x, dy�
�
dPE�x�
�
�
B
hF �E�x, y�hE�x�dP �x, y�.
This implies that Q � P .
Then, we get the following decomposition:
Proposition I.4.10. Let P , Q �P�E � F �, such that D�Q�P � � ��. Then,
D�Q�P � � D�QE �PE� � EQE
�
D�QF �E �PF �E�
�
.
Proof. The assumption D�Q�P � � �� implies that Q � P . Therefore, by Theorem I.4.9,
QE � PE and QF �E � PF �E �QE�. Moreover, one has
dQ
dP
�x� � dQE
dPE
�x�dQF �E�x, .�
dPF �E�x, .�
�y� �QE�.
Consequently,
D�Q�P � �
�
E�F
log
�
dQ
dP
�
dQ �
�
E�F
log
�
dQE
dPE
dQF �E
dPF �E
�
dQ
�
�
E�F
log
�
dQE
dPE
�
dQ�
�
E�F
log
�
dQF �E
dPF �E
�
dQ
�
�
E
log
�
dQE
dPE
�
dQE �
�
E�F
log
�
dQF �E
dPF �E
�
d�QF �E .QE�
� D�QE �PE� �
�
E
��
F
log
�
dQF �E
dPF �E
�
dQF �E
�
dQE
� D�QE �PE� � EQE �D�QF �E �PF �E��.
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Then, Remark I.4.5 implies:
Corollary I.4.11. For all Q � P�X�, D�Q�P � � D�QE �PE�, with equality if and only if
QF �E � PF �E �QE�.
Observe that the proof of Theorem I.4.9 is only based on the properties of absolutely
continuous measures. Therefore, this Theorem can also be used for a probability measure
with respect to a product measure. In this case, we get a tractable expression for the densities
of marginal and conditional laws.
Proposition I.4.12. Let P � Pν�E � F �, that is P is absolutely continuous w.r.t ν :�
νE � νF , then,
dPE
dνE
�
�
F
dP
dν
�., y�dνF �y�.
Proposition I.4.13. Let P �Pν�E � F �, then, for all y � F such that dPFdµF �xL� � 0,
dPF �E�x, .�
dνE
�y� �
dP
dν �x, y�
dPE
dνE
�x� .
Now, back to the measurable space �X,A, µ�, we can define the sets of prescribed con-
straints. For the sake of brevity, we write C for XC as an index of the marginals and
conditional laws.
Definition I.4.14 (Sets of prescribed constraints). Let C,L be disjoint subsets of In, R
a given probability measure on XC , and K a transition kernel on �XC ,AL�. The set of
probability measures on X with marginal constraint R is defined by
MC �R� :� �Q �P�X�
�� QC � R�, (I.27)
and the set with conditional constraint K by
MC�L �K� :� �Q �P�X�
�� QC�L � K �QL��. (I.28)
Remark I.4.15. By the uniqueness of the conditional law, the set with conditional constraint
K on �XC ,AL� can also be written
MC�L �K� � �Q �P�X��QL�C � K.QL�.
In the following sections, we look for the I-projections on the sets of the form (I.27) and
(I.28), as well as intersections of such sets provided they are nonempty.
It will be more convenient to write QC� for a marginal measure QC on XC , with the
consequence that the set MC�QC� can be seen as a particular case of the sets (I.28) for
L � �.
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I.4.2 For one constraint
In the previous section, a lot of useful geometric properties of the I-projections on convex sets
were presented. In particular, Theorem I.1.10 yields sufficient conditions for the existence
and uniqueness of I1-projections of a probability measure P , provided that D�.�P � is finite
for at least one element of the set. These conditions are satisfied by the sets defined by one
prescribed law:
Proposition I.4.16. Let Q �P�X�, C,L disjoint subsets of In, where L can be empty .
1. MC�L
�
QC�L
�
is convex.
2. MC�L
�
QC�L
�
is closed for the total variation distance.
Proof. Replacing Q by QL�C , we can assume, without loss of generality, that L� C � In.
1. Let Q0, Q1 two probability measures inM�QC�L�, and consider the convex combination
Qα :� αQ1 � �1 � α�Q0, 0 � α � 1. Since QαL�A� � Qα�A � XC�, for A � XL, and
0 � α � 1, one has immediately QαL � αQ1L � �1 � α�Q0L. Then, Remarks I.4.7 and
I.4.15 give:
Qα � αQC�L.Q1L � �1� α�QC�L.Q0L � QC�L.QαL.
Therefore, Qα �M �QC�L�.
2. Let Q�n� be a sequence of probability measures in M�QC�L� which converges in total
variation to a probability measure Q� � P�X�. Define the probability measure �Q
by �Q :� QC�L.Q�L. Then, by Remark I.4.7, one has Q�n� � �Q � QC�L.�Q�n�L � Q�L�.
Consequently, for A � A,���Q�n��A� � �Q�A���� � �����
XL
QC�L�xL, AxL�
�
dQ
�n�
L � dQ�L
�
�xL�
����
�
�����
X
QC�L�xL, AxL��dQ�n� � dQ��x�
���� .
Since 0 � QC�L�xL, AxL� � 1, we get �Q�n��A�� �Q�A�� � �Q�n��Q�TV . Therefore, �Q is
the total-variation limit of the sequence �Q�n�� and �Q � Q� � QC�L.Q�L. We conclude
with Remark I.4.15.
Consequently, one has:
Corollary I.4.17. Let Q �P�X�, and C, L be disjoint subsets of In, where L can be empty.
Let P �P�X� satisfying
inf
Q�MC�L�QC�L�
D�Q�P � � ��. (I.29)
Then, P has a unique I1-projection on MC�L�QC�L�.
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We will see later that for the sets M defined by prescribed laws, the necessary condition
for the existence of the I2�projections
inf
Q�M
D�P �Q� � �� (I.30)
is also sufficient.
Assuming that all the involved probability measures are absolutely continuous w.r.t µ,
Cramer in [10] obtain explicit representations for µ-densities of the I-projections. This as-
sumption is in fact not necessary. Since the I-projections of a probability measure P are
absolutely continuous w.r.t P , one can look for its P�densities, as in Theorem I.3.1 of Csisàr.
Therefore, following the reasoning of Cramer, we establish the representation Theorem for
the Ij�projections, j � 1, 2 in the case of general probability measures.
For marginal constraints, the result follows from Corollary I.4.11. In the conditional case,
the proof relies on the following inductive extension of the decomposition of the relative
entropy
Proposition I.4.18 (Decomposition of the relative entropy). Let P , Q be probability mea-
sures on X such that D�Q�P � � ��, C1, � � � , Cm (m � 2) be a decomposition of In. Set
Aj :� �ji�1Ci. Then, one has
D�Q�P � � D�QC1 �PC1� �
m�
j�1
EQAj�1
�
D�QCj �Aj�1 �PCj �Aj�1�
�
.
This decomposition allows us to write the density of the I-projection w.r.t the initial
probability:
Theorem I.4.19 (Density for the I1-projection; Cramer, 00). Let Q �P�X�, C, L disjoint
subsets of In, let P �P�X� satisfying �I.29� for MC�L�QC�L�. Then, the I1-projection IC�LP
has for P -density
1. In the case of a prescribed marginal (L � �):
dI1CP
dP
�x� � dQC
dPC
�xC�,
2. In the case of a prescribed conditional:
dI1C�LP
dP
�x� � αC�L
dQC�L�xL, .�
dPC�L�xL, .�
�xC� exp
��D�QC�L�PC�L��xL�� , (I.31)
with the normalizing constant:
αC�L �
��
XL
exp
��D�QC�L�PC�L��xL�� dPL�xL���1 � �1,���.
Moreover, the I1-projection satisfies an analogue of Pythagoras equality:
D�I1C�LP �P � �D�Q�I1C�LP � � D�Q�P �, �Q �MC�L�QC�L�. (I.32)
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Remark I.4.20. By Assumption �I.29�, there exists a probability R in M�QC�L� such that
D�R�P � � ��, thus, R � P . Then, Theorem I.4.9 implies that QC�L � PC�L, and the
involved densities are well defined.
Proof.
1. Define the probability measure P � by its P� density dP�dP � dQCdPC . Set M :� In�C For
A � AC , one has:
P �C�A� � P ��A� XM � �
�
X
1A�xC�dQC
dPC
�xC�dP �x�
�
�
XC
1A�xC�dQC
dPC
�xC�dPC�xC�
� QC�A�,
therefore, P � �M�QC�. Then, Theorem I.4.9 implies that dP �M �C�dPM �C � 1, QC�a.e.
and Corollary I.4.11 allows to conclude with
D�Q�P � � D�QC �PC� � D�P ��P �, �Q �MC�QC�.
Since P �C � QC , and P �M �C � PM �C �QC�, Lemma I.4.10 applied to Q �M�QC� and P �
gives further
D�Q�P �� � EQC �D�QM �C �PM �C��.
Then, Equality (I.32) corresponds to the decomposition of D�Q�P � given in Proposition
I.4.10.
2. Let P � be a measure with density w.r.t the probability measure P equal to the right-
hand side of (I.31), and set h :� D�QC�L�PC�L�. First, we have to check that P � is a
probability measure:�
X
dP ��x� � αC�L
�
X
dQC�L�xL, .�
dPC�L�xL, .�
�xC� exp ��h�xL�� dP �x�
� αC�L
�
XL
��
XC
dQC�L�xL, .�
dPC�L�xL, .�
�xC�PC�L�xL, dxC�
�
exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL�
� αC�L
�
XL
��
XC
QC�L�xL, dxC�
�
exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL�
� αC�L
�
XL
exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL�.
Since the function h is positive, exp ���h� is bounded below by 1, and is then PL�integrable.
Let R in M�QC�L� such that D�R�P � � ��. Then, the decomposition of the relative
entropy in Proposition I.4.10 gives:
ERL�h� � ERL
�
D�QC�L�PC�L�
� � D�R�P � � ��.
Hence, the measurable positive function h is finite RL-a.e and RL��exp � ��h� � 0�� �
1. Since R � P , we get PL��exp � ��h� � 0�� � 0, which implies�
XL
exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL� �
�
�exp � ��h��0�
exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL� � 0.
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Consequently, αC�L is well defined, and lower bounded by 1.
Next, we prove that P � �MC�L�QC�L�. It is easy to check that dP ��dP � dP �L�C�dPL�C .
Moreover, for A � AL,
P �L�A� �
�
X
1A�xL�dP ��x� � αC�L
�
XL
1A�xL� exp ��h�xL�� dPL�xL�,
thus, dP �L�dPL � αC�L exp ���h�. Then, Theorem I.4.9 allows to conclude.
To complete the proof, we need to show the optimality of P �. Let M � In��L � C�.
Since dP ��dP � dP �L�C�dPL�C , one has dP �M �L�C�dPM �L�C � 1, P �L�C-a.e. Then,
Proposition I.4.18 applied to L, C, M gives:
D�P ��P � � D�P �L �PL� � EP�L
�
D�QC�L�PC�L�
�� EP�L�C �D�P �M �L�C �PM �L�C��
� D�P �L �PL� � EP�L �h� .
The first summand is equal to D�P �L �PL� � log �αC�L� �
�
hdP �L . Therefore, one has
D�P ��P � � log �αC�L�. On the other hand, for all probability measure Q �MC�L�QC�L�
such that D�Q�P � � ��,
D�Q�P � � D�QL�PL� � EQL �h� � EQL�C
�
D�QM �L�C �PM �L�C�
�
.
The first right-hand term is equal to
D�QL�PL� � D�QL�P �L� �
�
log
�
dP �
dP
�
dQL � D�QL�P �L� � αC�L �
�
hdQL.
Furthermore, one has PM �L�C � P �M �L�C , P �L�C-a.e. Since Q � P �, this equality is
satisfied Q-a.e. Then, we obtain
D�Q�P � � D�QL�P �L� � αC�L � EQL�C
�
D�QM �L�C �P �M �L�C�
�
.
Since QC�L � P �C�L P �L�a.e, this equality is also satisfied QL�a.e and Proposition I.4.18
again applied to D�Q�P �� gives
D�Q�P � � αC�L �D�Q�P �� � D�P ��P � �D�Q�P ��.
Thus, (I.32) is satisfied and P � � I1C�LP .
For the I2-projection, a similar result can be established:
Theorem I.4.21 (Cramer 00). Let Q � P�X�, C, L disjoint subsets of In. Let P � �
MC�L�QC�L�. Then, P � is the I2-projection on MC�L�QC�L� of P � P�X� if and only if P
has for P �-density:
1. In the case of a prescribed marginal (L � �):
dP
dP �
�x� � dPC
dQC
�x�, (I.33)
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2. In the case of a prescribed conditional:
dP
dP �
�x� � dPC�L�xL, .�
dQC�L�xL, .�
�xC�. (I.34)
Moreover, if �C,L� is a decomposition of In, the I2-projection satisfies an analogue of
the Pythagoras equality:
D�P �I2C�LP � �D�I2C�LP �Q� � D�P �Q�, �Q �M�QC�L�. (I.35)
Proof.
1. Let P be a probability measure defined by (I.33). Then, as in the proof of Theorem
I.4.19, we get P � M�PC� and PM �C � P �M �C �PC� where M :� In�C. Thus, by
Corollary I.4.11, for Q �M�QC�:
D�P �Q� � D�PC �QC� � D�P �P ��.
Therefore, P � is the I2-projection of P on M, and it is unique. Moreover, if C � In,
(I.35) is trivially valid.
2. Let P be a probability measure defined by (I.34), and set M :� In��L � C�. Then,
Proposition I.4.18 applied for L, C,M gives for Q �M�QC�L� such that D�P �Q� � ��:
D�P �Q� � D�PL�QL� � EPL
�
D�PC�L�QC�L�
�� EPL�C �D�PM �L�C �QM �L�C�� . (I.36)
Since PL � P �L , PL�a.e, and PM �L�C � P �M �L�C , PL�C�a.e, Proposition I.4.18 also
implies D�P �P �� � EPL�D�PC�L�QC�L��. Therefore, P � is the I2�projection of P on
M�QC�L�.
If L � C � In, (I.36) is equivalent to D�P �Q� � D�PL�QL� � D�P �P ��. We conclude
with D�PL�QL� � D�P ��Q�, using the fact that P �, Q �MC�L�QC�L�.
Remark I.4.22.
1. The characterization of the I2�projection given in Theorem I.2.9 allows also to prove
the result on the densities of Theorem I.4.21. Taking C, L � IN , where L can be empty,
it is indeed easy to check that, for all Q �MC�L�QC�L�:�
dP
dI2MP
dQ � 1.
However, this case of equality in the characterization does not necessary imply that
(I.35) holds. (see Example I.4.23 in the case where L is the empty set).
2. The I2�projections which satisfy (I.35) are called orthoprojections by Čencov (see [8])
Let us present a counterexample in the marginal case for which (I.35) does not hold.
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Example I.4.23. Let X � �0, 1�2 and P be the uniform probability measure on X. Consider
the prescribed marginal probability on X1 � �0, 1� defined by:
Q1��0�� � 13 , Q1��1�� �
2
3 .
Observe that, in this case, C � �1� and L � �, thus, �C,L� is obviously not a decomposition
of I2. Let P � be the I2�projection of P on M1�Q1�. Then, by Theorem I.4.21, one has
P ���i, j�� � P ��i, j��Q1��i���P1��i�� � 12Q1��i��. Now, define the probability measure Q �
M1�Q1� by
Q��0, 0�� � q3 , Q��0, 1�� �
1
3 �
q
3 , Q��1, 0�� �
1
3 �
2q
3 , Q��1, 1�� �
1
3 �
2q
3 , q �
�
0, 12
�
Consequently, we get:
D�P �Q� �D�P ��Q� �D�P �P �� � 112 log
�
1� 1� 4q4�q � q2�
����
� 0, if q � �0, 14� ,
� 0, if q � 14 ,
� 0, if q � �14 , 12� .
Now, we give a particular interest in the sets of probability measures defined by several
constraints. In this setting, the results are based on Theorem I.3.1 which could be applied in
the marginal case.
I.4.3 For several constraints
In this part, we consider a family C of subsets In. For each C � C , we prescribe some fixed
marginal law QC �P�XC� such that the collection �QC�C�C is compatible:
Definition I.4.24. A family of probability measures �QC�C�C is compatible if, for any
C, C � � C , QC and QC� have the same marginal law on XC�C�.
Then, we denote by M :� �C�CMC�QC� the set of the probabilities which fulfil all the
marginal constraints QC , C � C . This set can be empty. For instance, the EPR problem
(stands for Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen, 1935) provides a counterexample:
Example I.4.25 (EPR: pathological constraints). Consider X � �0, 1�3, C � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �1, 3��
and �QC�C�C all equal to the probability Q on �0, 1�2 represented by the symmetric probability
matrix
�Q�i� 1, j � 1��1�i,j�2 :�
�
1�8 3�8
3�8 1�8
�
.
Let Q � �C�CMC�QC�. Since Q1�0� � Q�0, 1� � Q�0, 0� � 12 , Q1 is the uniform probability
measure on �0, 1�, and the probability measures Q2 and Q3 are also uniform on �0, 1�. Let
�X1, X2, X3� be a random vector of law Q. Then,
Var
�
3�
i�1
Xi
�
�
3�
i�1
Var�Xi� � 2
�
i�j
Cov�Xi, Xj� � 3 �Var�X1� � 2Cov�X1, X2��
and Var�X1� � 14 , cov�X1, X2� � �14 . Consequently, one has Var�X1 �X2 �X3� � 0, which
implies that the random variable X1 � X2 � X3 is constant. This leads to a contradiction,
since E�X1 �X2 �X3� � 3E�X1� � 32 , and X1 �X2 �X3 � �0, 1, 2, 3�.
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A criterion for havingM � � is given by Piccioni , through the study of graphical models,
but we will present this result latter on. In what follows, we assume that M � �.
Since M is a finite intersection of sets of one marginal constraint, an immediate conse-
quence of Proposition I.4.16 is:
Corollary I.4.26.
1. M is closed for the total variation distance.
2. M is convex.
Then, Theorem I.1.10 implies:
Corollary I.4.27. Let P be a probability measure such that infQ�MD�Q�P � � ��, then, the
I1-projection of P on M exists and is unique.
Before presenting the results, let us make the observation that it is sufficient to study the
case where �C�CC � In. Let C1, � � � , Cm be the elements of C . Then, if we set C :� �mi�1Ci,
and
M�C :� �QC �P�XC��QCi � QCi , i � 1, . . . ,m�,
one has:
Proposition I.4.28. Let P �P�X�. Let P �C be the I1-projection of PC on M�C . Then, the
I1-projection I1MP of P on M admits as a P -density:
dI1MP
dP
� dP
�
C
dPC
(I.37)
Proof. Let �P be a probability measure with P�density d �P �dP � dP �C�dPC . Then, Theorem
I.4.19 implies that �P is the I1�projection of P on MC�P �C� �M. Moreover, for Q �M, one
has QC �M�C . Consequently,
D�Q�P � � D�QC �PC� � D�P �C �PC� � D� �P �P �,
where the first inequality follows from Corollary I.4.11. This allows to conclude the proof.
Therefore, in what follows, we place ourselves in the case of marginals constraints which
"completely covers In": �mi�1Ci � In.
Unlike the case of one prescribed constraint, it is difficult to have explicit results on the
I-projections. Nevertheless, the set of prescribed marginalM can be written as a set of linear
constraints. Thus, Theorem I.3.1 applied to M gives a representation of the I1-projections.
Proposition I.4.29. Let P �P�X�. If P � has a P -density of the form
dP �
dP
�x� �
m�
j�1
aj�xCj �1Nc�x�, , (I.38)
for some set N � A, and some positive ACj -measurable functions aj such that log �aj� �
L1�QCj �. Then, P � is the I1�projection of P on M. Moreover, for all Q �M,
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P � (I.39)
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On the other hand, if P has an I1-projection P � on M, then, there exists a positive
measurable function g with log �g� � L1�QC1� � � � � � L1�QCm�, and a set N � A such that:
dP �
dP
�x� � g�x�1Nc�x�.
Proof. Consider the uncountable set of functions defined by
Γ :� �h � πCj , h � L1�QCj �, j � 1, . . . ,m�,
where we recall that πCj �x� � xCj , and the associated set of constants �cγ�γ�Γ, with for
γ � Γ, cγ �
�
γdQCj . Then, M � �Q � P�X�,
�
γdQ � cγ , γ � Γ�. Furthermore, since the
linear space spanned by Γ is the sum space L1�QC1� � � � � �L1�QCm�, a direct application of
Theorem I.3.1 allows to conclude.
Thus, under a condition of closedness, we get a general formulation of the I1-projection
on M:
Corollary I.4.30. Let P � P�X�, and P � � M such that the sum spaces L1�QC1� � . . . �
L1�QCm� is closed in L1�P ��. Then, P � is the I1-projection of P on M if and only if its
P�density can be written:
dP �
dP
�x� �
m�
j�1
aj�xCj �, P � � a.e, (I.40)
where aj are measurable functions satisfying log aj � L1�QCj �, j � 1, . . . ,m. Moreover, (I.39)
holds for all Q �M.
Therefore, we are looking for conditions on the prescribed marginal constraints which
guarantee the closedness of the sum space � :� L1�QC1� � . . . � L1�QCm� in L1�Q�, for
Q �M. Contrary to what is suggested in [12], the closedness of � does not necessary occurs.
In particular, Rüschendorf and Thomsen give a counterexample in [37]:
Example I.4.31. Let X � �N��2, equipped with the sigma-algebra �P�N���2 of all the subsets
of X, and the counting measure. Let Q1, Q2 be two identical probability measures on N� defined
by the density q�2k � 1� � q�2k� � 2�k�1.
Let Q be the probability measure defined on �N��2 by the density:
q�n, n� 1� �
�
2�2k�1, if n � 2k,
0, otherwise,
q�n, n� 1� � q�n� 1, n�
q�n, n� � q�n� � q�n, n� 1� � q�n, n� 1�.
By construction, Q �M�Q1� �M�Q2�.
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Next, consider the function φ defined for �i, j� � �N��2 by φ�i, j� � a�i� � a�j�, where we
set for k � N, a�2k � 1� :� 2k, and a�2k� � 0. Then, we get :�
φdQ �
�
n,k�1
�φ�n, k��q�n, k�
�
�
n�1
��φ�n, n� 1��q�n, n� 1� � �φ�n, n� 1��q�n, n� 1� � �φ�n, n��q�n, n��
�
�
k�1
�φ�2k, 2k � 1��q�2k, 2k � 1� �
�
k�1
�φ�2k � 1, 2k��q�2k � 1, 2k�
�
�
k�1
2�k � 2.
Therefore, φ � L1�Q�. Furthermore, by taking an � a11,...,n and bn � �a11,...,n, one has
φ � lim
n��� an � bn,
thus, φ � L1�Q1� � L1�Q2�.
Now, we prove that φ � L1�Q1� � L1�Q2�. A first observation is that a � L1�Q1�. If there
exist f and g such that φ � f � g, Q-a.e, then,�
n�1
�f�n��q1�n� �
�
k�1
��f�2k � 1��q1�2k � 1� � �f�2k��q1�2k��
�
�
k�1
��f�2k � 1�� � �f�2k��� q1�2k � 1�.
Since q�2k � 1, 2k� � q�2k, 2k � 1� � 0, f�2k � 1� � g�2k� � a�2k � 1� � a�2k� � a�2k � 1�.
On the other hand, q�2k, 2k� � 2�k�1 � 2�2k�1 � 0, thus, f�2k� � g�2k� � 0. Then, we get
�f�2k � 1�� � �f�2k�� � �a�2k � 1� � g�2k�� � �g�2k�� � �a�2k � 1��, which implies�
n�1
�f�n��q1�n� �
�
n�1
�a�n��q1�n�.
Therefore, f � L1�Q1�, and φ � L1�Q1� � L1�Q2�.
For some particular probability measures inM, the sum space � satisfies the assumption
of Corollary I.4.30. For example, in the case of disjoint constraints (Ci � Cj � �, i � j�,
one can easily prove that � is closed in L1�QC1 � � � � � QCm�. However, this case is not
very interesting, since Corollary I.4.30 is trivially valid for a marginal constraints product
probability measure. We need to have the closedness for a larger class of probability measures.
A classic criterion for a sum space to be closed, given by Kober in [23], could be used for
this purpose.
Lemma I.4.32 (Kober’s criterion). Let �F, �.�� be a normed complete linear vector space, F1,
F2, . . ., Fk be linear closed and linearly independent subspaces of F . Define the projections
πj : �ki�1Fi �� Fj
f � f1 � � � � � fk � � fj .
Then, the sum spaces
�l
i�1 Fi, l � 2, . . . , k are closed in F if and only if there exists a
constant c such that, for all f � �ki�1F , and j � 1, . . . , k � 1
�πj�f�� � c�f�. (I.41)
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Remark I.4.33. Condition (I.41) is equivalent to require the continuity of the projections
πj for j � 1, � � � , k � 1.
To prove this result, we need a short lemma, which gives the necessary condition for the
closedness of a sum of two subspaces:
Lemma I.4.34. Let F be a normed complete linear vector space, F1, F2 be linear closed and
linearly independent subspaces of F . If F1 � F2 is closed, then, the respective projections π1
and π2 onto F1 and F2 are continuous.
Proof. First, observe that the projections π1 and π2 play symmetric roles. Consequently,
we only look for the continuity of π1. Moreover, since π1 is linear, we use the closed graph
Theorem to prove the continuity.Therefore, if we consider a sequence �f �n��n which converges
in F1 �F2 to an element f� such that the sequence π1�f �n�� � f �n�1 converges in F1 to f1 , it
is sufficient to show that f1 � π1�f��.
Since f �n� � F1 � F2, we can write f �n� � f �n�1 � f �n�2 , where f �n�i � Fi, i � 1, 2. Then,
π1�f �n�� � f �n�1 , and
�f �m�2 � f �n�2 � � �f �m� � f �n�� � �f �m�1 � f �n�1 � (I.42)
Since the sequences �f �n�1 �, and �f �n�� converge, they are Cauchy sequences. Thus, Inequality
(I.42) implies that �f �n�2 � is a Cauchy sequence of F2 � F , which is complete by assumption.
Therefore, the sequence �f �n�2 �n also converges in F2 to an element f2. Since fi � Fi by
closedness of Fi, i � 1, 2, we get
�f �n� � f1 � f2� � �f �n�1 � f1� � �f �n�2 � f2�. (I.43)
Then, Inequality (I.43) gives, when n tends to infinity, f1�f2 � f�, which allows to conclude.
Proof of Kober’s criterion. First, assume that Inequality (I.41) is satisfied for all f � �ki�1Fi
and j � �1, . . . , k � 1�. Let l � �2, . . . , k�, and �f �n��n a convergent sequence of
�l
i�1 Fi.
Then, �f �n��n is a Cauchy sequence, and limp,n����f �p� � f �n�� � 0. Since the projections
πj , j � 1, . . . , l � 1 are continuous, πj�f �m� � f �n�� � πj�f �m�� � πj�f �n�� tends also to 0.
Thus, �πj�f �n�� are Cauchy sequences in Fj � F , j � 1, . . . , l� 1. Since F is complete, and
Fj is closed, the sequences �πj�f �n�� converge to an element fj � Fj , for all j � �1, � � � , l� 1�.
On the other hand, observe that
πl�f �n�� � f �n� � π1�f �n�� � � � � � π1�1�f �n��.
Therefore, by a similar reasoning, the sequence �πl�f �n��� also converges to an element fl � Fl.
We conclude with
�f �n� � f1 � � � � � fl� �
l�
i�1
�πi�f �n�� � fi�.
Assume now that the sum spaces
�l
i�1 Fi are closed for l � �2, � � � , k�. Then, Lemma
I.4.34 applied to
�l�1
i�1 Fi and Fl gives the continuity of the projections π1,l :
�l
i�1 Fi ���l�1
i�1 Fi and π2,l :
�l
i�1 Fi �� Fl. Since πj � π1,k�1 � � � � � π1,j�1 � π2,j , for j � �1, . . . , k�,
the projections πj are continuous, and (I.41) follows.
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Kober’s criterion allows us to get a condition of closedness of L1�QC1� � . . . � L1�QCm�,
in the particular case where the constraints Ci are disjoint. Indeed, in this setting, the sets
L1�QCi� satisfy the linear independence condition.
Proposition I.4.35. Let Q �P�X�, and assume that C1, � � � , Cm are disjoint. If there exists
a measurable nonnegative function αm � L1�QCm� satisfying QCm��αm � 0�� � 0 and
Q�m�1i�1 Ci�Cm�xCm , .� � αm�xCm�QC1 � � � � �QCm�1 ,
then, F :� L1�QC1� � � � � � L1�QCm� is closed in L1�Q�.
Proof. Denote L10�QCi� the set of the functions in L1�QCi� with median zero, where for
fi � L1�QCi�, a median of fi is defined by medQCi �fi� � arginf�c � R �
�
XCi
�fi � c�dQCi�.
Then,
F �
m�1�
i�1
L10�QCi�
�
L1�QCm�.
Indeed, a function f � f1�� � ��fm � F can be written f � �m�1i�1 �fi�mi���fm�
�m�1
i�1 mi�,
where we denote mi for medQCi �fi�.
Let f � f1� � � � � fm � F , where fi � L10�QCi�, i � 1, . . . ,m� 1. Set Am�1 :� �m�1i�1 Ci �
In�Cm. Then, one has, for j � �1, . . . ,m� 1�,
� ���� m�
i�1
fi
���� dQ � � �� �f1�xC1� � � � � � fm�xCm��QAm�1�Cm �xCm , dxAm�1�� dQCm�xCm�
�
�
�f1�xC1� � � � � � fm�xCm��αm�xLm� �1�i�m dQCi�xCi�
�
� � �
�f1�xC1� � � � � � fm�xCm��dQCj �xCj �
�
αm�xLm� �
i�j
dQCi�xCi�
�
�
�fj�xCj ��dQCj �xCj �
�
αm�xLm�dQCm�xCm�,
where the last inequality comes from medQCj �fj� � 0. Since, by assumption, the quantity
c :� � αm�xCm�dQCm�xCm� is a finite positive constant, we get�
�fj �dQCj �
1
c
�
�f � dQ.
Then, the closedness of F follows from Kober’s criterion.
From now on, we focus on the case of disjoint marginal constraints QCi , in order to use
Proposition I.4.35. As we saw previously, it makes easier the study of the closedness of the
sum set �.
In this setting, Proposition I.4.35 could be applied to the probability measures Q � M
with a lower bounded density w.r.t QC1 � � � � � QCm . Thus, if P � is a probability measure
satisfying:
dP �
dQC1 � � � � � dQCm
� c, P �-a.e, (I.44)
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for some positive constant c and P �P�X�, P � is the I1�projection of P if and only if
dP �
dP
�x� �
m�
j�1
aj�xCj �, P �-a.e, (I.45)
for some Aj�measurable functions such that log aj � L1�QCj �, j � 1, . . . ,m.
It would be interesting to improve the condition (I.44). Rüschendorf and Thomsen in
[37] find a weaker condition to get a decomposition of the I1-projection density of the form
(I.45). The result lies on the study of the closed space �, instead of the closedness of �. It
is written in [37] in the case of m � 2, but we present it in the general case.
Theorem I.4.36 (Rüschendorf, Thomsen). Assume that C1, � � � , Cm are disjoint. Let Q �
P�X�, such that
Q � m�
i�1
QCi . (I.46)
Then, for all f � �mi�1L1�QCi� � L1�Q�, there exist measurable functions fi : XCi � R,
i � 1, . . . ,m such that
f � f1�xC1� � � � � � fm�xCm�, Q-as. (I.47)
Proof. Let f � �mi�1L1�QCi�, and f �n� �
�m
i�1 f
�n�
i � �mi�1L1�QCi� such that f �n� converges to
a function f in L1�Q�. Denote the density of Q w.r.t the product of its prescribed marginals
by r :� dQ�dQC1 � � � � � dQCm . By choosing a subsequence, we can assume without loss of
generality that, when n tends to infinity, f �n�r �� fr, QC1 � � � � � QCm-a.s. Equivalently,
there exists a QC1 � � � � �QCm-negligible set N such that by taking A :� �r � 0� �N c,
f �n�1A ��
n��� f1A. (I.48)
We are going to construct a family of Ai-measurable subsets of XCi on which f is decom-
posable. For simplicity, when Ci appears as index, we replace it by i.
� Let x0 � �x01, � � � , x0m� � A. Observe that f �n� can be decomposed as follows:
f �n� :�
m�1�
i�1
�
f
�n�
i � f �n�i �x0i �
�
�
�
f �n�m �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n�
i �x0m�
�
,
where each component converges at x0. Then, define f �n,0�i :� f �n�i � f �n�i �x0i � on Xi,
for i � �1, � � � ,m� 1� and f �n,0�m :� f �n�m �
�m�1
i�1 f
�n�
i �x0i � on Xm. Consider also, for all
i � �1, � � � ,m�, the Ai-measurable sets
B0i :�
�
xi � Xi, f ��,0�i �xi� � limn��� f
�n,0�
i �xi� exists
�
� Ai,
Consequently, f �n� � �mi�1 f �n,0�i , and x0 ��mi�1B0i :� B0. Therefore, by construction,
A�B0 � � and
f �n�1A�B0 �
�
m�
i�1
f
�n�
i
�
1A�B0 ��
n��� f1A�B0 . (I.49)
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On the other hand, one has
f �n�1A�B0 �
�
m�
i�1
f
�n,0�
i
�
1A�B0 ��
n���
�
m�
i�1
f
��,0�
i
�
1A�B0 . (I.50)
From (I.49) and (I.50), we obtain f1A��B0� �
��m
i�1 f
��,0�
i
�
1A��B0�.
Furthermore, if we define for xJ � XJ , J � IN the xJ -section of A by AxJ :� �yJc �
XJc
�� �xJ , yJc� � A�, one has, for all 1 � i � m,�
�yj�j�i�Ax0
i
A�yj�j�i � B0i . (I.51)
For 1 � i � m and xi �
�
�yj�j�i�Ax0
i
Ay, there exists indeed �yj�j�i �
�
j�i
Xj such that
�y0 :� �y1, � � � , yi�1, x0i , yi�1, � � � , ym� � A,�y :� �y1, � � � , yi�1, xi, yi�1, � � � , ym� � A.
Then, if we observe that if i � m, f �n,0�i �xi� � f �n���y��f �n���y0� and, on the other hand
that f �n,0�m �xm� � f �n���y� � f �n���y0� � f �n��x0�, we get xi � B0i by using (I.48).
• Let x1 � �x11, � � � , x1m� � A�B0 and define the functions f �n,1�i , and the sets B1i , B1 in
the same way as the first step, with x1i instead of x0i , i � 1, � � � ,m. Then, the sets B1i
and B0i satisfy:
Bj :�
m�
i�1
i�j
B0i �
m�
i�1
i�j
B1i � �, �j � �1, . . . ,m�. (I.52)
We prove (I.52) in two steps.
First, assume that there exists �y1, � � � , ym�1� � Bm. Then, by construction of the
sets B0i and B1i , the sequences �f �n,0�i �yi��n and �f �n,1�i �yi��n converge when n tends to
infinity. For i � �1, . . . ,m� 1�, we can write
f
�n,0�
i �x1i � � f �n�i �x1i � � f �n�i �x0i �
�
�
f
�n�
i �yi� � f �n�i �x0i �
�
�
�
f
�n�
i �yi� � f �n�i �x1i �
�
� f �n,0�i �yi� � f �n,1�i �yi�.
(I.53)
Since the latter quantity converges as n� �, we deduce that x1i � B0i . Moreover, one
has
f �n,0�m �x1m� � f �n�m �x1m� �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n�
i �x0i �
�
�
f �n�m �x1m� �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n�
i �x1i �
�
�
m�1�
i�1
�
f
�n�
i �x1i � � f �n�i �x0i �
�
� f �n��x1� �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n,0�
i �x1i �.
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Therefore, x1m � B0m and we obtain x1 � B0, which is false by assumption.
Now, suppose that there exists �yi�i�j � Bj , for some index j � �1, � � � ,m�1�. Then, for
i � �j,m�, by (I.53), �f �n,0�i �x1i ��n converge and x1i � B0i . On the other hand, f �n,1�m �y1m�
and f �n,0�m �y1m� converge, and
f �n,1�m �y1m� � f �n,0�m �y1m� �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n�
i �x1i � �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n�
i �x0i � �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n,0�
i �x1i �.
This implies that
f
�n,0�
j �x1j � �
m�1�
i�1
f
�n,0�
i �x1i � �
m�1�
i�1,i�j
f
�n,0�
i �x1i �
converges and x1j � B0j . As in the first case, we can derive from this that x1 � B0 and
reach a contradiction.
By induction, we construct a possibly uncountable family Γ of elements B � �mi�1Bi,
Bi � Ai, such that:
A �
�
B�Γ
B, (I.54)
and
m�
i�1
i�j
Bi
� m�
i�1
i�j
Bi� � �, B � B�, j � 1, � � � ,m. (I.55)
Moreover, for B � Γ, there exists a family of function �f ��,B�i �1�i�m, such that f ��,B�i is
Ai-measurable, and
f1A�B �
m�
i�1
f ��,B�1A�B � 1A
m�
i�1
f
��,B�
i 1Bi (I.56)
By (I.55), the sets Γj :� �B � Γ, Qi�Bi� � 0, i � j�, j � 1, � � � ,m are countable, and this is
also the case for Γ0 � �mj�1Γj . Then, (I.54) implies that D :� �B�Γ0B � A. Without loss of
generality, one can consider that the elements of Γ0 are disjoint. Consequently, by (I.56),
f1A�D �
�
B�Γ0
f1A�B �
�
B�Γ0
1A
m�
i�1
f
��,B�
i 1Bi
�
m�
i�1
� �
B�Γ0
f
��,B�
i 1Bi
�
1A
�
m�
i�1
� �
B�Γ0
f
��,B�
i 1Bi
�
1A�D.
Therefore, if we consider the Ai-measurable functions fi :�
�
B�Γ0 f
��,B�
i 1Bi , i � 1, � � � ,m,
we obtain
�f1 � � � � � fm�1A�D � f1A�D.
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To conclude, it remains to show that Q�A�D� � 0. Observe that A�B � �mj�1BQj , where
DQj :� �x � B,B � Γ�Γ0, Qj�Bj� � 0�. Thus, one has
Q�A�D� �
m�
j�1
�
�A�D��DQj
r dQ1 � � � � � dQm
�
m�
j�1
�
�
i�j
Xi
� �
�A�D�DQj ��xi�i�j
r dQj
�
�
i�j
dQi.
(I.57)
If ��A�D� � DQj ��xi�i�j � �, (I.55) implies that there exists a uniquely determined B �
B��xi�i�j� � Γ�Γ0, such that �A�D � DQj ��xi�i�j � Bj � A�xi�i�j � Bj , and Qj�Bj� � 0.
Therefore, by (I.57), we get Q�A�D� � 0, which is equivalent to Q�A�D� � 1.
We want to apply this Proposition to the function log dP�dP , where P � is the I1-projection of
P onM. By Proposition I.4.29, this function is indeed in the closure of � in L1�P ��. There-
fore, we need an assumption on the I1-projection of absolute continuity w.r.t its prescribed
marginals, which is difficult to check.
By the following classical result on the uniform continuity, a condition on the initial
probability P is sufficient to get the conclusion of Theorem I.4.36 on � :
Lemma I.4.37. Let Q �P�X�, and assume that C1, � � � , Cm are disjoint. Let νi be measures
on XCi such that Q � �mi�1νi. Then, Q � �mi�1QCi. In other words, if Q has density w.r.t a
product measure, it has density w.r.t the product of its marginals.
Proof. We prove this result for m � 2, since the generalization comes easily by induction. To
simplify the notations, we write Qi instead of QCi , i � 1, 2. Assume that Q � ν1 � ν2 with
density r :� dQdν1�ν2 . Then, Lemma I.4.12 gives Qi � νi and
dQ1
dν1
�
�
X2
r dν2,
dQ2
dν2
�
�
X1
rdν1.
Consequently, Q1�Q2 � ν1� ν2, and f :� d�Q1�Q2��d�ν1� ν2� �
�
X1
rdν1
�
X2
r dν2. Now,
consider A � A such that Q1 �Q2�A� � 0. Then, one has�
f1Adν1 � dν2 � 0.
Thus A � N �N1 � X2 � X1 �N2, where N � A� �f � 0� is ν1 � ν2-negligible and
N1 :�
�
x � X1,
�
X2
r�x, t�dν2�t� � 0
�
, N2 :�
�
y � X2,
�
X1
r�s, y�dν2�y� � 0
�
.
This implies that,
Q�A� �
�
A
r�x, y�d�ν1 � ν2��x, y�
�
�
N1�X2
r�x, y�d�ν1 � ν2��x, y� �
�
X1�N2
r�x, y�d�ν1 � ν2��x, y�
�
�
N1
��
X2
r�x, y�dν2�y�
�
dν1�x� �
�
N2
��
X1
r�x, y�dν1�x�
�
dν2�y� � 0.
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Then, we get the shape of the density of the I1-projection under a weaker assumption:
Theorem I.4.38. Let �X,A, µ� � ��mi�1Xi,�mi�1Ai,�mi�1µi� be a measurable space, and
P � Pµ�X�. Assume that C1, � � � , Cm are disjoint. If P � is the I1-projection of P on M,
then, there exist ACi-measurable functions on XCi , i � 1, � � � ,m, such that
dP �
dP
�x� �
m
Π
i�1
ai�xCi�, P �-a.e. (I.58)
Proof. By, Proposition I.4.29, there exists a function g in the closure of L1�QC1� � � � � �
L1�QCm� in L1�P �� such that dP
�
dP � eg, P �-a.e. Since D�P ��P � � ��, one has P � � P � µ,
where µ � �ni�1µi � �mi�1µCi . Therefore, P � � �mi�1QCi , using Lemma I.4.37. Thus,
Theorem I.4.36 implies that there exist ACi-measurable functions gi, i � 1, . . . ,m, such that
g � g1 � � � � � gm, P �-a.e. Then, (I.58) follows, by setting ai � egi .
The previous results on the density of the I1�projection give rise to the following question:
what happens for the I1�projection of P � P�X� in the case where P already has a µ�density
of the form (I.58)?
In this particular case, the problem of minimization of the relative entropy is equivalent
to a classical problem of maximization of the entropy, which can be solved using graphical
models.
I.4.4 Graphical models
In this part, we study the I1-projections on a set of prescribed marginals of probability
measures which have a particular representation depending on the marginal constraints.
Let us first recall our framework. We still place ourselves in the measurable space
�X,A, µ� � ��Ni�1Xi,�Ni�1,Ai,�Ni�1µi�, but we assume that all the probability measures
are absolutely continuous w.r.t µ (i.e are in Pµ�X�).
Now, consider the problem of prescribed marginals presented in the previous section: Let
C be a finite family of subsets of IN . Each C � C must be seen as a block of coordinate
labels on the product space X. For all C � C , we prescribe some fixed law QC �PµC �XC� in
such way that the collection �QC�C�C is compatible. Then, denote M � �C�CMC�QC�.
Then, two questions deserve attention: the existence of a criterion forM � �, and in the
case where M � �, for a fixed P �Pµ�X�, finding a probability P � in M such that
min
Q�M
D�Q�P � � D�P ��P � (I.59)
To solve this problem, we can assume without loss of generality that �C�CC � IN .
In this setting, if P �Pµ�X� has a µ-density of the form
dP
dµ
�x� �
�
C�C
aC�xC�, (I.60)
for some positive AC-measurable functions aC , the problem defined by (I.59) is equivalent to
a problem of maximisation of the differential entropy. This one extends Shannon’s entropy
on Pµ�X�.
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Definition I.4.39. Let Q �Pµ�X�, the entropy of Q is defined by:
H�Q� � �
�
log
�
dQ
dµ
�
dQ.
For P satisfying (I.60), one has indeed, for all Q �M such that D�Q�P � � ��,
D�Q�P � �
�
log
�
dQ
dµ
�
dQ�
�
log
�
dP
dµ
�
dQ � �H�Q� �
�
C�C
�
log �aC�dQC . (I.61)
Since the last right-hand quantity in (I.61) is fixed, D�Q�P � depends only on the quantity
H�Q� when Q describesM. Therefore, P � is the solution of (I.59), if it satisfies the problem
of maximum of the entropy under marginal constraints:
H�P �� � max
Q�M
�H�Q�� . (I.62)
This problem has well known answers, which rely on the study of particular graphs (for more
details, see in [29]). Such a study gives also conditions for M � �.
A graph structure can be constructed from the problem of prescribed marginals, using
the collection of subsets C . Such a graph will be called the interaction graph of the problem.
Definition I.4.40. For a family of subsets C of a finite set V , we define a simple graph
structure GC over V with edges E as follows: for any a � b � V , if there exists C � C such
that a � C, b � C, then, we set �a, b� � E.
Remark I.4.41. Here, a simple graph is an undirected and unweighted graph.
In order to have a representation of the marginal problem on graphs, it is necessary that
its interaction graph contains all the information. This is obviously not always the case. For
example, the family C � ��1, 2, 3�� and the family C � � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �1, 3�� have the same
interaction graph. Problems which satisfy a "unique graphical representation" condition are
said to be graphical. A more rigorous definition involves the notion of clique of a graph:
Definition I.4.42.
1. A graph G � �V,E� is complete if any to vertices are connected by an edge.
2. A subset A � V is complete if the subgraph GA � �A,EA�, where EA � E � �A�A� is
obtained from G by keeping the edges with both endpoints in A, is complete.
3. A complete subset that is maximal (with respect to �) is called a clique.
Then, the definition of graphical problems follows:
Definition I.4.43. The problem of finding a probability measure with prescribed marginals
defined with a family C of subsets of In is said to be graphical if the set of the cliques of GC
coincide with C .
Example I.4.44. Let C � ��1, 2�, �2, 3��, and C � � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �3, 1��, the problem is
graphical for C but not for C �:
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1
2
3
�
��
�
�
�
1
2
3
fig.1: GC fig.2: GC�
In what follows, we assume that the problem is graphical. As for the relative entropy
for one prescribed marginal, we need a decomposition of the entropy to solve (I.62). We can
define the conditional entropy for transition kernels as follows:
Definition I.4.45. Let �E,E, ρE�, �F,F, ρF � be measurable spaces, and K be a transition
kernel on �E,F�, absolutely continuous w.r.t µF . Then, the conditional entropy of K is the
measurable function on �E,E� defined by:
H�K��x� � �
�
F
log
�
K�x, dy�
dµF �y�
�
K�x, dy�.
Since our probability measures have a density w.r.t µ, the conditional laws have a tractable
expression:
Proposition I.4.46. Let Q � Pµ�X� of µ-density q. For a subset A of IN , the µA-density
qA of the marginal probability QA satisfies qA�xA� �
�
XAc
q�x�dµAc�xAc�. Moreover, for a
disjoint subset B of A, the conditional law of Q of B knowing A has for µB-density:
QB�A�xA, dxB�
dµB�xB� �
qA�B
qA
.
Then, we get for a probability measure Q � Pµ�X� of µ-density q, and A, B disjoint
subsets of IN ,
H�QB�A� � �
�
XB
log
�
qA�B
qA
�
qA�B
qA
dµB. (I.63)
The standard and the conditional entropies satisfy well-known properties. A first result
follows from Jensen’s inequality:
Proposition I.4.47. Let A, B be disjoint subsets of In, then, EQA
�
H�QB�A�
� � H�QB�,
with equality if and only if QA�B � QA �QB.
Proof. By (I.63), one has
EQA
�
H�QB�A�
� � � �
XA
��
XB
log
�
qA�B
qA
�
qA�B
qA
dµB
�
qAdµA
� �
�
XB
��
XA
log
�
qA�B
qA
�
qA�B
qA
qAdµA
�
dµB
� �
�
XB
EQA
�
φ
�
qA�B
qA
��
dµB,
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where φ�x� :� x log�x� is a strictly convex function. Since
EQA
�
qA�B
qA
�
�
�
XA
qA�BdµA � qB,
the conclusion follows from the Jensen’s inequality.
Remark I.4.48. The condition of equality is a condition of independence. If X is a random
vector on X of law Q, and A, B disjoint subsets of IN , then, XA and XB are independent if
and only if QA�B � QA �QB. We shall say that QA and QB are independent.
Furthermore, direct calculations give:
Proposition I.4.49. Let A,B be disjoint subsets of In, then,
H�QA�B� � H�QA� � EQA
�
H�QB�A�
�
.
Then, we get:
Corollary I.4.50. Let B, A be disjoint subsets of In, and Q �P�X�. Then,
H�QA�B� � H�QA� �H�QB�,
with equality if and only if QA and QB are independent.
Consequently, if C consists in disjoint subsets, the maximum of the entropy on M is
reached for P � � �C�CQC . In particular, in this case M � �. When this is not the case,
we reduce to a problem of disjoint constraints by conditioning with respect to the common
marginals of the constraints. This reasoning can be represented in the simple case of two
marginal constraints as follows:
�
�C1 C2
S
�
�
�
��
�
�
fig.3: C1 � C2 � � fig.4: C1 � C2 � S
In Figure 4, the subset S "separates" C1 and C2. If we take off S from the graph, we find
ourselves in the situation of Figure 3.
Proposition I.4.49 motivates this approach. For Q � MC1�QC1� �MC1�QC2�, one has
indeed:
H�QC1�C2� � H�QS� � EQS
�
H�QC1�S�C2�S�S�
�
, (I.64)
where the sets C1�S and C2�S are disjoint, and the common prescribed marginal QS is fixed.
For the situation in Figure 3, the maximum is reached if QC1 and QC2 are independent. In
view of (I.64), it is natural to introduce the conditional independence:
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Definition I.4.51. Let A, B, S be subsets of IN . Let X be a random vector on X of law
Q � P�µ��X�. XA�S and XB�S are independent conditionally to XS if the density qA�B�S
of QA�B�S is of the form:
qA�B�S � qA � qB
qS
. (I.65)
We say also that QA�S and QB�S are independent conditionally to QS. Moreover, we write
QA�B � QA �QB the probability measure on XA�B which satisfies (I.65) for S � A�B.
Remark I.4.52.
1. We take conventionally q� � 1. Then, one has, for A�B � �, QA �QB � QA �QB.
2. QA �QB �MA�QA� �MB�QB�.
Then, Proposition I.4.50 applied for conditional law gives
Proposition I.4.53. Let A, B, S be disjoint subsets of IN . Let Q �Pµ�X�. Then,
H�QA�B�S� � H�QA�S� �H�QB�S�, (I.66)
with equality if and only if QA�B�S � QA�S �QB�S .
Proof. For xS fixed, set QSA�B :� QA�B�S , then, QSA � QA�S and QSB � QB�S . Therefore,
Corollary I.4.50 applied to QSA�B gives the desired inequality. Moreover, (I.66) holds with
equality if and only if QSA�B � QSA �QSB, which is equivalent to
qA�B�S
qS
� qA�S
qS
qB�S
qS
.
In the case where C � �C1, C2� (see for instance fig. 4), Propositions I.4.53 and (I.64)
applied for A � C1 and B � C2 imply that
QC1 � QC2 � argmax
Q�M
�H�Q�� .
In the case where there are more prescribed marginals, the question of how to choose S arises.
As in the case of two marginals, we use the graphical representation of the problem. Then,
we need to introduce the notion of separator subset of a graph, in order to decompose the
graph in the same way as in Figure 4. First, recall the definition of a path:
Definition I.4.54. Let G � �V,E� be a graph. For two vertices v, w, a path of length n
from v to w is a sequence of distinct vertices v0 � v, � � � , vn � w such that �vi, vi�1� � E,
for all i � �1, � � � , n� 1�.
The definition of a separator subset and of decomposition of a graph follows:
Definition I.4.55. Let G � �V,E� be a graph. For A, B, S � V, we say that S separates
A and B if and only if any path in G connecting A and B contains a vertex in S. A proper
decomposition of G is a couple A, B � V such that:
� A � V and B � V and V � A�B.
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� the induced subgraph on A�B is complete.
� A�B separates A and B.
Example I.4.56. In Figure 4, S separates C1 and C2, and �C1, C2� is a proper decomposition
of the graph.
This definition gives rise to the definition of G�Markov laws:
Definition I.4.57. Let Q �Pµ�X�, G � �V,E� be a simple graph. The probability measure
Q is G-Markov if and only if for any A, B � V separated by S � V , QA�S and QB�S are
conditionally independent given QS.
Example I.4.58. In the case of C � �C1, C2�, the probability P � � QC1 �QC2 is GC -Markov.
The G�Markov laws are characterized by a density with respect to µ of the form (I.60),
which is also the form of the density of the I1�projection under some mild conditions. The
proof of the next result is given in the appendix.
Theorem I.4.59 (Clifford-Hammersley-Besag). Let Q �Pµ�X�, and G � �V,E� be a simple
graph and denote by C its collection of cliques. If Q has positive and continuous density p
w.r.t µ, then, Q is G � Markov if and only if there exist some positive AC-measurable
functions aC such that:
q�x� �
�
C�C
aC�xC�.
In order to iterate the case of two marginal constraints, the existence of separator subsets
between consecutive sets C � C must be ensured. In the following example, there is indeed
no separator subsets:
Example I.4.60. Let G � �V,E�, with V � �1, 2, 3, 4�. Then, G has no separator subset.
1 2
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The construction of G�Markov laws with the operator � can be generalized when we
assume that the graph is decomposable. Such a graph is indeed one that can be successively
decomposed into its cliques. This can be stated formally through a recursive definition as
Definition I.4.61. A graph is said to be decomposable if it is complete or if there exists a
proper decomposition into two decomposable subgraphs.
It is not easy to see when a graph is decomposable. Yet, there is a classical result of
graph theory which gives an equivalent condition for decomposability. We first introduce the
notion of cycle of a graph:
Definition I.4.62. A n�cycle of a graph G � �V,E� is a path of length n which begins and
ends at the same point.
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Next, let us define triangulated graphs :
Definition I.4.63. A graph is chordal or equivalently triangulated if each of its cycles of four
or more vertices has a chord, which is an edge joining two vertices that are not adjacent in
the cycle. An equivalent definition is that any cordless cycle has at most three vertices.
Then, one has:
Theorem I.4.64. Let G � �V,E� be a graph, the following properties are equivalent
(i) G is decomposable.
(ii) G is triangulated.
For the proof of this classical result, see the appendix. Now, we introduce a particular
arrangement for subsets of vertices of a graph, which gives rise to separator subsets.
Definition I.4.65. Let G � �V,E� be a graph, C1, � � � , Cm be a sequence of subsets of V .
We set Aj � �ji�1Ci, Bj�1 � Cj�1�Aj, Sj�1 � Aj � Cj�1. Then, the sequence C1, � � � , Cm
has a perfect numbering if
1. For all i � 1, there exists j � i such that Si � Cj.
2. For all i � 1, Si is complete.
An interesting property of such sequences is that we are able to construct successive
separator subsets:
Lemma I.4.66. Let C1, � � � , Cm be a perfect sequence of a graph G. Then, for all j �
2, � � � , k, Sj separates Aj�1�Sj and Bj in GAj .
Moreover, under the assumption of decomposability of the graph GC , the existence of a
perfect numbering of cliques of a graph is ensured:
Proposition I.4.67. Let G � �V,E� be a graph. The following propositions are equivalent:
(i) The cliques of G can be arranged in a perfect numbering.
(ii) The graph G is decomposable.
After all, one can solve the problem of prescribed marginals under some graphical as-
sumptions:
Theorem I.4.68. Assume that the problem of prescribed marginals defined by a family C of
subsets of IN is graphical and that its graph GC is triangulated. Let �QC�C�C be a collection
of compatible prescribed marginals, M :� �C�CMC�QC�, and C1, � � � , Cm be the elements
of C ordered in a perfect numbering. Then, the probability measure P� defined inductively by
P �A1 � QC1 , P �Aj�1 � P �Aj � QCj�1 , j � 2, � � � , m, (I.67)
where Aj � �ji�1Ci, is the unique GC -Markov probability in M. Moreover, it satisfies
H�P �� � max
Q�M
�H�Q��. (I.68)
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Remark I.4.69. Let Si be the separator spaces constructed with the perfect sequence C1, � � � , Cm
by Si�1 � Ai � Ci�1 � Ci�1, i � 2, � � � ,m, then, the µ-density p� of P � can be written as
follows:
p��x� �
�m
i�1 qCi�xCi��m
i�2 qSi�xSi�
.
Proof. By Remark I.4.69, Theorem I.4.59 implies that P � is GC -Markov. Furthermore, we
prove easily by induction that for all j � �1, � � � , m�,
P �Aj �
j�
i�1
MCi�QCj � :�MAj
One has indeed P �A1 � M�QC1�. Moreover, if P �Aj � MAj , then, MAj �P �Aj � � MAj , and by
Remark I.4.52, P �Aj�1 �MAj �MCj�1�QCj�1� �MAj�1 .
In order to prove the uniqueness, let P � be a GC�Markov probability in M. Since Si
separates Ai�1�Sj and Ci�Ai�1, P �Ai�1�Sj and P �Ci�Ai�1 are conditionally independent given
P �Si . Then, the GC -Markovianity of P
� implies that
P �Ai � P �Ai�1 � P �Ci � P �Ai�1 � QCi .
Let Q � M. First, observe that QSi � QSi and QCm�Sm�Sm � QCm�Sm�Sm are fixed over
M, since Si � Ci. Then, by Proposition I.4.49, one has
H�Q� � H�QSm� � EQSm
�
H�QAm�1�Sm�Cm�Sm�Sm�
�
.
Moreover, Proposition I.4.53 gives
H�QAm�1�Sm�Cm�Sm�Sm� � H�QAm�1�Sm�Sm� �H�QCm�Sm�Sm�.
Therefore, we get
H�Q� � H�QSm� � EQSm
�
H�QAm�1�Sm�Sm�
�� EQSm �H�QCm�Sm�Sm��
� H�QAm�1� � EQSm
�
H�QCm�Sm�Sm�
�
.
The last inequality holds with equality for Q � QAm�1 �QCm . By decreasing induction, it is
easy to see that:
H�Q� � H�QC1� �
m�
i�2
EQSi
�
H�QCi�Si�Si�
�
.
Since the second term is constant over M, and P � satifies the equality cases, the conclusion
follows.
Eventually, we may go back to our initial problem of minimizing the relative entropy with
prescribed marginal constraints:
Corollary I.4.70. Let C be a family of subsets of In. Assume that the problem of prescribed
marginals defined by C is graphical and that its graph GC is triangulated. Let C1, � � � , Cm
be the elements of C ordered in a perfect numbering. Then:
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1. For any family of probability measures �QC�C�C on
�
C�C Pµ�XC�, there exists a unique
probability measure GC�Markov QC in �
C�C
MC�QC�, which is defined by its µ-density:
qC �x� �
m�
i�1
qCi�xCi�
m�
i�2
q��i�1j�1Cj��Ci
�
x��i�1j�1Cj��Ci
� .
2. For any P �Pµ�X�, the I1�projection on M :� �C�CMC�QC� of PC is QC .
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Chapter II
Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure
In this chapter, we focus on an algorithm which constructs an approximation of probability
measures with prescribed marginals or conditional constraints, called (Conditional) Iterative
Proportional Fitting Procedure (IPF -P).
This procedure was popularized by Deming and Stephan ([14]) although this idea was
already used before (as pointed out by Fienberg and Meyer in [17]). It answered initially to
the problem of estimating cell frequencies in contingency tables under marginal conditions.
Then, it has been extensively studied by several authors especially in the finite discrete case
(see [16]). The IPF -P can indeed be used in many areas, since a great number of probability
models rely on the specification of marginal constraints.
Next, Cramer emphasized that this iterative procedure can be seen as a classic algorithm
in the case of an optimization problem. The IPF -P is indeed similar to the cyclic procedure
of calculating the projection on an intersection of subspaces in Hilbert spaces which only
have one prescribed constraint. This comparison makes sense especially in view of the results
presented in the first chapter. The relative entropy has indeed many geometric properties
similar to a distance on a Hilbert space. Moreover, with this new presentation of the problem,
Cramer extends the IPF � P for conditional constraints in the CIPF -P.
II.1 Introduction
The aim of this section is to present the steps of construction of the IPF and to establish
the link with the optimization problem studied in the previous chapter.
II.1.1 Construction of the IPF -P
We present the iterative proportional fitting as introduced by Deming and Stephan in [14].
Therefore, we re-examine the estimation problem which gives rise to this procedure.
Consider the following estimation problem: a sample of n observations on a r� c contin-
gency table is given for two characteristics of a population for which all the r � c marginal
probabilities qi. and q.j are known and fixed (see Figure 1). The aim is to estimate the
unknown probabilities qi,j in the cells of the universe.
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Fig. 1
SAMPLE
n11 n12 � � �
� � �
� � �
� � �
n1c n1.
n21 n22 n2c n2.
...
...
... nij
...
... ni.
nr1 nr2 nrc nr.
n.1 n.2 � � � n.j � � � n.s n
�
nij � 0 known
pi,j :� nijn known
We can trivially match the estimation problem with the problem of estimating the cell
probabilities qij of the universe under the marginal restrictions:�������
c�
j�1
qij � qi., i � 1, � � � , r
r�
i�1
qij � q.j , j � 1, � � � , c� 1
(II.1)
Observe that there are in fact c� r � 1 conditions since �i qi. � 1 � �j q.j gives a last one.
One solution to solve this kind of problems is the method of least squares, which allows to
get a "good" estimate under ideal conditions of sampling. Here, the least square estimate is
obtained by minimizing the chi-square χ2 under conditions (II.1). This statistics measures
the goodness of fit of an observed distribution to a theoretical one:
χ2 �
��nt � no
σo
�2
,
where nt and no are the theoretical and observed numbers in a cell, and σ2o the variance of
the noise disturbing the values no.
In our model, the chi-square has for expression:
χ2 �
�
i,j
�
nqij � nij
σij
�2
,
where σ2ij is the variance in the ijth cell. This quantity can be estimated by �σ��2 � n�ij�1�
n�ij�n�, where n�ij :� np�ij is the expected number in this cell. If n�ij is well approximated by
nij , a fair sized number of cells is required to take nij for the variance. In this case, the least
square solution is obtained by minimizing the quantity
S :�
�
i,j
�nqij � nij�2
nij
,
instead of the chi square χ2.
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A classical method to minimize S under constraints �II.1� is the method of the Lagrange
multipliers. We differentiate S and the equations �II.1� for a small variation δqij , assuming
that qij is the desired minimum. Consequently,
�S � 2n
�
i,j
nqij � nij
nij
�qij � 0 (II.2)�
j
�qij � 0, i � 1, � � � , r (II.3)�
i
�qij � 0, j � 1, � � � , c� 1. (II.4)
After multiplication of each equation depending on i in (II.3) and on j in (II.4) by Lagrange
multipliers �λi. and �λ.j and addition of the new equations with (II.2), one has�
i,j
�
nqij � nij
nij
� λi. � λ.j
�
�qij � 0. (II.5)
A solution of Equation (II.5) is given by p�ij � pij�1� λi. � λ.j�, where λ.c is supposed equal
to zero and the Lagrange multipliers are evaluated using the marginal restriction (II.1), by
summing on j and i:
pi.�λi. � 1� �
�
j
pijλ.j � qi., (II.6)�
i
pijλi. � p.j�λ.j � 1� � q.j . (II.7)
From (II.6), it follows that
λi. � qi.
pi.
� 1
pi.
�
j
pijλ.j � 1.
By substitution into (II.7), we get c � 1 linear equations of λ.j which can be solved by
computation on j.
By comparison with the case of one set of marginal totals known, Deming and Stephan
proposed a simplified procedure to get the least square estimates in the case of two sets.
Proposition II.1.1. Consider the previous two-dimensional problem for which only the
marginal probabilities q1., q2., � � � , qr. are known, i.e the cell probabilities qij must satisfy
the equations:
c�
j�1
qij � qi., i � 1, � � � , r. (II.8)
For n large enough, the least square estimate is given by p�ij � pij
�
qi.
pi.
�
.
Proof. The reasoning is the same as for two sets of marginals, using the method of the
chi-square by minimizing the variable S under (II.8). The calculation of the differential of
the equations, the multiplication by Lagrange multipliers �λi. and the summing of the final
equations give �
i,j
�
nqij � nij
nij
� λi.
�
�qij � 0.
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Taking each term equal to zero, one has p�ij � pij�1 � λi.�. Summing over the indices j, we
get for the Lagrange multipliers:
q.i � p.i�1� λi.�.
The result follows plugging λi. by its expression in p�ij .
When there is only one set of marginal probabilities involved, we get a proportionate
adjustment, contrary to the case of two sets of marginal. It comes from the expression of
the Lagrange multipliers which depend on each other in the second case. Nevertheless, a
proportionate adjustment may be taken as an approximation of the true adjustment, and the
error in this approximation shall be eliminated by successive proportionate adjustments.
In the case of two sets of marginal involved, recall that the estimates with the Lagrange
multipliers are given by:
p�ij � pij�1� λi. � λ.j�. (II.9)
Using (II.6), the adjustment is of the form:
p�ij � pij
�
qi.
pi.
� λ.j � Ei�λ.j�
�
(II.10)
where Ei�λ.j� :� 1pi.
�
j pijλ.j . On the other hand (II.7) gives
p�ij � pij
�
q.j
p.j
� λi. � Ej�λi.�
�
. (II.11)
Since λ.j is not necessary equal to Ei�λ.j�� just as λi., it is clear that the estimate p� is not
proportionate to p. Now consider the simple proportionate adjustment
p
�1�
ij � pij
qi.
pi.
. (II.12)
It corresponds to the adjustment in the case of one set of prescribed marginals and it satisfies
therefore the row conditions. This is not the case of the column conditions, due to the error of
estimation λ.j�Ei�λ.j�. This error can be reduced by turning the process around: the previous
partial adjustment is subjected to the column conditions and gives a new proportionate
adjustment
p
�2�
ij � p�1�ij
q.j
p
�1�
.j
,
which satisfies the column conditions, but perhaps not yet all the row conditions. Therefore,
the process initiated by (II.12) is repeated until the satisfaction of both conditions. Deming
and Stephan called this process the method of iterative proportions.
II.1.2 Link with the relative entropy
The previous iterative procedure comes from the search of an easier method of computation
and satisfies successively the marginal row conditions or the marginal column conditions.
The convergence of this procedure in the estimation problem of Deming and Stephan was
completely proved in the previous case by Ireland and Kullback [21]. However, the limit point
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do not necessarily agree with the least square estimate given by (II.9). In fact, the iterative
procedure converges to the estimate which minimize the relative entropy:
D�q�p� �
r�
i�1
c�
j�1
qij log
�
qij
pij
�
,
under the marginal conditions:�������
c�
j�1
qij � qi., i � 1, � � � , r
r�
i�1
qij � q.j , j � 1, � � � , c.
(II.13)
The minimum discrimination information theorem given by Kullback in [25] gives for the
estimate:
p�ij � aibjpij ,
where ai et bj are determined using (II.13):�
qi. � ai
�
j bjpij ,
q.j � bj
�
i aipij .
(II.14)
Observe that this result corresponds to the discrete finite case of Theorem I.3.1 of Csiszár.This
approach motivates the iterative procedure to get p� without solving (II.14) for ai and bj .
Starting with b�0�j � 1, then, the iterative procedure can be written as follows:
p
�2n�1�
ij � qi.p�2n�i. p
�2n�
ij � a�n�i b�n�j pij ,
p
�2n�2�
ij � q.jp�2n�1�.j p
�2n�1�
ij � a�n�i b�n�1�j pij .
Thus, the sequences �an� and �bn� satisfy the following formula
qi. � a�n�i
�
j b
�n�
j pij ,
q.j � b�n�1�j
�
i a
�n�
i pij .
(II.15)
The problem of how to construct the previous estimate by alternatively matching row or
column conditions is equivalent to the approximation of the solutions of (II.63) by iteratively
solving in the first equation of (II.63) in a and the second equation of (II.63) in b.
This new formulation of the sequence is the starting point to the proof of the convergence
by Ireland and Kullback, and has been used in a more general case by Rüschendorf.
II.1.3 Alternating minimization
The observations of Ireland and Kullback presented in the previous section allows to identify
the iterative procedure as a problem of successive I�projections. Then, the properties on
I-projections are useful for the study of the sequence of IPF . Moreover, it motivates the
comparison with an algorithm of successive projections on a Hilbert space.
Observe first that, in view of the previous chapter, the estimate which minimizes the
relative entropy under (II.13) is the I1-projection of the discrete probability measure p � �pij�
on the set of two prescribed marginal constraints M � M��qi.�� � M��q.j��. Moreover,
Theorem (I.4.19) applied to the set M1 :�M��qi.�� gives:
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Proposition II.1.2. The probability measure p� � �p�ij� defined by:
p�ij
pij
� qi.
pi.
.
is the I1-projection of the probability measure p � �pij� on M��qi.��.
with a similar result for the projection onM2 :�M��q.j��. Therefore, the iterative procedure
consists in a sequence of alternating I�projections on sets of one prescribed marginal:
p�2n�1� � I1M1�p�2n��, p�2n�2� � I1M2�p�2n�1��. (II.16)
Of course, the previous procedure is not restricted to 2-dimensional contingency tables.
As said in [14] and [21], the process can be extended for higher dimension. In a general way,
[27] presents a continuous version of the original discrete case, and [32] a Gaussian version to
calculate the maximum likelihood estimators in graphical Gaussian models. Cramer extends
the IPF to the case of conditional constraints, and called this new procedure conditional
iterative proportional fitting (CIPF -P).
The construction of the CIPF -P follows from the observation of the initial sequence
of IPF -P given by (II.16) and the geometric approach of Csiszár . The IPF -P is similar
to an algorithm of alternating projections in a Hilbert space, which is used in the case of
convex feasibility problems . This method was introduced by Von Neumann [45] to solve the
following classical problem:
Let H be a Hilbert space, �Ai�i�I a finite family of closed convex sets of H, and consider
the following problem:
Finding an element x� � A :� �i�IAi,
assuming that this intersection is nonempty, and that the projections on each convex are
easily computable (contrary to the projection on the intersection.)
We consider the case of I � �1, 2� in order to present the algorithm with more legibility.
A way to solve this problem is to project a point on A1, then, to project this projection on
A2, then, again on A1, and so on. This corresponds to the following iterative procedure:���
x0 � H
x2n�1 � PA1�x2n� � A1
x2n�2 � PA2�x2n�1� � A2
where PAi is the projection on Ai and x0 is the starting point of the sequence.
The main issues on this algorithm deal with the convergence of the sequence �xn�n, and
the location of the limit. In particular, we can look for the cases where �xn�n converges to
PA�x0�.
An interesting property of the sequence of alternatively projections is that the limit of
the sequence (in the case where the convergence occurs) belongs to the intersecting set A.
This is only based on the fact that such sequence is alternatively included in one of the sets
Ai.
Proposition II.1.3. Let �E, d� be a metric space, m an integer, and Ai closed sets in E,
1 � i � m. Let �xn�n be a sequence in E such that the subsequences �xmk�i�k�1 are included
in Ai, 1 � i � m. If the sequence �xn�n converges to x�, then, x� is a common point of the
sets Ai.
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Proof. Let �xnk�k be a convergent subsequence, and x� be its limit. Without loss of generality
we can assume that the subsequence �Pnk�k is wholly contained in one of the sets Ai, for
example A1. Since A1 is closed, we get x� � A1. Moreover, for j � �2, � � � ,m�,
d�xnk�j , x�� �
j�
i�1
d�xnk�i, xnk�i�1� � d�xnk , x��. (II.17)
Since �xn� is convergent, it is a Cauchy sequence, and the last left-hand term of (II.17) tends
to zero when n tends to infinity. Then, the sequences �xnk�j�k � Aj converge to x�, and the
closedness of the sets Aj�1 allows to conclude.
In the previous proof, we only need the convergence of the sequence �d�xn�1, xn��n to
zero. Therefore, one can formulate a stronger result:
Proposition II.1.4. Let �E, d� be a metric space, m an integer, and Ai closed sets in E,
1 � i � m. Let �xn�n be a sequence in E such that
1. xmk�i � Ai, for all 1 � i � m.
2. d�xn, xn�1� �� 0, when n tends to infinity.
Then, any limit point of the sequence �xn�n is a common point of the sets Ai.
The sequence of alternative projections satisfies the second assumption of Proposition
II.1.4. For a convex closed subset C in H, one has indeed
�y � x�2 � �y � pC�x��2 � �pC�x� � x�2, �y � C (II.18)
(see Chapter 1, Section 2). Equality (II.18) gives by induction for a sequence �xn� constructed
by alternating projections on Ai, i � I, and y � A,
�y � x0� � �y � xn�2 �
n�
i�1
�xi � xi�1�2 �
n�
i�1
�xi � xi�1�2. (II.19)
Consequently,
���
i�1 �xi � xi�1�2 converges and �xn � xn�1� �� 0. Thus, any limit point
of a sequence of alternatively projections on convex closed sets Ai, i � I belongs to the
intersection A � �i�IAi.
Furthermore, by (II.18), such a sequence is Féjèr-monotone with respect to A, that is to
say:
�xn�1 � y� � �xn � y�, �y � A, �n � N
The problem of the convergence of the sequence �xn�n is therefore based on the properties of
Féjèr-monotone sequences for which several results are known (see the works of Bauschke and
Combettes [5]). As convergence results, one has, for example, the case of int�C1� � C2 � �.
In this case, the sequence �xn� converges geometrically to an element of C, but not necessary
to PC�x0�. In the particular case of closed affine or closed vector spaces, the sequence �xn�n
converges to PC�x0�.
In view of (II.16), the sequence of IPF is constructed in the same way, using the relative
entropy instead of the distance given by �.�. Then, such a procedure can be extended to a
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larger number of constraints, conditional constraints or more generally convex closed in total
variation sets.
We focus on the extension of the IPF -P into the so called CIPF -Procedure . Consider the
approximation problem of constructing a probability measure P� which satisfies prescribed
marginal and conditional constraints. For a number m of constraints, and Mj the set of
the probability measures that fulfil the jth constraint, the problem consists in finding P� �
M � �mj�1Mj . In the first chapter, we have seen that the representation of an I-projection
is completely known on each set Mj , whereas there are only fewer results on I�projection
on M. Moreover, I�projections and classic projections in a Hilbert space satisfy similar
properties. Therefore, we study the cyclic procedure of alternating projections in this new
setting:
Starting with an initial probability measure P � P �0�, we compute the I�projection P �1�
of P �0� on M, then, the I�projection P �2� of P �1� on M2 and so on until the I-projection on
Mm. Here, we start a new cycle. Since the relative entropy is non-symmetric, the problem
of prescribed marginals gives rise to two cyclic procedures CIPF1 and CIPF2 corresponding
to the two kinds of possible projections:
I1MP � argminQ�MD�Q�P �, I2MP � argminQ�MD�P �Q�.
As for the initial algorithm, we are interested in the convergence results around the CIPF .
For this purpose, we study the properties of this iterative procedure in the following part. In
particular, we present some similar results with the Hilbert case for the sequence of CIPF ,
especially a result of monotonicity for the relative entropy distance.
II.2 Properties of the CIPF -P
In this section, we give some properties of the sequences of the CIPF -P introduced before
in order to derive conditions for the convergence of such sequences.
Some of these properties have already been established for the sequence of IPF (see [24]),
or in the case of a more general sequences of alternating I1-projections on convex sets (see
[12]). However, they are hidden in the proofs, and then are difficult to use in a general
case. Therefore, we bring together these properties in a general setting, including additional
results of Cramer (in [10]). Rüschendorf studied also the properties of the IPF , in the case
of I1-projections on a set of two disjoint prescribed marginal. Furthermore, we divide the
convergence problem with two distinct compactness problems.
We first properly define our framework and the procedure CIPF . Consider the product
space �X,A, µ� � ��Ni�1Xi,�Ni�1,Ai,�Ni�1µi�. Denote by P�X� the set of the probability
measures on X and Pµ�X� :� �P � P�X� � P � µ�. Let Ci, Li be disjoints subsets of IN ,
i � 1, � � � ,m, with Ci � �. If L�j� � �, we prescribed some marginal law QCj on XCj .
Otherwise, we consider some conditional law QCj �Lj . Keeping the notations of the previous
chapter, MCi�Li :�MCi�Li�QCi�Li� is the set of all probabilities which satisfy the conditional
constraint QCi�Li . We assume that a probability measure with the given constraints exists:
M :� �mi�1MCi�Li � �.
Let P �P�X�, the aim is to approximate the Ij�projection of P onM � �mi�1MCi�Li with
the sequences of CIPFj , j � 1, 2. These algorithms are defined by successive applications of
Ij-projections as follows:
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CIPF1:
P �0� � P,
P �1� � arginf
Q�M�QC1�L1 �
D�Q�P �0��,
. .
. .
. .
P �m� � arginf
Q�M�QCm�Lm �
D�Q�P �m�1��
P �m�1� � arginf
Q�M�QC1�L1 �
D�Q�P �m��,
. .
. .
. .
CIPF2:
P �0� � P,
P �1� � arginf
Q�M�QC1�L1 �
D�P �0��Q�,
. .
. .
. .
P �m� � arginf
Q�M�QCm�Lm �
D�P �m�1��Q�
P �m�1� � arginf
Q�M�QC1�L1 �
D�P �m��Q�,
. .
. .
. .
Remark II.2.1. By Proposition I.1.10 and Proposition I.4.16, the successive Ij-projections
of the CIPFj procedure (j � 1, 2) are well-defined under the respective assumptions:
inf
QM
D�Q�P �0�� � ��, inf
Q�M
D�P �0��Q� � ��.
To simplify the notations, we denote the sequences of CIPF1 and CIPF2 in the same
way, and we specify at each case about which sequence we talk about.
Observe that in the particular case where L�j� � �, for all j � 1, � � � , m (there are only
marginal constraints) we recover the IPF from the CIPF1 Moreover, since the I1-projection
is equal to the I2-projection in the case of one prescribed marginal, one has in fact:
Remark II.2.2. In the case of marginals constraints (Lj � �, j � 1, � � � ,m), the CIPF1-P,
the CIPF2-P and the IPF -P coincide.
A first question around the CIPF is whether the convergence of the sequence is performed
to a point of intersection. Owing to the classical inequality of Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker given
in the appendix:
�P �Q�TV � �
�
2��1�D�P �Q�� 12 , (II.20)
the convergence in relative entropy implies the convergence in total variation. Then, Propo-
sition II.1.3 applied for this distance gives the same property as in a Hilbert space:
Proposition II.2.3. Let Ei be closed for the total variation distance sets inP�X�, 1 � i � m.
Let �Pn�n be a sequence in P�X�, such that for all k � 1, Pmk�i � Ei. If there exists
P� �P�X� such that (II.21) or (II.22) occurs:
lim
n���D�Pn�P�� � 0, (II.21)
lim
n���D�P��Pn� � 0, (II.22)
then, P � � E � �mi�1Ei.
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Consequently, one has:
Corollary II.2.4. If the sequence of CIPFi converges in relative entropy to P � for i � �1, 2�,
then, P � �M
In the first chapter, several geometric results for the I1�projections were presented. In
particular, the I1-projections have a convenient characterization with a triangular inequality:
Theorem II.2.5. Let E be a convex set of probability measures, and P � P�X� such that
infQ�ED�Q�P � � ��. Then, P � � E is the I1-projection of P on E if and only if for all
Q � E
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �. (II.23)
Moreover, if one of the three following assertions holds:
1. P � is an algebraic inner point of E,
2. E is defined by a finite number of linear equality constraints,
3. E is defined by one conditional or marginal constraint,
then, (II.23) holds with equality for all Q � E:
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �.
This theorem allows to get several properties on the sequence of CIPF1. Since it could
be applied on any convex set, we first formulate the results for a more general procedure,
before focusing on the CIPF1.
II.2.1 General procedure for the I1�projection
Let E1, � � � ,Em be convex sets in P�X�. We assume that these sets are closed for the
total variation distance, in order to guarantee the existence of the I1-projections on each set.
Moreover, we suppose that E :� �mi�1Ei � �. Let P �P�X� such that infQ�ED�Q�P � � ��.
We define recursively the sequence �Pn�n�0 of alternating I1�projections on the sets Ei by:�
P0 � P,
Pn�1 � I1EiPn, if n� 1 � i �m�, 1 � i � m.
(II.24)
Then, Theorem II.2.5 applied on the elements of the sequence �Pn�n�0 gives:
Lemma II.2.6. For all n � N, and Q � E,
D�Q�Pn� � D�Q�Pn�1� �D�Pn�1�Pn�. (II.25)
Remark II.2.7. In particular, (II.25) holds with equality for all Q � E and n � N for the
sequence of CIPF1. It is also the case if the sets Ei are defined by finite linear constraints,
or if the probability measures Pmk�i are algebraic inner points of the convex sets Ei, for all
1 � i � m, and k � N.
An immediate consequence of Inequality (II.25) is a result of monotonicity:
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Proposition II.2.8. For all Q � E, the sequence �D�Q�Pn��n�N is non-increasing.
Since the sequence �D�Q�Pn��n�N is non-negative, we get:
Corollary II.2.9. Let Q � E such that D�Q�P � � ��, then, the sequence �D�Q�Pn��n�N
converges.
In the settings of Remark II.2.7, the transitivity property of I1�projections derived from
Theorem II.2.5 provides another interesting result. Recall that if E � E�, where E� is a convex
set, and for all Q � E, D�Q�P � � D �Q�IE��P �� �D �IE��P ��P �, then,
IE�P � � IE �IE��P �� .
By using this property for the sequence �Pn�n�1, and the sets Ei, one has:
Proposition II.2.10. Assume that (II.25) holds with equality for all Q � E, and n � N. Let�P � E, such that
lim
n���D� �P �Pn� � 0. (II.26)
Then, �P is the I1-projection of P on E.
Proof. Denote P � the I1-projection of P on E. By construction, the convex set E is included
in each set Ei, i � 1 � � � ,m. Since the probability measure P1 is the I1-projection of P on E1
and satisfies the identity of characterization:
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P1� �D�P1�P �,
for all Q � E1, P � is also the I1�projection on E of P1. By induction, we easily get that P �
is the I1�projection on E of Pn, for all n � N. Then, by Theorem II.2.5, for all Q � E, n � N,
D�Q�Pn� � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��Pn�.
In particular, this inequality applied for �P � E gives
D� �P �Pn� � D� �P �P �� �D�P ��Pn�.
Passing to the limit, when n tends to infinity, we obtain D� �P �P �� � 0. Thus, �P � P � and
this ends the proof.
By Proposition II.2.14, it is sufficient to have the convergence of the sequence �Pn�n to
some probability measure in relative entropy to get (II.26). Therefore, under the assumption
of Proposition II.2.10, if the sequence �Pn�n converges, its limit is the I1-projection on E.
Now, let us make an observation:
Remark II.2.11. Since for �P � E, the sequence �D� �P �Pn��n converges, the convergence of
a subsequence:
lim
n���D� �P �Pnk� � 0. (II.27)
is sufficient to get (II.26).
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It will be more convenient to look for the behaviour of a subsequence of the procedure
�Pn�, but in this case, Proposition II.2.3 do not apply. Yet, the sequence of alternatively
I1-projections �Pn�n satisfies the conditions of Proposition II.1.4.
This is also a consequence of Inequality (II.25) in Lemma II.2.6 which gives by induction
a useful relation between the consecutive terms of the sequence �Pn�n.
Lemma II.2.12. For all Q � E, and n � N
D�Q�P � � D�Q�Pn� �
n�
i�1
D�Pi�Pi�1�. (II.28)
Moreover, if (II.25) holds with equality for all Q � E, and n � N, (II.28) holds also with
equality.
Proof. For n � 0, (II.28) is obviously satisfied. Moreover, if (II.28) holds for an integer n,
then,
D�Q�P � � D�Q�Pn� �
n�
i�1
D�Pi�Pi�1�
� D�Q�Pn�1� �D�Pn�1�Pn� �
n�
i�1
D�Pi�Pi�1�
� D�Q�Pn�1� �
n�1
i�1
D�Pi�Pi�1�,
where the second inequality comes from II.25 given in Lemma II.2.6.
Then, we get:
Proposition II.2.13.
1. The series
���
n�1D�Pn�Pn�1� is finite.
2. limn���D�Pn�1�Pn� � 0, and limn��� �Pn�1 � Pn�TV � 0.
Moreover, one has, for k � N,
lim
n��� �Pn�k � Pn� � 0. (II.29)
Proof. By assumption, there exists R � E such thatD�R�P � � ��. Since the relative entropy
is non-negative, (II.28) applied for R gives
D�R�P � �
n�1
i�1
D�Pi�Pi�1�
Thus, the increasing sequence ��n�1i�1 D�Pi�Pi�1��n is bounded and converges. The second
point follows immediately from the properties of the convergent series, then, from the classic
inequality (II.20). The last limit comes from the triangular inequality satisfied by the distance
in total variation.
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Observe, that the last point of Proposition II.2.13 is not a Cauchy condition. Thus,
contrary to what is said in [21], (II.29) is not enough to have the convergence of the sequence
in total variation, as emphasized by Csiszár and Rüschendorf respectively in [12] and [36].
Consequently, Proposition II.1.4 applied for the sequence �Pn�n and the distance in total
variation gives:
Proposition II.2.14. Any limiting point of the sequence of alternatively I1-projections �Pn�n
for the total variation distance is an element of E.
Now, observe that Proposition II.2.8 has for consequence that the entire sequence is
included in a I1-sphere. These sets are defined as levels sets for the semi-continuous map
D�R�.�:
S2�R,α� :� �Q �P�X��D�R�Q� � α�, R �P�X�, α � 0.
Since, by assumption, there exists a probability measure R � E such that D�R�P � � ��, one
has:
Proposition II.2.15. For all n � 0 Pn � S2�R,D�R�P �� � ��mi�1Ei� � S2�R,D�R�P ��.
Then, an assumption of compactness of the sets S�R,α� (α � 0), inP�X� with a suitable
topology would give the convergence of a subsequence of Pn in total variation.
The topological properties of the levels sets on a probability space are classical results
which can be found in particular in [13]:
Definition II.2.16. Let X be a topological space and BX the Borel σ�field on X. A rate
function is a lower semi-continuous mapping I : X �� �0,�� such that for all α � 0, the
level set
SI�α� :� �x, I�x� � α�
is a closed subset of X. A good rate function is a rate function for which all the level sets
SI�α� are compact subsets of X.
Then, one has:
Lemma II.2.17. Let X be a Polish space. Let M�X� be the set of all the finite measures
on X. Suppose that φ is a convex, good rate function on R such that φ�x��x �� �, when
�x� � �. Then,
Iφ�ν� �
� �
X φ
�
dν
dρ
�
dµ, if ν � ρ
� otherwise.
is a convex, good rate function on M�X� equipped with the B�X�-topology.
This lemma applied to the convex function φ : x� x log �x� gives:
Proposition II.2.18. For all α � 0, and R �P�X�, the sets
S1�R,α� :� �Q �P�X�, D�Q�R� � α�
are compacts subsets of P�X� for the weak topology.
But Lemma II.2.17 could not be used for the function ϕ :� � log. In general, the sets
S2�R,α� are not compact. Two problems naturally arise:
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1. When are the sets compact?
2. Is it possible to use the compactness of the sets S1�R,α� to prove the convergence of a
subsequence of �Pn� ?
The first problem has been studied by Cramer for Gaussian law in the CIPF . Rüschendorf
found a sufficient condition for the convergence, using the second reasoning. We develop
these two approaches in a following section.
II.2.2 Around the CIPF -P
All the properties of the previous part are still satisfied by the sequence of the CIPF1.
Furthermore, in this particular case, results on the convergence for the sequence of the
marginal laws of the IPF procedure can be easily established. Corollary I.4.11 gives indeed
for all Q,Q� �P�X�, and C � IN ,
D�Q�Q�� � D�QC �Q�C�. (II.30)
Then, Proposition II.2.13 and Inequality (II.20) imply for all i � �1, � � � , m�:
lim
n���D
�
P
�n�1�
Ci
�P �n�Ci
�
� 0, lim
n���
���P �n�1�Ci � P �n�Ci ���TV � 0. (II.31)
By the triangular inequality, as in Proposition II.2.13, we get for all k � N,���P �n�k�Ci � P �n�Ci ���TV �� 0
Since by construction Pmk�iCi � QCi , one has in particular, for all 1 � i � m:
lim
n���
���P �n�Ci � QCi���TV � 0. (II.32)
The convergence in relative entropy of the marginal of the sequence of IPF to the pre-
scribed marginal is more difficult to study, since we have no informations on the quantity
D�P �n�k��P �n�� (in particular if it is finite or not), when k is greater than one. Yet, in the
case of two marginal constraints, this problem does not arise. Thus, we get:
Proposition II.2.19. The sequence of IPF defined for n � N by�
P �2n�1� � I1MC1 �QC1 �P
�2n�
P �2n�2� � I1MC2 �QC2 �P
�2n�
satisfies for i � �1, 2�:
lim
n���D�QCi �P
�n�
Ci
� � 0, lim
n���D�P
�n�
Ci
�QCi� � 0.
Proof. Let i � �1, 2�. Observe that D�QCi �P �2k�i�Ci � � 0 � D�P
�2k�i�
Ci
�QCi� for all k � 0. More-
over, (II.31) implies that limn���D�QCi �P �2k�i�1�Ci � � 0, and limn���D�P
�2k�i�1�
Ci
�QCi� �
0.
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Remark II.2.20. The first convergence is in fact equivalent to the second point of Proposition
II.2.13. Recall that since P �2n�i� is the I1-projection of P �2n�i�1� on a set of one prescribed
marginal QCi, Theorem I.4.19 of Cramer implies:
dP �2n�i�
dP �2n�i�1�
� dQCi
dP 2n�i�1Ci
.
Consequently, D�QCi �P �2k�i�1�Ci � � D�P �2k�i��P �2k�i�1��.
Since I2-projections do not satisfy a triangular inequality similar to the inequality of
characterization for the I1�projection, it is difficult to establish properties for a general
procedure, in particular for the CIPF2. Yet, the decomposition of the relative entropy
given in Proposition I.4.10 allows to get, for the sequence of CIPF2, the same property of
monotonicity of the sequence of CIPF1:
Proposition II.2.21. For all Q �M,
1. The sequence �D�Q�P �n���n�0 is non-increasing.
2. If D�Q�P � � ��, the sequence �D�Q�P �n���n�0 is convergent.
This proposition follows by induction from:
Lemma II.2.22. Let P � P�X�, C,L disjoint subset of In and P � be the I2�projection of
P on MC�L�QC�L�. Then, for all Q �M�QC�L�,
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P ��. (II.33)
Proof. Let Q � M�QC�L� and P � the I2�projection of P on M�QC�L�. If D�Q�P � � ��,
(II.33) is trivially valid. Therefore, we suppose that D�Q�P � � ��. Then, by Proposition
I.4.18,
D�Q�P � � D�QL�PL� � EQL
�
D�QC�L�PC�L�
�� EQL�C �D�QM �L�C �PM �L�C��
� D�QL�PL� � EQL�C
�
D�QM �L�C �PM �L�C�
�
.
By Theorem I.4.21, P �L � PL, P �M �L�C � PM �L�C �PL�C� and P �C�L � QC�L �P �L�. Moreover,
Q � P and P � P �. Thus, Proposition I.4.18 applied for D�Q�P �� gives
D�Q�P �� � D�QL�PL� � EQL�C
�
D�QM �L�C �PM �L�C�
�
.
An important consequence of Proposition II.2.21 is that the sequence of CIPF2 is also
included in the I2-sphere S2�R,D�R�P ��, R � M. Therefore, assuming the existence of
R � P�X� such that D�R�P � � ��, we use the same reasoning around the I-spheres to
prove the convergence of a subsequence of both CIPF � Ps.
Proposition II.2.21 implies also that as for the CIPF1, it is sufficient to look for the
convergence in relative entropy of a subsequence of the CIPF2 to an element �P �M to get
the convergence of the entire sequence (see remark II.2.11).
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However, despite these common properties between the two procedures, one must be
careful for the study of the convergence of the CIPF2. It gives indeed rise to two additional
problems to those of the CIPF1. Since the I2-projection does not necessary satisfy a triangu-
lar inequality of the form (II.23), the result of Proposition II.2.13 can not be applied for the
CIPF2. In particular, due to the lack of information on the quantity �P �n�1��P �n��TV , it is
difficult to know if the result of Proposition II.2.14 occurs for the CIPF2. On the other hand,
Proposition II.2.10 is available only for the CIPF1, since it derives from specific properties
of the I1-projections.
Now, relying on the several properties of the CIPF s, we look for the cases, where the
convergence of the IPF procedure and its extension occurs.
II.3 Convergence of the CIPF -P
In this section, we present the principal cases of convergence of the CIPF s. Csiszár in [12]
first established the convergence of the general procedure introduced in the previous section in
the finite discrete case. A direct application of this result gives in particular the convergence
of the CIPF1.
Cramer in [9] also proved that the Gaussian version of the CIPF � P1 converges. In
this case, Cramer also get a result of convergence for the CIPF2. But his proof relies
on Proposition II.2.14, which do not necessary apply as emphasized previously. Observe
that since the CIPF s coincide, this problem concern only the procedure for alternating
I2-projections with at least one conditional constraint.
All these cases concern specific laws or spaces. It would be interesting to have conditions
for the convergence in a general case. Following the reasoning of Ireland and Kullback in
[21] presented in a previous part, Rüschendorf find assumptions under which the convergence
occurs in the case of a general two-product space. However this result is restrictive, since the
sufficient conditions for the convergence are not satisfied by Gaussian probability measures.
First, let us give a small result of convergence of the IPF -P when the initial probability
is decomposed onto "marginal functions".
II.3.1 The G�Markov case
Consider a measurable space
�X,A, µ� �
�
N�
i�1
Xi,
N�
i�1
Ai,
N�
i�1
µ
�
.
Let C be a collection of m subsets of IN , (m � N) such that �C�CC � IN . In order to apply
the properties of the graphical models presented in the first chapter, we suppose that the
problem of finding a probability measure in Pµ�X� with prescribed marginals in Pµ�XC�,
C � C is graphical. We assume also that its interaction graph GC is triangulated. Then, the
elements of C can be arranged in a perfect numbering C1, � � � , Cm. Furthermore, if we set
Ai � �ij�1Ci, one has:
Proposition II.3.1. Let QCi � PµCi �XCi�, i � 1, � � � ,m. Then, there exists a unique
probability Q� on �mi�1MCi�QCi� satisfying the GC�Markov property. Moreover, its µ-density
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is equal to:
q��x� �
m�
i�1
�
qCi�xCi�
qCi�Ai�1�xCi�Ai�1�
�
.
A direct application of Theorem I.4.19 and I.4.21 implies that the sequence of IPF satisfies
for all n � N:
p�n�1� � p
�n�
p
�n�
Cn�1
qCn�1 . (II.34)
Then, for an initial probability GC -Markov, the IPF -P has an explicit expression:
Lemma II.3.2. The sequence of the IPF1 �Pn�n�0 initialized with a probability GC -Markov
P satisfies for all n � m,
p�n� �
m�
i�n�1
�
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
, (II.35)
Proof. Since P is GC -Markov and P � �C�CMC�PC�, by Proposition II.3.1, P has for µ-
density:
p �
m�
i�1
�
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
�
. (II.36)
Then, (II.35) follows by induction. For n � 0, the left-hand terms of (II.35)and (II.36) are
equal, thus, (II.35) is trivially satisfied. Now assume that (II.35) is holds for n � m. In order
to use (II.34), we need to compute p�n�Cn�1 :
p
�n�
Cn�1
�
� m�
i�n�1
�
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µIN �Cn�1
� pCn�1
pCn�1�An
� m�
i�n�2
�
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µIN �Cn�1
Using the decomposition In � �mi�n�2Ci�Ai�1 �An�1, one has
µIN �Cn�1 � �mi�n�2µCi�Ai�1 � µAn�1�Cn�1 .
Since Ci � Ai, and �
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
µCi�Ai�1 � 1,
we get:� m�
i�n�2
�
pCi
pCi�Ai�1
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µIN �Cn�1 �
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µAn�1�Cn�1 .
Set Cn�1 :� �C1, � � � , Cn�1�. By Proposition II.3.1, the probability measure QAn�1 on
XAn�1 with µAn�1-density
qAn �
n�1
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
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is the unique probability GCn�1 on �C�Cn�1MC�QC�. Therefore,
qCn�1
qCn�1�An
� n�
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µAn�1�Cn�1 �
� n�1
i�1
�
qCi
qCi�Ai�1
�
µAn�1�Cn�1 � qCn�1 .
Consequently, we obtain:
p
�n�
Cn�1
� pCn�1
pCn�1�An
qCn�1�An .
Plugging this expression in (II.34), we get (II.35) for n� 1.
Proposition II.3.3. Assume that P is GC -Markov, the sequence of IPF1 reaches the I1�projection
of P on M in at most m steps:
D�I1MP �P �n�� � 0, �n � m.
Proof. The density of P �m� given by II.35) is the density of the unique GC -Markov in M.
Denote this probability P �. Then, P �m� � P �, therefore, D�P ��Pm� � 0. Since P � � M,
the sequence �D�P ��Pn��n�0 is non-increasing and D�P ��Pn� � 0, for all n � m. Then,
Proposition II.2.10 implies that P � is the I1�projection of P on M.
Remark II.3.4. Observe that the previous proposition allows to prove that the I1�projection
is the unique GC�Markov in M in a different way from that of Chapter 1.
The initial assumptions on the interaction graph allows to find the I1-projection, but it
provides above all a sufficient condition forM � �. An interesting question to ask is: do we
have the convergence of the IPF in the case of a non-graphical model? In this case, the EPR
problem gives indeed an example for M � �, in the case of marginal constraints defined by
C � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �1, 3��. Asci and Piccioni in [4] study the IPF algorithm for an example
of marginal problem defined by C which has possibly no solutions. In particular they proved
the convergence of each 3k � i-subsequence, and explicit their limit.
II.3.2 The discrete finite case
In this section, we consider a finite set X of k elements equipped with the σ-algebra P�X� of
the subsets of X and the counting measure. Then,
P�X� � Sk�1� :�
�
�pi�1�i�k � �0, 1�k
��� k�
i�1
pi � 1
�
� �0, 1�k, (II.37)
representing each probability measure by their density w.r.t the counting measure.
This case is quite easy to study. Indeed, since Sk�1� is the section of the �k � 1�-sphere
for the 1-norm with the half-space R�, then, it is compact. Moreover, in this specific case,
the convergence in total variation implies the convergence in relative entropy.
We first need a small lemma:
Lemma II.3.5. Let Qn, n � N, Q� be probability measures on X such that Qn TV�� Q�, when
n tends to infinity. Then, for n large enough, Q� � Qn.
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Proof. Let x such that Q��x� � 0, since �Qn�x� � Q��x�� � 0, there exists n0�x� such that
for all n � n0�x�, Qn�x� � 0. Set n0 :� maxx�X�n0�x�� � ��. Then, Q� � Qn for all
n � n0.
Then, one has the following proposition:
Proposition II.3.6. The relative entropy is continuous. If Qn, n � N and Q� are probability
measures on X such that
Qn
TV��
n��� Q�,
then, limn���D�Q��Qn� � 0.
Proof. By Lemma II.3.5, there exists n0 � N such that Q� � Qn for all n � n0. Then, one
has for n � n0,
D�Q��Qn� �
�
x�X,Q��x��0
fx�Qn�x��,
where fx�t� :� log�Q��x��t�Q��x� are continuous on �0, 1�. Moreover, for n � n0, Qn � 0 on
X0 :� �x � X, Q��x� � 0�. Thus, we get, for all x � X0,
lim
n��� fx�Qn�x�� � fx�Q��x�� � 0.
Since X0 is finite, the limit of the sum is equal to the sum of the limits and the result
follows.
Consequently, the general procedure introduced in the section 2.1 by the induction relation
(II.24) converges.
Theorem II.3.7 (Csiszár 75). Let E1, � � � , Em be convex sets in P�X�, where X is finite.
Set E � �mi�1Ei and let P � P�X� such that there exists R � E satisfying D�R�P � � ��.
Consider the sequence �Pn�n�0 by P0 � P and by alternating I1-projections on each Ei as in
(II.24). Then, there exists P � � E such that
lim
n���D�P
��Pn� � 0, lim
n��� �P
� � Pn�TV � 0 (II.38)
Moreover, in the particular case where the sets Ei, i � 1, � � � , m are defined by linear
constraints, P � is the I1-projection on E.
Proof. Since Sk�1� is compact, there exists a subsequence �Pnl�l which converges pointwise to
a probability measure P �, or equivalently
Pnl
TV��
l���
P �.
Then, Proposition II.3.6 applied on the sequence �Pnl�j�0 implies that
lim
l���
D�P ��Pnl� � 0. (II.39)
Consequently, by Proposition II.2.14, P � � E. Thus, using Corollary II.2.9, the sequence
�D�P ��Pn�n converges. Then, (II.38) follows from (II.39) and the classic inequality (II.20).
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Now assume that the sets Ei, i � 1, � � � , m are defined by linear constraints. Then, by
(II.37), each set can be seen as a linear subset of �0, 1�k. Hence the sets Ei are closed and can
be defined by a finite number of linear constraints. Therefore, by Theorem II.2.5 of Csiszár,
the triangular inequality (II.25) holds with equality. Consequently, (II.38) and Proposition
II.2.10 imply that P � is the I1�projection of P on E and this ends the proof.
Since the sets of one prescribed marginals are a particular case of sets defined by linear
constraints, we get for the sequence of the CIPF1:
Corollary II.3.8. Under the assumption
inf
Q�M
D�Q�P � � ��, (II.40)
the sequence of CIPF1 converges in relative entropy and in total variation to the I1�projection
P � of P � P �0� on M. When n tends to infinity:
1. D�P ��P �n�� �� 0,
2. �P � � P �n��TV �� 0.
For the sequence of CIPF2, a similar reasoning gives only the small following result:
Proposition II.3.9. Assume that (II.40) is satisfied. Then, there exists a subsequence �Pnk�k
of the CIPF2 and a probability P � �P�X� such that when l tends to infinity,
1. limk���D�P ��P �nk�� � 0,
2. �P � � P �nk��TV �� 0.
In order to get a similar result than for the CIPF1, we need to know if P � is an element
of M. In this case, Proposition II.2.21 gives indeed the convergence of the CIPF2. Even in
the case where this assumption is satisfied, the limit of the sequence is not necessarily the
I2�projection onM. A simple counterexample is given by Cramer in the discrete finite case:
Example II.3.10. Let X � ��0, 0�, �0, 1�, �1, 0�, �1, 1��. Consider the CIPF procedures ini-
tialized by the uniform distribution P ��x��� � 1�4, x � X, and defined with the two identical
marginal constraints on Xj � �0, 1�:
Qj��0�� � 13 , Qj�1�� �
2
3 , j � 1, 2.
In this case, the CIPF1 and the CIPF2 coincide. Thus, the limit probability measure of the
CIPF2 is the I1-projection.
Then, we compute the Ij-projections on M :� M1�Q1� �M2�Q2�. First observe that a
probability measure in M satisfies the equations:�
q00 � q01 � 13 � q00 � q10
q10 � q11 � 23 � q01 � q11
which can be rewritten as
q01 � q10 � 1�3� q00, q11 � 1�3� q00, q00 � �0, 1�3�. (II.41)
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In order to find the I1�projection, we have to minimize the quantity
D�Q�P � �
�
i,j��0,1�
log �qij�qij � 2 log �2�
under (II.41). In this case, D�Q�P � can be written as a function of q00 which reaches its
global minimum at q00 � 19 . On the other hand, if Q satisfies (II.41),
D�P �Q� � �14
�
i,j��0,1�
log �qij� � 2 log �2� � 14 log q00
�
1
3 � q00
�2�1
3 � q00
�
:� f�q00�.
Since the minimum of this function on �0, 1�3� is reached at q00 � ��1 �
�
17��24, the I1-
projection and the I2�projection are distinct.
Next, we focus on an important version of the C � IPF for which the convergence also
occurs.
II.3.3 The Gaussian case
Among all the continuous cases, the Gaussian version of CIPF s presents a great interest in
statistics to solve the likelihood equations in graphical Gaussian models. These equations are
indeed connected to the problem of finding a Gaussian distribution with prescribed Gaussian
marginals, as presented by Lauritzen in [32] or Andersen and al. in [1].
The notion of graphical model is introduced to represent an estimation problem for
N�dimensional contingency tables with an additional assumption of conditional indepen-
dence of some variables in the table.
This kind of modelling involves a graph structure, for which each vertex corresponds to a
variable and the edges are constructed between the variables of one same marginal constraint.
Moreover, the number of constraints must be readable on the graph:
Example II.3.11. We consider the problem of a 3-contingency table, for which the marginal
constraints QC , C � C � �1, 2, 3� are known. The problem is graphical for C � ��1, 2�, �2, 3��
but not for C � � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �1, 3��:
1
2
3
�
��
�
�
�
1
2
3
fig.1: C � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�� fig.2: C � � ��1, 2�, �2, 3�, �1, 3��
Due to their particular construction, the graphical models are well adapted to study the
conditional independence (for more details, see the last section of the chapter one). The
Gaussian graphical model, called also covariance selection model consists in the previous
model for multivariate normal distribution.
The study of this particular case of modelling present is interesting, since Normal distri-
butions are extremely important in statistics, and are often used in the natural and social
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sciences for real-valued random variables whose distributions are not known. Besides, in
a Gaussian setting, conditional independence restrictions can be expressed on the inverse
covariance matrices, which makes the model easier to study.
The convergence of the CIPF s in the Gaussian setting has been proved by Cramer in
[10], using the particular properties of the Gaussian laws, and the representation of the I-
projections in the case of one prescribed law. We follow his reasoning, but we improve some
proofs of the preliminary results
In what follows, we consider the measurable product space �X,A� � �RN ,B�RN ��, equipped
with the Lebesgue measure on B�RN �, which is denoted dx. We assume that all the proba-
bility measures are absolutely continuous w.r.t the Lebesgue measure.
Moreover, we suppose that the initial probability measure and the prescribed marginals
and conditional are regular Gaussian probability measures. Recall that a regularN�dimensional
Gaussian probability measure P � NN �µ,Γ� is a multivariate probability measure with a
Lebesgue density:
φ�x;µ,Γ� � 1��2π�N det �Γ� exp
�
�12�x� µ,Γ
�1�x� µ��
�
, x � RN ,
where µ � RN , and Γ � RN�Npd is a positive definite matrix.
Then, we require, for the initial probability measure that P � N�µ,Γ�, and for all i �
1, � � � ,m that:
� if L�i� � 0
QC�i��L�i��xL�i�, .� � N�Ci��θi � UixLi , Si�, (II.42)
� if L�i� � 0
Qi � N�Ci��θi, Si�, (II.43)
where �.� denotes the cardinal, and θi � R�Ci�, Si � R�Ci���Ci�pd , Ui � R�Ci���Li� are prescribed
parameters.
The Gaussian probability measures satisfy several classical properties, which makes the
problem of convergence of the CIPF s more tractable. First, the relative entropy has an
explicit expression for Gaussian probability measures:
Proposition II.3.12. Let µ, ν � RN , Γ,Υ � RN�Npd , then,
D
�
NN �µ,Γ��NN �ν,Υ�
�
� 12
�
� µ� ν �2Υ � Tr�ΓΥ�1� � log det �ΓΥ�1� �N
�
,
(II.44)
where Tr states for the trace and � µ� ν �2Υ:� �µ� ν��Υ�1�µ� ν� is a Mahalanobis distance.
We write this quantity D��µ,Γ���ν,Υ��.
Furthermore, the conditional laws and the marginal laws of a Gaussian probability mea-
sure are Gaussian probability measures. The proof of this result is given in the appendix. It
can be also find in the literature (see [43]). Consider the following matrices notations:
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Notations II.3.13. For a matrix A � �Aij�1�i,j�N � RN�N and nonempty and disjoint
sets C and L of IN , denote AC,L � �Aij�i�C,j�L, where we assume that the indices are in
increasing order. If AL,L is invertible, we set also:
AC�L :� AC,LA�1L,L � R�C���L�, AC:L :� AC,C �AC,LA�1L,LAL,C � R�C���C�,
where A� denotes the transposed matrix of A.
Remark II.3.14. The matrix block AC:L is called the Schur complement of the matrix block
AL,L of the matrix A. In particular, it appears by blockwise inversion formula of a matrix.
Consider the matrix
A �
�
AC,C AC,L
AL,C AL,L
�
.
If AC:L, and AL,L are invertible, then,
A�1 �
� �AC:L��1 ��AC:L��1AC�L
���A��C�L���AC:L��1 A�1L,L � ��A��C�L���AC:L��1AC�L
�
.
Then, one has:
Theorem II.3.15. Let Q � NN �µ,Γ�, where �µ,Γ� � RN � RN�Npd , and C, L be a partition
of IN . Then,
1. the marginal law of Q on XC is a Gaussian probability measure
QC � N�C��µC ,ΓC�.
2. The conditional law of Q of XC knowing XL is a Gaussian probability measure
QC�L�xL, .� � N�C��µC � ΓC�L�xL � µL�,ΓC:L�.
Therefore, in view of the general representation of the densities of the I�projections given
in the Theorems I.4.19 and I.4.21, the probability measures of the sequences CIPF1 and the
CIPF2 are Gaussian and have an explicit expression. Indeed, these Theorems applied on
�RN ,B�R�N � for probability measures with density w.r.t Lebesgue measure gives:
Lemma II.3.16. Let P be a probability measure on the Borel space �RN ,B�R�N �� with
Lebesgue density p. Let C, L be disjoint subsets of IN .
1. For a prescribed marginal law QC on (R�C�,B�R��C��) with Lebesgue density qC , the
Lebesgue density of the Ij-projection, j � 1, 2 on MC�QC� is given for all x in X by:
tjCp�x� � p�xM �xC�qC�xC�,
where M � IN�C and p�xM �xC� � p�x��p�xC� denotes the Lebesgue density of the
conditional probability PM �C�xC , .�.
2. For a prescribed conditional law QC�L with Lebesgue density qC�L,
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(a) the Lebesgue density of the I1-projection on MC�L�QC�L� is given for all x � X by:
t1C�Lp�x� � αC�L p�xM �xC�L�qC�L�xC �xL�p�xL� exp
��D�QC�L�PC�L��xL��,
where M � IN��L� C�, αC�L is a normalizing constant, and for all xL � XL,
D�QC�L�PC�L��xL� �
�
XC
log
�qC�L�xC �xL�
pC�L�xC �xL�
�
qC�L�xC �xL�dxC .
(b) The Lebesgue density of the I2-projection onMC�L�QC�L� is given for all x � X by:
t2C�Lp�x� � p�xM �xC�L�qC�L�xC �xL�p�xL�.
Here, Cramer gets the expressions of the I-projections in the Gaussian setting. We present
his result in the following Theorems II.3.17 and II.3.18, but we do not give the proofs, which
can be found in [10]. Besides a proof of a similar result is given in Chapter 3, providing a
new formulation of the sequence of CIPF . In order to present the result with a tractable
expression, for C, L, M disjoint subsets of IN , and P a probability measure of density p,
we consider the rearranged probability measure P �C,L,M� of density p�C,L,M� defined for all
x � RN ,
p�C,L,M���x�C , x�L, x�M ��� � p�x�.
Then, one has, in the case of marginal constraints:
Theorem II.3.17 (Cramer [9] ). Let C be a subset of IN ,M � IN�C, and QC � N�C��θC , SC�.
For j � 1, 2, the unique Ij-projection IjCP of a regular Gaussian probability measure P �
NN �µ,Γ� on MC�QC� is a regular Gaussian distribution:�
IjCP
��C,M�
� NN
��
θC
µM � ΓM�C�θC � µC�
�
,
�
SC SCΓ�M�C
ΓM,CS ΓM :C � ΓM�CSCΓ�M�C
��
For conditional constraints, one has also
Theorem II.3.18 (Cramer [9] ). Let C, L be disjoint subsets of IN , and QC�L�xL, .� �
N�C��θC � UC,LxL, SC�, P � NN �µ,Γ�.
1. The unique I1-projection I1C�LP of P onMC�L�QC�L� is a regular Gaussian distribution:
�
I1C�LP
��C,L,M�
� NN
��
µ�C,L� � η�C,L�
µM � ΓM��C,L�η�C,L�
�
,�
H�C,L� H�C,L�Γ�M��C,L��
Γ�M��C,L�H�C,L� ΓM :�C,L�� � ΓM��C,L��H�C,L�Γ�M��C,L�
��
,
where we set
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�����������������������������
H�C,L� :�
�
SC � UC,LB�1L U �C,L UC,LB�1L ,
B�1L U
�
C,L B
�1
L
�
� R�L�C���L�C�pd ,
BL :� Γ�1L,L �D�C,LΓ�1C:LDC,L � R�L���L�pd ,
DC,L :� UC,L � ΓC�L � R�C���L�
η�C,L� :� H�C,L�
�
S�1C
�D�C,LΓ�1C:L � U �C,LS�1C
�
�θC � UC,LµL � µC�.
2. The unique I2-projection I2C�LP of P onMC�L�QC�L� is a regular Gaussian distribution:�
I2C�LP
��C,L,M�
� NN
��
µ�C,L� � ν�C,L�
µM � ΓM��C,L�νC,L
�
,�
V�C,L� V�C,L�Γ�M��C,L�
ΓM��C,L�V�C,L� ΓM :�C,L� � ΓM��C,L�V�C,L�Γ�M��C,L�
��
,
where we set
V�C,L� :�
�
SC � UC,LΓL,LU �C,L UC,LΓL,L
ΓL,LU �C,L ΓL,L
�
, ν�C,L� �
�
θC � UC,LµL � µC
0
�
.
Since the I�projections of a regular Gaussian probability measure under regular Gaussian
constraints are also regular Gaussian probability measure, so are the elements of the sequences
of the CIPF s. Therefore, we can write
P �n� � NN
�
µ�n�,Γ�n�
�
. (II.45)
where µ�n� � RN , and Γ�n� � RN�Npd are defined by recursion using Theorem II.3.17 and
II.3.18.
In the previous section, we have seen that the compactness of the sets
S2�R,α� � �Q �P�X�, D�R�Q� � α�, α � 0, R �P�X�
allows to get the convergence of a subsequence of �P �n��, since by Proposition II.2.8 and
Proposition II.2.21, the entire sequence is included in one of these sets. But this geometric
property is not necessarily satisfied and difficult to study in a general setting.
In view of (II.45), it is in fact sufficient to study the compactness of the sets
S2�R,α�
��
N�ν,Υ�, �ν,Υ� � RN � RN�Npd
�
, α � 0, R �P�X�. (II.46)
These sets can be seen as subsets of RN � RN�Npd , by identifying the Gaussian laws with
their parameters. Hence, the problem is reduced to a study of boundedness an closedness.
In order to use the expression (II.44) of the relative entropy between to Gaussian probabil-
ity measures, it will be more convenient to look at the sets of the form II.46 with a Gaussian
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probability measure R. Since we need the compactness only for one probability measure
R �M satisfying D�R�P � � ��, we can reduce the study to R Gaussian if we suppose that
there exists a Gaussian probability measure in M, which is not a too costly requirement.
Thus, we consider the following subsets:
Definition II.3.19. Let α � �0,��� and R � NN �η,Σ�, with �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , then,
we define the α-sublevels sets:
S2�NN �η,Σ�, α� :� ��ν,Υ� � RN � RN�Npd , D��η,Σ���ν,Υ�� � α�.
Then, one has
Lemma II.3.20. The sets S�NN �η,Σ�, α�, �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , α � 0 are closed.
This property follows immediately from
Lemma II.3.21. Let �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , then, the function D��η,Σ��.� is continuous on
the set RN � RN�Npd .
Moreover, the sublevel sets satisfy another property:
Lemma II.3.22. The sets S2�NN �η,Σ�, α� �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , α � 0 are bounded.
Proof. Let �η,Σ� � RN�RN�Npd , α � 0 and consider �ν,Υ� � S�NN �µ,Σ�, α�. Since by (II.44),
D��η,Υ���ν,Υ�� � 12�η�ν�2Υ and D��0,Σ���0,Υ�� � 12�Tr�ΣΥ�1�� log �det�ΣΥ�1���N�, we
get using again (II.44):
D��η,Σ���ν,Υ�� � D��η,Υ���ν,Υ�� �D��0,Σ���0,Υ�� � D��0,Σ���0,Υ��, (II.47)
Denote by λN �ΣΥ�1� � � � � � λ1�ΣΥ�1� � 0 the eigenvalues of the definite positive
matrix ΣΥ�1 in decreasing order. Then, (II.47) gives
2α � 2D��0,Σ���0,Υ�� � Tr�ΣΥ�1� � log �det�ΣΥ�1�� �N
�
N�
i�1
�
λi�ΣΥ�1� � log
�
λi�ΣΥ�1�
�� 1�
� λ1�ΣΥ�1� � log λ1�ΣΥ�1� � 1,
where the last inequality follows from log�y� � y�1, which implies that all the summing quan-
tities are positive. Since for nonnegative definite matrices, one has λ1�AB� � λN �A�λ1�B�
(cf Gantmacher in [18]), we obtain that
2α � � log λN �Σ� � log λ1�Υ�1� � 1.
Since λ1�Υ�1� � �λN �Υ���1 � ��Υ�2��1, we get
c�Σ, α� :� �Σ�2e2α�1 � �Υ�2.
On the other hand, one has also by (II.47),
2α � 2D��η,Υ���ν,Υ�� � �η � ν��Υ�1�η � ν� � 1
c�Σ, α��η � ν�
2
IN
.
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Therefore, �
2αc�Σ, α� � �µ�IN � �ν�IN ,
which allows to conclude.
As a direct consequence of Lemmas II.3.20 and II.3.22, we get:
Proposition II.3.23. The sets S2�NN �η,Σ�, r�, �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , α � 0 are compact.
The result of convergence of the CIPF1 to the I1-projection follows from this property:
Theorem II.3.24 (Cramer 00). Assume that there exists �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd such that
R � N�η,Σ� � M. Then, the sequence of the CIPF1 converges in relative entropy and in
total variation to the I1-projection on M of P � P �0� � N�µ,Γ�. When n tends to infinity:
1. D�P ��P �n�� �� 0,
2. �P � � P �n��TV �� 0,
Moreover, there exists �µ�,Γ�� � RN � RN�Npd such that I1M�P � � N�µ�,Γ��.
Proof. Proposition II.2.8 gives D�R�P �n�� � D�R�P �. Then, since α0 :� D�R�P � � ��,
the sequence �µ�n�,Γ�n�� of parameters of the sequence of CIPF1 �P �n��n is included in
S2�N�η,Σ�, α0�. By Proposition II.3.23, this set is compact, therefore, there exists a con-
vergent subsequence �µ�nk�,Γ�nk��. Denote by �µ�,Γ�� � RN � RN�Npd its limit, and let
P � � NN �µ�,Σ��. Then, by Proposition II.2.14, P � �M, and
D
�
P ��P �nk�
�
� D
�
�µ�,Γ����µ�nk�,Γ�nk��
�
��
n��� 0.
This implies, using Proposition II.2.10, that P � is the I1 projection of P onM. The conclusion
follows from Corollary II.2.9.
As in the discrete case, we get a weaker result of convergence for the CIPF2:
Proposition II.3.25. Assume that there exists �η,Σ� � RN�RN�Npd such that R � N�η,Σ� �
M. Then, there exists a subsequence P �nk� of the CIPF2 and a Gaussian probability measure
P � such that, when k tends to infinity,
1. D�P ��P �nk�� �� 0,
2. �P � � P �nk��TV �� 0.
II.3.4 With two disjoint marginal constraints
In this part, we only consider the problem with two disjoint marginal constraints and focus
on the IPF1 presented by Rüschendorf in [36]. In this context, several results on the form
of the density of the I1�projection are given in the first chapter. In particular, under some
weak assumptions, one has the decomposition of the I1�projection onto "marginal" func-
tions. Moreover, the iterative procedure can be also decomposed in sequences of "marginal"
functions, using the known form of an I1-projection for one marginal constraint. Thus, the
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convergence of IPF is linked to the convergence of these functions. Then, generalizing the
case studied by Ireland and Kullback, Rüschendorf find conditions on the data of the problem
under which the convergence of the sequence of IPF occurs.
Assume that �X,A, ρ� � �X1�X2,A1�A2, ρ1� ρ2�. Let P be an initial probability such
that P � ρ1 � ρ2 and denote its ρ�density p. Let Q1 and Q2 be two prescribed marginals
constraints.
We assume finally that the necessary condition for the existence of the I1-projection holds:
inf�D�Q�P �, Q �M�Q1,Q2�� � ��. (II.48)
We have seen in the previous chapter that under (II.48) the I1-projection onM�Q1,Q2� exists
and is unique. Condition (II.48) also implies that Q1 and Q2 are respectively absolutely
continuous w.r.t ρ1 and ρ2. If D�R�P � � �� for R � M�Q1,Q2�, one has indeed R � P �
ρ1 � ρ2, and we conclude with Lemma I.4.12. Then, we denote by qi the density of Qi w.r.t
ρi, i � 1, 2.
Let P � be the I1�projection of P on M�Q1,Q2�. Then, by Corollary I.4.30,if F �
L1�Q1� � L1�Q2� is closed in L1�Q� for all Q such that D�Q�P � � ��, one has
dP �
dP
�x, y� � a�x�b�y�, Q� as
with log a � L1�Q1� and log b � L1�Q2�. Without the assumption of closedness, Theorem
I.4.38 gives a similar decomposition provided that P � P1 � P2:
dP �
dP
�x, y� � a�x�b�y�, �P ��,
for some non negative functions a and b. Since P � ρ1 � ρ2, Lemma I.4.37 implies that the
previous condition is satisfied. As previously we denote by p� the ρ�density of P �.
Since P � has for marginals Q1 and Q2, by integrating respectively on the first and the
second variable, we get that the functions a and b satisfied the Schrödinger equations (see
[39], [40], [30] for more details about the Schrödinger problem):
a�x� � q1�x��
p�x, y�b�y�dρ2�y� ρ1 a.s (II.49)
b�y� � q2�y��
p�x, y�a�x�dρ1�x� ρ2 a.s (II.50)
Now, we focus on the sequence of IPF -P P �0� � P , P �1�, P �2�, . . . which satisfy in our
case the following alternative recursion relations:
P �2n�1� � arginf
Q�M�Q1�
D�Q�P �2n��, P �2n�2� � arginf
Q�M�Q2�
D�Q�P �2n�1��.
The representation of the I1-projection in the case of one prescribed marginal is completely
known. As a direct consequence of Theorem I.4.19, one has indeed:
Proposition II.3.26. Let P be a probability measure on �X,A, ρ� with ρ�density p. Then,
for a prescribed marginal QC on �XC ,AC� with Lebesgue density qc, the Lebesgue density of
the I-projection ICP is given by
tCp�x� � p�x� qC�xC�
pC�xC� .
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If we apply this result to the sequence of IPF , we obtain the following relations:
dP �2n�1�
dP �2n�
�x, y� � dQ1
dP
�2n�
1
�x� and dP �2n�2�
dP �2n�1�
�x, y� � dQ2
dP
�2n�1�
2
�y�.
Observe that, since P �n�1� is by definition the I1�projection of P �n�, P �n�1� � P �n�.
Thus, by induction P �n� is absolutely continuous w.r.t ρ, and we note p�n� its ρ�density.
We can easily see by induction that:
Proposition II.3.27. For all n � 0, one has
p�2n��x, y� � an�x�bn�y�p�x, y�, (II.51)
p�2n�1��x, y� � an�1�x�bn�y�p�x, y�, (II.52)
where the sequences of functions �an� and �bn� are defined by a0�x� � 1, b0�y� � 1, and
an�1�x� � q1
p
�2n�
1
�x�an�x� (II.53)
bn�1�y� � q2
p
�2n�1�
2
�y�bn�y�. (II.54)
Since P �2n�1� match the first marginal and P �2n�2� the second marginal for n � 0, we
can obtain similar relations between the functions an and bn to those between a and b. By
integrating (II.51) with respect to ρ1 and (II.52) with respect to ρ2, we get new recursion
relations for the sequences an and bn which depends only on the first data:
an�1�x� � q1�x��
p�x, y�bn�y�dρ2�y� , (II.55)
bn�1�y� � q2�y��
p�x, y�an�1�x�dρ1�x� . (II.56)
For more legibility, let us define the following functions:
φ1 : f � F�X1� � � q2�
f�x�p�x, .�ρ1�dx� � F�X2�
φ2 : g � F�X2� � � q1�
g�y�p�., y�ρ2�dy� � F�X1�.
Then, the sequences �an� and �bn� are defined by���
b0 � 1,
an�1 � φ2�bn�,
bn�1 � φ1�an�1�,
(II.57)
Moreover, observe that (II.49) and (II.50) can also be written:
a � φ2�b� �ρ1�, b � φ1�a� �ρ2�, (II.58)
so that a and b are respectively fixed points of the sequences �an�n and �bn�n.
Before looking for the convergence of the sequence of IPF , we rewrite the general prop-
erties of the sequence of IPF using the new formulation of the sequence of IPF with the
sequences �an� and �bn�.
First note that a direct consequence of (II.53) and (II.54) is that all the marginal densities
of the sequence of IPF can be expressed using �an�n�0, �bn�n�0 and the marginal constraints:
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Corollary II.3.28. For all n � 0, one has
p
�2n�1�
1 � q1 ; p�2n�1�2 �
bn
bn�1
q2
p
�2n�2�
2 � q2 ; p�2n�2�1 �
an�1
an�2
q1
Then, one has:
Proposition II.3.29.
1. When n tends to infinity,�
log
�
an�1
an
�
dQ1 �� 0,
�
log
�
bn�1
bn
�
dQ2 �� 0
2. When n tends to infinity,� ��� an
an�1
� 1
��� dQ1 �� 0, � ��� bn
bn�1
� 1
��� dQ2 �� 0.
3. When n tends to infinity,�
log
�
an
an�1
�
an
an�1
dQ1 �� 0,
�
log
�
bn
bn�1
�
bn
bn�1
dQ2 �� 0
Proof.
1. Let n � N. By (II.51) and (II.52), one has
D�P �2n�1��P �2n�� �
�
log
�
an�1
an
�
dQ1, (II.59)
D�P �2n�2��P �2n�1�� �
�
log
�
bn�1
bn
�
dQ2. (II.60)
The conclusion follows from 2. in Proposition II.2.13.
2. This is also a consequence of 2. in Proposition II.2.13.
3. Relations (II.51) and (II.52) give that
D�P �2n�1 �Q1� �
�
log
�
an
an�1
�
an
an�1
dQ1, (II.61)
D�P �2n�1��Q2� �
�
log
�
bn
bn�1
�
bn
bn�1
dQ2. (II.62)
and the result follows from Proposition II.2.19.
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Remark II.3.30. The first and the second point can also be proved by using Proposition
II.2.19.
Now, we study the convergence of the sequence of IPF to the I-projection of P on
M�Q1,Q2�. Following the reasoning of the previous sections, we are first looking for the
convergence of a subsequence of IPF for the total variation distance. A condition for the
convergence to hold is that the I2-spheres S2�Q,α� are compact for Q � P�X� and α � 0.
However, this assumption is difficult to study in a general case.
The idea of Rüschendorf, in view of Proposition II.2.18, is to use the weak compactness
of the I1-spheres. The main problem is that the sequence of IPF is not necessary included
in one of these spheres. Furthermore, the convergence of a subsequence of IPF for the total
variation distance does not necessary imply the convergence of the entire sequence of IPF
to the I1�projection.
The following lemma provides us a solution of our problem:
Lemma II.3.31. For all n � 0
1. D�P ��P �2n�1�� � D�P ��P � �D�P �2n�1��P � � � log bn� bnbn�1 � 1�dQ2
2. D�P �2n�1��P � � D�P ��P � � � log bn� bnbn�1 � 1�dQ2.
Proof.
1. Let n � 0. By Proposition II.2.12, one has
D�P ��P �2n�1�� � D�P ��Q� �
2n�1�
i�1
D�P �i��P �i�1��.
The equalities (II.59) and (II.60) imply that
2n�1�
i�1
D�P �i��P �i�1�� �
n�1
i�1
�
log ai
ai�1
dQ1 �
n�
i�1
�
log bi
bi�1
dQ2
�
�
�
log an�1dQ1 �
�
log bndQ2.
Moreover, since
dP �2n�1�
dP
� p
�2n�1�
p
�
n�
i�0
p2i�1
p2i
n�
i�0
p2i�2
p2i�1
�
n�
i�0
ai�1
ai
n
Π
i�0
bi�1
bi
� an�1bn,
we get, by Corollary II.3.28,
D�P �2n�1��P � �
�
log �an�1bn�dP �2n�1�
�
�
log �an�1�dQ1 �
�
log �bn� bn
bn�1
dQ2
�
2n�1�
i�1
D�P �i��P �i�1�� �
�
log �bn�
�
bn
bn�1
� 1
�
dQ2.
and the result follows.
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2. The second point derived from the first point using the positivity of the relative entropy.
One has indeed D�P �2n�1��P � � 0.
This lemma has some very interesting consequences: observe first that if the quantity�
log bn�bn�bn�1 � 1�dQ2 is bounded for all n � 0, then, the sequence �Pn�n�0 is included in
S1�P, α� for α large enough. Moreover, under the stronger assumption�
log bn
� bn
bn�1
� 1
�
dQ2 � 0, (II.63)
proving the convergence of the quantity D�P ��P �2n�1�� to zero is equivalent to looking for
the convergence of D�P �2n�1��P � to D�P ��P �. In fact this assumption is sufficient to give
this second convergence.
Proposition II.3.32. Under the assumption (II.63),
lim
n���D�P
��P �n�� � 0.
Proof. First, we prove that when n tends to infinity,
D�P �2n�1��P � � D�P ��P �. (II.64)
The limit assumption (II.63) implies that there exists a constant c � 0 such that
sup
n
�
log bn
� bn
bn�1
� 1
�
dQ2 � c.
Then, by II.3.31, we get
sup
n
D�P �2n�1��P � � D�P ��P � � c :� α � ��,
since P � is the I1-projection of P . Thus, the subsequence �P �2n�1��n�0 is included in the
I1-sphere S1�P, α� which is compact for the weak topology by Proposition II.2.18. Then,
there exists a subsequence �P �2ϕ�n��1��n�0 which converges weakly to a probability measure�P � S1�P, α�. As a consequence of Proposition II.2.14, one has �P � M�Q1,Q2�. Moreover,
using the semi-continuity of the relative entropy, we get
D� �P �P � � lim
n���
D�P �2ϕ�n��1��P � � lim
n���D�P
�2ϕ�n��1��P �.
Since, by Lemma II.3.31,
D�P �2n�1��P � � D�P ��P � �
�
log bn
� bn
bn�1
� 1
�
dQ2,
the limit assumption (II.63) implies, by letting n to infinity,
lim
n���D�P
�2n�1��P � � D�P ��P �.
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We finally get D� �P �P � � D�P ��P �, and �P � P by uniqueness of the I1�projection. The
I1�projection P � of P on M is then the unique limit point of the sequence �P �2n�1��n for
the weak topology, and the entire sequence �P �2n�1��n converges weakly to P �. By writing
the previous inequalities for the sequence �P �2n�1��:
D�P ��P � � lim
n���
D�P �2n�1��P � � lim
n���D�P
�2n�1��P � � D�P ��P �.
We obtain that
lim
n���D�P
�2n�1��P � � D�P ��P �.
Then, the equality in Lemma II.3.31 and Assumption (II.63) imply that
lim
n���D�P
��P �2n�1�� � 0,
and we conclude with Corollary II.2.9.
Now, we are interested in assumptions which imply (II.63). Remember that by corollary
II.3.29, one has � ��� bn
bn�1
� 1
���dQ2 ��
n��� 0.
Then, the following lemma provides us conditions for getting (II.63):
Lemma II.3.33. Let �E,B, Q� a probability space, �fn� and �gn� two sequences of functions
in L1�Q� such that:
1. �fn� is uniformly bounded,
2. fn
L1�Q��� 0, when n tends to infinity, or equivalently limn���
� �f �dQ � 0.
3. �gn� is uniformly integrable.
Then, when n tends to infinity fngn
L1�Q��� 0.
Proof. Let � � 0, and set C :� sup
n
��fn���, then, by the third assumption, there exists a
constant K � 0 for which
sup
n
�
�gn��K
�gn�dQ � �2C .
Moreover, by the second assumption, there exists an integer N � 0 such that for all n � N ,�
�fn�dQ � �2K .
Therefore, for n � N , one has�
�fngn�dQ �
�
�gn��K
�fngn�dQ�
�
�gn��K
�fngn�dQ
� K
�
�gn��K
�fn�dQ� C
�
�gn��K
�gn�
� K
�
�fn�dQ� C sup
n
�
�gn��K
�gn�dQ
� �
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and the conclusion follows.
In view of Lemma II.3.33, we look after the uniform boundedness of �bn�bn�1�n and the
uniform integrability of �log �bn��n. We need a lemma which allows to reduce these conditions
to an assumption of boundedness at the first step of the sequence �bn� and �an�. Bounds are
indeed preserved by the recursion function of the sequence �bn�bn�1�n:
Lemma II.3.34. Let fi, gi � F�Xi�, i � 1, 2. If there exist some positive constants ci, Ci
such that
ci � fi
gi
� Ci,
then,
c�1i �
φi�fi�
φi�gi� � C
�1
i .
Proof. The result follows from the successive equalities:
φi�fi�
φi�gi� �
�
gi p dρi�
fi p dρi
�
�
fi
gi
fi
p dρi�
fi p dρi
.
This Lemma applied to the functions bn and bn�1 gives by induction:
Corollary II.3.35. If there exists some positive constant C � 0 such that
1
b1
� C, (II.65)
then, the sequence �bn�bn�1�n is uniformly bounded by C:
�n � 0, bn�bn�1 � C.
Proof. Using lemma II.3.33 with bnbn�1 � 1 and log bn, we have (II.63) and the result follows
from prop II.3.32.
The condition of uniform integrability of �log bn� is not easy to check. Yet, this problem
can be simplified into a problem of integrability, by observing that the recursion function of
the sequence �bn�bn�1� is also the recursion function of �bn�b�. Therefore, we take this new
assumption of boundedness:
c � a1
a
� q1�p1
a
� C, for some 0 � C � C � ��. (II.66)
Then, we get:
Proposition II.3.36. Assume that (II.66) holds.
1. If log b � L1�Q2�, then, �log bn� is uniformly integrable.
2. If log a � L1�Q1�, then, �log an� is uniformly integrable.
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Proof. Observe that a1 � φ2�b0� � φ2�1� � q1�p1, thus, (II.66) is equivalent to c � a1�a � C.
Since the functions an, bn, a and b satisfy (II.57) and (II.58), lemma II.3.34 applied to these
functions gives by induction 1C � bn�1b � 1c , and c � ana � C, for all n � 0. Then,
� log bn�1� � � log b� � C �, � log an� � � log a� � C�.
Remark II.3.37. The assumption 1b � �c, C� for some constants 0 � c � C would give the
same result, but this assumption is too strong. Observe that, in this case, log b is bounded.
Therefore, �log bn� and �bn� are uniformly bounded and all the assumptions of the Lemma
II.3.33 are satisfied.
It only remains to look for the integrability of log b. Recall that if F � L1�Q1��L1�Q2� �
L1�P �� is closed, one has
log a � L1�Q1�, log b � L1�Q2�.
Then, Criterion I.4.32 of Kober gives a condition for closedness of this sumspace: if there
exists a function α � F�X2� such that
�
αdQ2 � 0 and
p��x, y� � α�y�q1�x�q2�y�, (II.67)
then, F is closed. This assumption is equivalent to
a�x�
q1�x��p1�x�
p�x, y�
p1�x� � v�y�, (II.68)
for some function v such that
�
vdρ2 � 0.
If (II.66) is satisfied, we only need a condition of boundedness of p�p1 by a function of y
in order to apply Lemma II.3.33. By (II.49) and (II.54) the quantities 1�b1 and q1�a can be
written with the quotient p�p1 as follows:
1
b1
�
�
p
p1q2
dQ1, (II.69)
q1�p1
a
�
�
p
p1q2
bdQ2, (II.70)
Hence, this is natural to make an assumption of boundedness of pp1q2 :
Proposition II.3.38. If there exist some positive constants 0 � c � C such that
c � p�x, y�
p1q2�y� � C, (II.71)
then, (II.65),(II.66) and (II.68) are satisfied.
Proof. Under (II.71), Equation (II.69) gives:
1
b1
� C.
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Moreover, (II.70) implies that
c
�
bdQ2 � q1�p1
a
� C
�
bdQ2. (II.72)
Thus, we get 0 � 1C q1�p1a �
�
bdQ2 � 1c q1�p1a � ��. The quantity q1�p1a is then bounded and
(II.66) holds. The last inequality (II.68) follows from (II.71) and (II.72), with v proportionate
to q2.
Then, Rüschendorf obtain the following convergence result
Corollary II.3.39 (Rüschendorf 95). If c � p�x,y�p1�x�q2�y� � C, for some functions 0 � c � C ���, then,
1. D�P �n��P � � D�P ��P �.
2. �P �n� � P ��TV � 0 et D�P ��P �n�� � 0.
In the proof of Proposition II.3.38, a lower bound for p��p1q2� allows to get b � L1�Q2�.
Moreover, this gives a lower bound for �q1�p1��a and by induction an upper bound for �bn�b�.
Thus, in this case, one has the uniform integrability of �bn�. If the uniform integrability of
�bn� is sufficient to have (II.63), then, we only need the lower bound in (II.71) to obtain the
conclusion of Corollary II.3.39. The following lemma gives new assumptions linked to the
previous observations for having (II.63).
Lemma II.3.40 (Csiszár 75). Let �E,B, Q� a probability space, �fn� and �gn� two sequences
of functions in L1�Q� such that:
1. D�Pn�Q� �� 0, where dPn :� �fn � 1�dQ.
2. fn
L1�Q��� 0,
3. �e�gn�� is uniformly integrable.
Then, when n tends to infinity, fngn
L1�Q��� 0.
The proof of this Lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma II.3.33. Yet, in order to use
the assumptions 1. and 2. to prove the convergence of �fngn�n, the following inequality is
needed:
Lemma II.3.41. For all x � 0, y � 0,
xy � x log �x� � ey (II.73)
Proof. Let y � 0, and define f�x� :� x log �x��ey�xy on R��. Then, f ��x� � 1� log �x��y.
Therefore, the function f reaches its global minimum at xm :� e�y�1�. We conclude with
f�xm� � �y � 1�e�y�1� � ey � e�y�1�y � ey � e�y�1� � 0.
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Then, we can prove Lemma II.3.40:
Proof Lemma II.3.40. Let � � 0, then, by the third assumption, there exists a constantK � 0
for which
sup
n
�
�gn��K
e�gn�dQ � �4 .
Moreover, the first assumption implies that�
�gn��K
�fn � 1� log �fn � 1�dQ �� 0,
thus, there exists N � 0 such that for n � N ,�
�gn��K
�fn � 1� log �fn � 1�dQ � �4
Then, from Inequality (II.73), we obtain
sup
n
�
�gn��K
��fn � 1�gn� dQ � �2 .
Since �gn� � e�gn�, ��gn�� is also uniformly integrable, thus, there exists K � � 0 such that
sup
n
�
�gn��K�
�gn� dQ � �4 .
Denoting K� � max �K,K �� we get
sup
n
�
�gn��K�
�fngn� dQ � 3�4
On the other hand, the second assumption implies that there exists an integer N � � 0 such
that for all n � N �, �
�fn�dQ � �4K� .
Therefore, for n � N� � max �N,N ��, one has�
�fngn�dQ �
�
�gn��K�
�fngn�dQ�
�
�gn��K�
�fngn�dQ
� K�
�
�gn��K�
�fn�dQ� 3�4
� K�
�
�fn�dQ� 3�4
� �
and the conclusion follows.
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Remark II.3.42. It is obvious that the previous lemma is still valid and need a shorter proof
with dPn :� fndQ in the first assumption. However, we want to apply this lemma to fn �
bn�bn�1�1, and in this case we have no information about the convergence of
� �fn� log �fn�dQ2.
On the other side, Proposition II.3.29 gives the convergence of
� �fn � 1� log �fn � 1�dQ2.
Since assumptions 1. and 2. of Lemma II.3.40 are satisfied for fn :� �bn�bn�1 � 1�, it
remains to consider the cases where the sequence �bn� � �elog �bn�� is uniformly integrable.
In view of the previous observations, one has as a first result:
Lemma II.3.43. Assume that there exists a positive constant c � 0 such that
p
p1q2
� c, (II.74)
then, the sequence �bn� is uniformly integrable.
Proof. Using (II.70), Inequality (II.74) implies that
a1
a
� q1�p1
a
� c
�
b dQ2.
Therefore, b � L1�Q2�. Denote C :� c
�
b dQ2, then, Lemma II.3.34 gives by induction for all
n � 0,
bn
b
� C�1.
Then, the sequence �bn� is bounded by a function in L1�Q2� and this sequence is uniformly
integrable.
With this Lemma, Rüschendorf improves the sufficient condition given in Corollary II.3.39
for the convergence of the IPF .
Here we make the following observation: the uniform boundedness of the sequence �bn�
is based on the integrability of the function b and the existence of a lower bounded of the
quantity a1�a. Since this second condition is satisfied if 1�b is bounded above, it motivates
the use of a new assumption:
Lemma II.3.44. Assume that there exist positive functions c1, C1 on X1 such that C1c�11 �
L1�Q1� and
c1�x� � p
p1q2
� C1�x�. (II.75)
Then the sequence �bn� is uniformly integrable.
Proof. Inequality (II.75) implies by (II.70) that
q1�p1
a
� c1�x�
�
bdQ2, (II.76)
and b � L1�Q2�. Then, one has
1
b
�
�
a
q2
pdρ1 �
�
a�q1�p1��1
q2p1�p q1dρ1 �
�
a�q1�p1��1
q2p1�p q1dρ1 �
��
bdQ2
��1 �
C1c
�1
1 dQ1.
where we use (II.76) and again (II.75).
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Consequently, we get better conditions for the convergence of the IPF .
Theorem II.3.45. If (II.74) or (II.75) holds, then,
1. D�P �n��P � � D�P ��P �.
2. ��P �n� � P ��� � 0 et D�P ��P �n�� � 0.
Proof. Under (II.74) or (II.75), the sequence �bn� is uniformly integrable. Futhermore, by
Proposition II.3.29 2.,
bn
bn�1
� 1 L
1�Q2���
n��� 0,
and by Proposition II.3.29 3., �
bn
bn�1
log
�
bn
bn�1
�
dQ2 ��
n��� 0.
Then, Lemma II.3.40 implies (II.63), which gives the convergence using Proposition II.3.32.
The conclusion of the previous Theorem follows from Proposition II.3.32 which is based
on the study of the sequence �P �2n�1��. A similar reasoning for �P �2n�� gives by symmetry:
Proposition II.3.46. Under the assumption:�
log an
� an
an�1
� 1
�
dQ1 ��
n��� 0, (II.77)
we get limn���D�P ��P �n�� � 0.
Since Proposition II.3.29 gives the same results of convergence for the sequences �bn�bn�1�
and �an�an�1�, and
1
b
�
�
p
q1q2
adQ1, (II.78)
we look for assumptions on p�q1q2 which give the uniform boundedness of �an�:
Lemma II.3.47. If there exists some positive constant c � 0, such that
c � pq1q2 , (II.79)
or if there exist some positive functions c2, C2 such that C2c�12 � L1�Q2� and
c2�y�q1�x� � pq2 � C2�y�p1�x�, (II.80)
then, the sequence �an� is uniformly integrable.
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Proof. Inequality (II.79) replaced in (II.78) imply that
1
b
� c
�
adQ1, (II.81)
therefore, a � L1�Q1�. Moreover, Lemma II.3.34 gives by induction that an�a � c, thus, the
uniform integrability of the sequence �an�.
If (II.80) holds, then, one has
1
b
� c2�y�
�
adQ1.
This implies that a � L1�Q1�, and
q1�p1
a
�
�
p
p1q2
bdQ2 �
��
adQ1
��1 �
�c2�y���1C2�y�dQ2.
The result follows by induction from Lemma II.3.34.
Therefore, we get a second result of convergence:
Theorem II.3.48. If (II.79) or (II.80) holds, then,
1. D�P �n��P � � D�P ��P �.
2. ��P �n� � P ��� � 0 et D�P ��P �n�� � 0.
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Chapter III
Rate of Convergence for N -dimensional
Gaussian distributions
III.1 Introduction
The study of probability measures matching prescribed marginal constraints is a wide topic,
with many applications in statistics and has been extensively studied. In particular, the
minimization problem on a set of prescribed marginals in the sense of relative entropy plays
a basic role in the information theoretic approach.
For two probability measures P and Q, the relative entropy of Q from P is defined by
D�Q�P � �
���
�
E
log dQ
dP
�x� dQ�x�, if Q � P,
��, otherwise.
It can be seen as a non-symmetric distance.
Then, for a convex set of probability measures E, a probability measure P� satisfying
D�P ��P � � min
Q�E
D�Q�P �
will be called the I-projection of P on E. The problem of existence, uniqueness and charac-
terization of the I-projection on a convex set has been studied by Csizár [12]. Note that we
could also consider the quantity minQ�ED�P �Q�, since the relative entropy is non-symmetric,
but it is more difficult to study (see Cramer [9]) and there are only few results about it.
The iterative proportional fitting procedure (IPF -P) can be seen as an algorithm that
constructs an approximation of the I-projection on a set of prescribed marginals. It was
popularized by Deming and Stephan [14], and has been studied by several authors including
Csiszár [12], Cramer [9], Rüschendorf [36]. In particular, the Gaussian version of IPF is
applied to solve the likelihood equations in graphical Gaussian models which are linked to the
problem of finding a Gaussian distribution with prescribed Gaussian marginals (cf. Andersen
et al. [1], Lauritzen [29]).
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It is based on alternatively projections in the sense of relative entropy minimization onto
spaces of probabilities fitting a single marginal constraint. Let m � N be the number of
given marginals and Mj , 1 � j � m the set of all probability measures that fulfil the j-
th constraint.The goal is to approximate P by a measure in �mj�1Mj . The structure of the
IPF -P is similar to the cyclic procedure of calculating the projection on the intersection of
non-orthogonal subspaces in Hilbert spaces.
Starting from an initial probability measure P , we calculate the I-projection P �1� of P
on the set M1. Then, we compute the I-projection P �1� of P �0� on M2 and so on. After
projecting P �m�1� onto Mm we start a new cycle:
P �0� � P M1�� P �1� M2�� � � � Mm�� P �m� M1�� P �m�1� M2�� � � �
For one marginal constraint, the density of the I-projection w.r.t a given product measure
has a general representation which allows to have an explicit expression of the sequence of
IPF in the Gaussian setting. In this Gaussian case, it has been proved by Cramer that the
IPF -P converges to the I-projection on the set of probability measures with fixed marginals.
In fact, Cramer extends the Gaussian version of the IPF -P to additional given conditional
of Gaussian type.
Our aim is to study the convergence of the Gaussian version of the IPF -P by writing the
sequence of IPF in a different way of Cramer, which simplify the expression of the sequence.
We focus on the particular case of two disjoint prescribed marginals, in order to see better
the behaviour of the sequence. We look also for the case of dimension 2, for which we find
the optimal rate of convergence. Moreover, it provides us a counterexample for the IPF -P
to be a contraction in relative entropy.
III.2 The Gaussian case
III.2.1 General presentation
In this section, we recall the result of Cramer on the general representation of the density of
the I-projection. We defined first properly his framework:
Let N � N. Let P�RN � be the set of probability measures on �RN ,B�RN �� which are
absolutely continuous w.r.t the N -dimensional measure of Lebesgue. Let m � N and for
i � 1, . . . ,m, let Ci � IN � �1, . . . , N� a non empty set. We denote by �Ci� the cardinal of
Ci. Then, consider the projection on R�Ci� defined by:
πCi :
RN �� R�Ci�
x � � xCi :� �xj�j�Ci
.
For Q � P�RN �, if X is a random vector of law Q, we define the marginal measure on
�R�Ci�,B�R�Ci��� by the law of the random vector πCi�X�, and denote this probability QCi .
Now, we prescribe some fixed marginal laws QCi on �R�Ci�,B�R�Ci���. The sets of prob-
ability measures Mi which fulfil the ith marginal constraint QCi , i � 1, � � � ,m are defined
by
Mi :�MCi�QCi� � �Q �P�RN �, QCi�xCi� � QCi�xCi��.
In this chapter, we assume that the initial probability measure P �0� and the prescribed
marginals are regular Gaussian probability measures. Recall that a regular N�dimensional
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Gaussian probability measure P � NN �µ,Γ� is a multivariate probability measure with a
Lebesgue density:
φ�x;µ,Γ� � 1
�2π�N2 det Γ 12
exp
�
�12�x� µ,Γ
�1�x� µ��
�
, x � RN ,
where µ � RN , and Γ � RN�Npd is a positive definite matrix. Then, we set
QCi � N�Ci��θi, Si�, (III.1)
with θi � R�Ci� and Si � R�Ci���Ci�pd . In this setting, Cramer established the following result:
Theorem III.2.1 ([9]). Suppose that M � �mi�1MCi contains a Gaussian probability mea-
sure. Let P �n� be the sequence of iterated I-projections starting with an initial distribution
P � NN �µ,Γ�. Then, there exists a probability measure P � � NN �µ�,Γ�� � M such that
D�P ��P �n�� decreases to 0 when n tends to infinity.
Since D�P ��P �n�� converges to zero with P � � M, applying a result of Csiszàr [12] (see
also Rüschendorf [36]), the limit measure P � of the theorem is the I-projection on M.
The previous theorem follows from general analysis results, and specific properties of the
I-projection in the Gaussian case. An important fact is that in the case of one prescribed
marginal, the form of the density of the I-projection is completely known:
Proposition III.2.2. Let P be a probability measure on �RN ,B�RN �� with Lebesgue density
p. Then, for a prescribed marginal QC on �R�C�,B�R�C��� with Lebesgue density qc, C � IN ,
the Lebesgue density of the I-projection ICP on the set MC�QC� is given by
tCp�x� � p�x�
pC�x�qC�xC� � pM �C�xC , xM �qC�xC�,
where M � IN�C and pL�C�xC , xM � � p�x�pC�xc� denotes the conditional density.
This proposition allows to get an explicit expression for the sequence of IPF by computing
the previous formulation in the Gaussian case. We introduce further notations. For a matrix
A � �ai,j� � RN�N and nonempty disjoint sets C, L � Ip, the submatrix AC,L is defined by
AC,L :� �ai,j�i�C,j�L, where the indices are in increasing order, and
AC�L :� AC,LA�1L,L, AC:L :� AC,C �AC,LA�1L,LAL,C .
We denote A� the transpose of the matrix A. Using a common result of satbility for the
Gaussian probability measures under conditioning(see for instance Tong [43], or Theorem
.3.1 in the appendix), Cramer gets:
Theorem III.2.3 (Cramer [9] ). The unique I-projection ICP of a regular Gaussian proba-
bility measure P � NN �µ,Γ� on a set MC�QC� specified by QC � N�C��θC , SC�, is a regular
Gaussian distribution:
ICP � Np
��
θC
µL � ΓL�C�θC � µC�
�
,
�
SC SCΓ�L�C
ΓL�CSC ΓL:C � ΓL�CSCΓ�L�C
��
,
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On the other hand, the relative entropy of two Gaussian distributionNp�µ,Γ� andNp�ν,Υ�
also has an explicit expression, given by (see Whittaker [27, p. 167] [46]):
D
�
Np�µ,Γ��Np�ν,Υ�
�
� 12
�
� µ� ν �2Υ � Tr�ΓΥ�1� � log det �ΓΥ�1� � p
�
,
(III.2)
where Tr�A� denotes the trace of a matrix A and � µ � ν �2Υ� �µ � ν��Υ�1�µ � ν� is a
Mahalanobis distance.
The convergence of the sequence of IPF is therefore linked to the convergence of these
parameters. Yet, a classical monotonicity property of the IPF implies that in the Gaussian
setting the parameters of the sequence are included in some of the following sets:
Definition III.2.4. Let α � �0,��� and �η,Σ� � RN �RN�Npd , then, we define the α-sublevel
sets:
S2�NN �η,Σ�, r� :� ��ν,Υ� � RN � RN�Npd , D��η,Σ���ν,Υ�� � r�.
These sets have interesting topological properties given in the two lemmas below:
Lemma III.2.5. The sets S�NN �η,Σ�, α�, �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , α � 0 are closed.
Lemma III.2.6. The sets S2�NN �η,Σ�, α� �η,Σ� � RN � RN�Npd , α � 0 are bounded.
Proof. Let �η,Σ� � RN�RN�Npd , α � 0 and consider �ν,Υ� � S�NN �µ,Σ�, α�. Since by (II.44),
D��η,Υ�, �ν,Υ�� � 12�η � ν�Υ and D��0,Σ�, �0,Υ�� � 12�Tr�ΣΥ�1� � log �det�ΣΥ�1�� � N�,
we get using again (II.44):
D��η,Σ���ν,Υ�� � D��η,Υ�, �ν,Υ�� �D��0,Σ�, �0,Υ�� � D��0,Σ�, �0,Υ��, (III.3)
Denote by λN �ΣΥ�1� � � � � � λ1�ΣΥ�1� � 0 the eigenvalues of the positive definite
matrix ΣΥ�1 arranged in decreasing order. Then, (III.3) gives
2α � 2D��0,Σ���0,Υ�� � Tr�ΣΥ�1� � log �det�ΣΥ�1�� �N
�
N�
i�1
�
λi�ΣΥ�1� � log
�
λi�ΣΥ�1�
�� 1�
� λ1�ΣΥ�1� � log λ1�ΣΥ�1� � 1,
where the last inequality follows from log�y� � y � 1, which implies that all the summing
quantities are positive. Since for positive semi-definite matrices λ1�AB� � λN �A�λ1�B�, we
obtain that
2α � � log λN �Σ� � log λ1�Υ�1� � 1.
The matrix Υ is positive definite, therefore, λ1�Υ�1� � �λN �Υ���1 � ��Υ�2��1. Thus,
c�Σ, α� :� �Σ�2e2α�1 � �Υ�2.
On the other hand, one has also, by (III.3),
2α � 2D��η,Υ���ν,Υ�� � �η � ν��Υ�1�η � ν� � 1
c�Σ, α��η � ν�
2
IN
,
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therefore, �
2αc�Σ, α� � �µ�IN � �ν�IN .
The compacity of the α-subelvels sets immediately follows, implying the convergence of a
subsequence of the IPF . This is sufficient for Cramer to conclude with well-known properties
of the sequence of IPF .
In what follows, we focus on the convergence of the IPF for two disjoint marginal con-
straints. In this case, a new formulation of Theorem III.2.3 allows indeed to study the rate
of convergence of the sequence.
III.2.2 With two disjoint marginal constraints
In the Gaussian setting, the sequence of IPF is also Gaussian, and its behaviour depends on
the convergence of the sequence of its parameters. However, such sequences are difficult to
study due to their complex induction relation of these sequences, given by Theorem III.2.3.
Our reasonning follows the one of Cramer except that we look for the sequence of IPF
through the inverse covariance matrices. This approach yields indeed a simpler description of
the single marginal projections and is more convenient to study the IPF sequence. Starting
with the inverse covariance matrix of an initial Gaussian probability, only a diagonal bloc
corresponding to the set C of the prescribed marginal is modified while projecting:
Theorem III.2.7. The unique I-projection on the set MC�QC� with prescribed marginal
QC � N�C��θC , S�1C � of a regular Gaussian probability measure on RN
P � NN
�
µ,
�
ΣC ΣC,L
Σ�C,L ΣL
��1�
is a regular Gaussian probability measure with
ICP � N
��
θC
µL � Σ�1L Σ�C,L�µC � θC�
�
,
�
SC � ΣC,LΣ�1L Σ�C,L ΣC,L
Σ�C,L ΣL
��1�
.
Proof. We assume first that µ � 0. Recall that by Proposition III.2.2, the density of the
I-projection ICP is given by
tCp�x� � pL�C�xC , xL�qC�xC�,
with
p�x� � 1
�2π�N2 detΣ� 12
exp
��12�x,Σx�� , x � RN ,
qC�xC� � 1
�2π�
�C�
2 detSC�
1
2
exp
��12�xC � θC , SC�xC � θC��� , xC � R�C�.
Since we can write
p�x� � K exp
�
�12�xC ,ΣCxC� �
1
2�xL,ΣLxL� � �xL,ΣR,CxC�
�
, x � RN ,
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we get pC�xC� � KC exp
�
�12�xC , �ΣC � ΣC,LΣ�1L Σ�C,L�xC�
�
, where KC is a constant of
normalization. Then, we obtain
PL�C�xC , .� � N�L�
��Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC ,Σ�1L � .
and for x � RN ,
tCp�x� � φ�xL;�Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC ,Σ�1L � � φ�xC ; θC , SC�
� �K exp��12���xL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC�,ΣR�xL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC��
��xC � θC , SC�xC � θC���� .
The quadratic form in the argument of the exponential function can be written as follows:
�xL� Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC��ΣL�xL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC� � �xC � θC
��
SC�xC � θC�
�
�
�xC � θC��, �xL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LθC��
�
�
�
SC � ΣC,LΣ�1L Σ�C,L ΣC,L
Σ�C,L ΣL
� �
xC � θC
xL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LθC
�
.
In the case of µ � 0, we take �xL � xL � µL � Σ�1L Σ�C,LµC . Then, we obtain
tCp�x� � φ�xL;µL � Σ�1L Σ�C,L�xC � µC�,Σ�1L � � φ�xC ; θC , SC�
� φ��xL;�Σ�1L Σ�C,LxC ,Σ�1L � � φ�xC ; θC , SC�,
which ends the proof.
Now, let P � NN �µ,Σ�1� and �C1, C2� be a decomposition of IN , Ni � �Ci�. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that C1 � �1, � � � , N1�. Then, we prescribe Qi � N
�
θi, S
�1
i
�
with Si � RNi�Nipd , θi � RNi i � 1, 2.
We look for the sequence of IPF starting with P , which is defined by:�
P �2n�1� � IMC1 �Q1�P �2n� :� IQ1P �2n�
P �2n�2� � IMC2 �Q2�P �2n�1� :� IQ2P �2n�1�
By Theorem III.2.7, one has P �n� � N�µ�n�,Σ�1�n��. Moreover, for mi � RNi , Bi � RNi�Nipd , and
C � RN1�N2 , Theorem III.2.7 gives also:
IQ1
�
N
��
m1
m2
�
,
�
B1 C
C � B2
��1��
� N
��
θ1
m2 �B�12 C ��m1 � θ1�
�
,
�
S1 � CB�12 C � C
C � B2
��1�
,
with a symmetrical form for the I-projection on MC2�Q2�.
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In fact, this result can be written in another way, which allows to simplify further com-
putations. If we factorize respectively by
�
S1 and
�
S2 at the left-hand and the right-hand
of the diagonal terms, we get for the projection on M�Q1�
IQ1
��N
���� θ1 ��S�11 m1
θ2 �
�
S�12 m2
�� , � �S1B1�S1 C
C �
�
S2B2
�
S2
��1����
� N
��
θ1
θ2 �
�
S�12 �m2 �B�12 �C �m1�
�
,
� �
S1g1,C�B2�
�
S1 C
C �
�
S2B2
�
S2
��1�
,
and for the projection on M�Q2�
IQ2
��N
���� θ1 ��S�11 m1
θ2 �
�
S�12 m2
�� , � �S1B1�S1 C
C �
�
S2B2
�
S2
��1����
� N
��
θ1 �
�
S�11
�
m1 �B�11 �Cm2�
θ2
�
,
� �
S1B1
�
S1 C
C �
�
S2g2,C�B1�
�
S2
��1�
,
where we have set �
g1,C�Y � :� IN1 � �CY �1 �C �
g2,C�X� :� IN2 � �C �Y �1 �C ,
and �C :��S�11 C�S�12 . Therefore, taking gi :� gi,Σ3 , �Σ3 :��S�11 Σ3�S�12 , we get
Σ�2n�1� �
� �
S1A2n�1
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2A2n
�
S2
�
,
Σ�2n�2� �
� �
S1A2n�1
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2A2n�2
�
S2
�
and
µ�2n�1� �
�
θ1
θ2 �
�
S�12 β2n�1
�
, µ�2n�2� �
�
θ1 �
�
S�11 β2n�2
θ2
�
,
where the sequence of diagonals terms �An�n�0 is a sequence of positive definite matrices,
described by A0 �
�
S�12 Σ2
�
S�12 and for all n � 0,�
A2n�1 � g1�A2n� � IN1 � �Σ3A�12n�Σ3�,
A2n�2 � g2�A2n�1� � IN2 � �Σ3�A�12n�1�Σ3 (III.4)
and the sequence �βn�n�1 by β1 �
�
S2 �µ2 � θ2� �A�10 �Σ3� S1�µ1 � θ1�, and for all n � 1:�
β2n � A�12n�1�Σ3β2n�1 � RN1 ,
β2n�1 � A�12n�Σ3�β2n � RN2 . (III.5)
By (III.2), the relative entropy between two Gaussian probability measures has a tractable
expression with the parameters of these probabilities, namely the covariance matrices and
the means. Thus, in order to get a rate of convergence on the sequence of IPF , we look at
the sequence of its covariance matrices and the sequence of its means.
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III.3 Parameters of the IPF -P
Since the recurrence relation of the sequence of means depends on the sequence of covariance
matrices, we first study the sequence of the inverse covariance matrix of IPF . In fact, the
results on the means of IPF follow quite easily from these on the covariance matrices.
III.3.1 Covariance matrices of the IPF -P
In this part, we study the behaviour of the sequence of the inverse covariance matrices of IPF
and more particularely its diagonal blocks. We first recall some definitions and results around
the matrix norms, and the notion of differential of an operator on the space of matrices. In
what follow, we consider K � R or C.
Definition III.3.1. A function �.� : KN�N �� R� is said to be a matrix norm if
1. it satisfies the properties of a norm on the vector space KN�N .
2. for all A, B � RN�N , �AB� � �A� � �B�.
An usual matrix norm is the operator norm linked to a vector norm:
Proposition III.3.2. Let �.� be a norm on Kn. Then, the operator norm linked to �.� is the
function of Kn�n to R� defined by:
�A� � sup
x�0
�Ax�
�x� ,
and it is a matrix norm.
The recurrence relation (III.4) between the diagonal blocks of the inverse covariance
matrices of IPF gives information on its eigenvalues. Denoting λN �M� � � � � � λ1�M�
the eigenvalues of a matrix M � RN�N in decreasing order, the eigenvalues of IN �M satisfy
indeed:
λi�IN �M� � 1� λi�M�, i � 1, . . . , N. (III.6)
Therefore, in what follows, we consider the operator norm linked to �.�2, which is usually
defined for x � K by
�x�22 �
n�
i�1
�xi�2,
where �.� states for the absolut value for K � R and the modulus for K � C. This particular
operator norm has a useful expression with the spectral radius:
Definition III.3.3. Let M � KN�N , the spectral radius of M is defined by
ρ�M� � max �λi�M��,
where λi�M� are the eigenvalues of M .
Then, one has:
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Proposition III.3.4. Let �.�2 be the usual norm on RN and �.�2 its operator norm. Then,
for a matrix M � RN�N ,
�M�2 �
�
ρ�MM �� � �M ��2.
In particular, we get the following inequality:
Proposition III.3.5. Let M � RN�N ,
ρ�M� � �M�2,
with equality if and only if M is a symmetric matrix.
Next, let us recall the definition of the differential of a function:
Definition III.3.6. Let �E, �.�E� and �F, �.�F be two normed vector spaces of finite dimen-
sion. A function f : E �� F is said to be differentiable at the point a � E, if there exists a
linear map L : E �� F such that:
f�a� h� � f�a� � L�h� � �h�EE�h�,
where E�h� �� 0, when h �� 0. Such a ma L is unique. It is called the differential of f in
a and denoted by Df�a�. If the function f is differential at each point of E, it is said to be
differential on E.
In what follows, we need to differentiate the recurrence functions g1 and g2 of the sequences
�A2n�n and �A2n�1�n. These functions can be written as a composition of a linear map
with the inverse function defined on the general linear group of degree N by: inv : A �
GL�N,K� �� A�1 � GL�N,K�. Moreover, one has the following classical properties:
Proposition III.3.7. Let E1, E2 and F be normed vector spaces. If f : E1 �� E2 is
differentiable at a and g : E2 �� F is differentiable at f�a�, then, g � f is differentiable at a
and its differentiable is equal to:
D�g � f��a� � Dg�f�a�� �Df�a�.
Proposition III.3.8. Let �E, �.�� be a normed vector space and F be a topological vector
space. f : E �� F be the linear function defined for x � E by f�x� � λ1x � λ2, where
λ1, λ2 � K. Then, the function f is differential at all a � E and for all a, h � E,
Df�a�h � λ1h.
Proposition III.3.9. The function inv defined by inv : A � GL�N,K� �� A�1 � GL�N,K�
is differentiable on GL�N,K�, and for all A, H � GL�N,K�,
D�inv��A�H � �A�1HA�1.
Proof. First, recall that for X � RN�N such that �X�2 � 1, IN �X is invertible and
�IN �X��1 �
��
k�0
��X�k. (III.7)
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Let A � GL�n,K�, and consider H � GL�n,K� such that �H�2 � �A�1��1. Then, one has
�A�1H�2 � �A�1�2�H�2 � 1. Consequently, I � A�1H is invertible, since �A � H� �
A�I �A�1H�. Moreover, by (III.7), we get:
�A�H��1 �
�
k�0
��AH�kA�1.
This implies that:
��A�H��1 �A�1 �AHA�1�2 � �A�1�2
�
k�2
��A�1�2�H�2�k
� �A
�1�32�H�22
1� �A�1�2�H�2 � O��H�
2
2�.
Propositions III.3.7, III.3.8 and III.3.9 immediately give:
Proposition III.3.10. The functions g1 and g2 are differentiable respectively on RN2�N2pd
and RN1�N1pd . Moreover, one has, for all X, H1 � RN1�N1pd , and Y, H2 � RN2�N2pd ,
D�g1��Y �H2 � ��Σ3Y �1H2Y �1�Σ3�,
D�g2��X�H1 � ��Σ3�X�1H1X�1�Σ3.
III.3.1.1 Boundedness
Relation (III.6) allows to get a first result on the spectrum of the sequence �An�n:
Lemma III.3.11. Let Sp�An� be the spectrum of An, then, Sp�A1� � �1,���, and for n � 2,
Sp�An� �
�
1, 1� ��Σ3�22�
Proof. Let n � 0. Then, by (III.4), the eigenvalues of A2n�1 satisfy
λ�A2n�1� � 1� λ
��Σ3A�12n�Σ3�� � 1,
since �Σ3A�1n�1�Σ3� is positive semi-definite. By symmetry, this inequality also holds for A2n,
n � 1, and we get the lower bound for the set of the eigenvalues of the sequence.
Let n � 0, (III.4) implies that
λ�A2n�2� � 1�
����Σ3A�12n�1�Σ3����2 � 1� ��Σ3�22 ��A�12n�1��2 .
Since the matrix A2n�1 is positive definite, we get��A�12n�1��2 � λN �A�12n�1� � 1λ1 �A2n�1� ,
where for a matrix M � RN�N , λN �M� and λ1�M� are respectively the larger and smaller
eigenvalue ofM . We conclude using the lower bound of the spectrum of the sequence �An�n�1,
and the symmetry allows to end the proof.
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Consequently, by Proposition III.3.4, we get a result of boundedness on the sequence
�An�:
Proposition III.3.12. For all n � 2, we have
1 � �An�2 � 1� ��Σ3�22.
In particular, since Σ�2n�i� � Σ� diag�Σ1,Σ2� �
�
Sdiag�A2n�i�1, A2n�i�
�
S, where S �
diag�S1, S2� is the block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks S1, and S2, one has:
Corollary III.3.13. For all n � 2, the sequence �Σ�n��n is bounded in RN�N .
Now, we are interested in the limit points of the sequence �Σ�n��n. Therefore, we look for
the fixed points of this sequence. Then, using classical results of optimization, we are able to
study their basins of attraction and obtain a rate of convergence in a neighbourhood of these
points.
III.3.1.2 Fixed points
The sequence �Σ�n��n�1 satisfies, for all n � 1, Σ�n�1� � g�Σ�n��, where
g
�� �
S1X
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2Y
�
S2
��
:�
� �
S1g1�Y �
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2g2�X�
�
S2
�
.
Then, the set of the fixed points of the sequence is defined by:
F :�
�� �
S1X�
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2Y�
�
S2
�
, �X�, Y�� satisfying (III.8)
�
,
where �����
�X�, Y�� � RN1�N1pd � RN2�N2pd
X� � g1�Y�� � IN1 � �Σ3Y �1� �Σ3�
Y� � g2�X�� � IN2 � �Σ3�X�1� �Σ3 (III.8)
In fact, F described all the inverse covariance matrices of Gaussian probability measures
matching the prescribed marginals Q1, and Q2 which have for out of diagonal block Σ3:
Proposition III.3.14. Let Qi � N�θi, S�1i � with Si � RNi�Nipd , θi � RNi, i � 1, 2, and set
θ � �θ1, θ2��. Then, Q � NN �θ,Γ�1� �M�Q1,Q2� if and only if its inverse covariance matrix
Γ is of the form � �
S1X
�
S1 C
C �
�
S2Y
�
S2
�
(III.9)
for some �X,Y � � RN1�N1pd � RN2�N2pd and C satisfying:�
X � g1�Y � � IN1 � �CY �1 �C �,
Y � g2�X� � IN2 � �C �X�1 �C. (III.10)
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Proof. Let M a matrix of the form III.9, and take A :� �S1X
�
S1 and B :�
�
S2Y
�
S2.
Then, by inversion of Σ� blockwise,
M�1 �
� �A� CB�1C ���1 ��A� CB�1C ���1CB�1
��B � C �A�1C��1C �A�1 �B � C �A�1C��1
�
.
Since �X,Y � is a solution of (III.10), one has
M�1 �
�� S�11 ��S�11 �CY �1�S�12
�
�
S�12 �C �X�1�S�11 S�12
��,
therefore, N�θ,M�1� � M�Q1,Q2�. Conversely, if N�θ,Γ�1� � M�Q1,Q2�, then, Γ�1 has for
diagonal blocks S�1i and (III.10) follows from the blockwise inversion, with C and C � for
out-of-diagonal blocks.
The relations between the positive definite matrices solutions of (III.8) give an important
result on the spectrum of these matrices:
Proposition III.3.15. Let �X�, Y�� solution of (III.8), Sp�X�� and Sp�Y�� be the respective
spectrum of X� and Y�. Then,
Sp�X�� �
�
1, 1� ��Σ3�22� , Sp�Y�� � �1, 1� ��Σ3�22� .
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma III.3.11.
Owing to this proposition, we can prove the uniqueness of a fixed point of the sequence
�Σn�n. One has indeed:
Proposition III.3.16. There is a unique couple in RN1�N1pd �RN2�N2pd satisfying (III.8).
Proof. Assume that �X1, Y1� and �X2, Y2� are solutions of (III.8). Then, the relations between
the matrices give the successive following equalities:
X1 �X2 � �Σ3�Y �11 � Y �12 ��Σ3� � �Σ3Y �11 �Y2 � Y1�Y �12 �Σ3�
� �Σ3Y �11 �Σ3��X�12 �X�11 ��Σ3Y �12 �Σ3�
� �Σ3Y �11 �Σ3�X�11 �X1 �X2�X�12 �Σ3Y �12 �Σ3�
� �IN1 �X�11 ��X1 �X2��IN1 �X�12 �
Therefore, by passing to the norm, we get:
�X1 �X2�2 � �IN1 �X�11 �2�X1 �X2�2�IN1 �X�12 �2.
Since X1 and X2 are positive semi-definite, one has �IN1�X�1i �2 � 1� 1λ1�Xi� , where λ1�Xi�
is the smallest eigenvalue of Xi. Since the last quantity is less than 1 by Proposition III.3.15,
one has necessarily �X1 � X2�2 � 0, and X1 � X2. We conclude with (III.8), wich give
Y1 � Y2.
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Corollary III.3.17. F has a unique element.
We denote by Σ� the unique element of F , and �A1,�, A2,�� the solution of (III.8):
Σ� �
� �
S1A1,�
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2A2,�
�
S2
�
.
Now, we will study the behaviour of the sequence �Σn�n of inverse covariance matrices of
IPF around Σ�.
III.3.1.3 Attraction
In this part, we focus on the sequence of inverse covariance matrices of IPF . We are going
to show that Σ� is an attractive fixed point of the sequence �Σ�n��n�0. We need to study
the differential of the recursion function. However the recursion relation for jump of one step
Σ�n�1� � g�Σ�n��, does not take into account the fact that the diagonal matrices are linked by
recursion. Hence, we are going to study the recursion on two steps that is to say the function
g2 � g � g. One has
g2
�� �
S1X
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2Y
�
S2
��
�
� �
S1g1 � g2�X�
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2g2 � g1�Y �
�
S2
�
,
and differentiating g2 gives
Dg2
�� �
S1X
�
S1 Σ3
Σ�3
�
S2Y
�
S2
���
H1 H3
H �3 H2
�
�
� �
S1D�g1 � g2��X�H1
�
S1 0
0
�
S2D�g2 � g1��Y �H2
�
S2
�
�
�
S
�
D�g1 � g2��X�H1 0
0 D�g2 � g1��Y �H2
��
S,
where
S �
�
S1 0
0 S2
�
.
Observe that the matrices A�,1 and A�,2 are respectively the fixed points of �A2n�1�n�0
and �A2n�n�0 defined by recursion by g2 � g1 and g1 � g2.
The matrix S on the right and the left of the expression of the differential of g2 makes
difficult to study directly the attractive behaviour of Σ�. Therefore, we first show that A1,�
and A2,� are attractive fixed points, and find a rate of convergence of the subsequences of
�An�n on odd and even indices to its respective fixed points.
Lemma III.3.18. Let H1 � RN1�N1pd and H2 � RN2�N2pd . Then,
1. D�g1 � g2��A1,��H1 �
�
IN1 �A�11,�
�
H1
�
IN1 �A�11,�
�
.
2. D�g2 � g1��A2,��H2 �
�
IN2 �A�12,�
�
H2
�
IN2 �A�12,�
�
.
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Proof. By Proposition III.3.10, one has, for X, Y positive definite matrices,
D�g1��Y �H2 � ��Σ3Y �1H2Y �1�Σ3�,
D�g2��X�H1 � ��Σ3�X�1H1X�1�Σ3.
This implies that
D�g1 � g2��X�H1 � Dg1�g2�X��Dg2�X�H1
� ��Σ3�g2�X���1 �Dg2�X�H1� �g2�X���1�Σ3�
� �Σ3�g2�X���1�Σ3�X�1H1X�1�Σ3�g2�X���1�Σ3�.
The result follows from g2�A1,�� � A2,� and �Σ3A�12,��Σ3� � A1,� � IN1 . Since g1, g2 play
symmetric roles, we get a similar result for D�g2 � g1��A2,��H1.
Lemma III.3.18 and Proposition III.3.15 imply that
Proposition III.3.19. The fixed points A1,� and A2,� of the subsequences �A2n�1� and
�A2n�2� are attractive fixed points, and
1. �D�g1 � g2��A1,���2 � q21,
2. �D�g2 � g1��A2,���2 � q22,
where q1 � 1� 1�A1,��2 and q2 � 1� 1�A2,�� are in �0, 1�.
Proof. Lemma III.3.18 gives
�D�g1 � g2��A1,��H1�2 �
���IN1 �A�11,��H1 �IN1 �A�11,����2
� ��IN1 �A�11,���22 �H1�2
Since A1,� is symmetric, so is also IN1 �A�11,�, and we have by Proposition III.3.5:��IN1 �A�11,���2 � ρ �IN1 �A�11,�� .
For a matrix M � RN�N , we denote λN �M� � � � � � λ1�M� its eigenvalues arranged in
decreasing order. Since IN1�A�11,� � A�11,��Σ3A2,��Σ3�, where �Σ3A2,��Σ3� is positive semi-definite
and A�11,� is positive definite, all the eigenvalues of IN1 �A�11,� are nonnegative. Thus, one has:
�IN1 �A�11,��2 � λN1
�
IN1 �A�11,�
� � 1� λ1 �A�11,�� � 1� 1λN1�A1,�� � 1� 1�A�,1�2 .
The result for �D�g2 � g1��A2,���2 is obtained by a similar proof due to the symmetric rela-
tions between A1,� and A2,�.
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Lemma III.3.20. Let � � 0, if there exists δ � 0, such that �Ai �Ai,��2 � δ, then,
�A2n�i �Ai,��2 � δ�q2i � ��n,
for i � �1, 2�.
The rate of convergence of the sequence �Σn�n is given by the previous lemma, using
the fact that
�
S�1
�
Σ�n� � Σ�
��
S�1 is diagonal blockwise with diagonal terms equal to the
difference A2n�i �Ai,� Therefore, we get for the rate of convergence of the sequence �Σ�n��:
Proposition III.3.21. For all � � 0, there exists δ such that �Σ�1� � Σ��2 � δ, implies
�
�
S�1
�
Σ�n� � Σ�
��
S�1�2 � δ
�
q2 � ��n2 ,
where q � 1� 1�A��2 , A� �
�
A1,� 0
0 A2,�
�
.
III.3.2 Means of the IPF -P
In this part, we study the convergence of the sequence of the means of IPF . Recall that
µ�2n�1� �
�
θ1
θ2 �
�
S�12 β2n�1
�
, µ�2n�2� �
�
θ1 �
�
S�11 β2n�2
θ2
�
.
The sequence �µn�n has a unique fixed point
θ �
�
θ1
θ2
�
.
The recursion on the means is linked to the sequence of the inverse covariance matrices
of IPF . Therefore, we look for the sequence of the means at jumps of two steps. Using the
recurrence relation between βn�1 and βn, we get
β2n�2 � A�1�2n�1��Σ3A�1�2n��Σ3�β2n � �IN2 �A�1�2n�1��βn,
with a similar equality for odd indices.
Thus, the sequence �µn�n satisfies:
�
S
�
µ�n�2� � θ
�
�
�
I �A�1�n�1� 0
0 I �A�1�n�1�
��
S�µ�n� � θ�, (III.11)
By passing to the norm, Equality (III.11) gives:
�
�
S
�
µ�n�2� � θ
�
�2 � �I �A�1�n�1��2�µ�n� � θ�2,
with �I �A�1�n�1��2 � 1� 1�A�n�1��2 � 1� ��Σ3�22, therefore,
�
�
S�µ�n�2� � θ��2 �
�
1� 1
1� ��Σ3�22
�
�
�
S�µ�n� � θ��2.
Thus, we get for rate of convergence on the sequence µ�n�:
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Proposition III.3.22. For all n � 2, one has
�
�
S
�
µ�n� � θ
�
�2 � �q3�
n
2 �
�
S
�
µ�1� � θ
�
�2,
where q3 � ��Σ3�21���Σ3�2 .
Remark III.3.23. By Proposition III.3.12, the constant in the rate of convergence found in
the previous section q :� 1� �A��2 is smaller than q3. Thus, the disturbance by the means
slows the convergence.
III.4 Rate of convergence
Relative entropy between two Gaussian probability measures has a tractable expression:
D��µ,Γ�, �ν,Υ�� : � D�N�µ,Γ��N�ν,Υ��
� 12�µ� ν�
2
Υ �
1
2�� log det �Υ
�1Γ� � Tr�Υ�1Γ� �N�,
where �µ � ν�2Υ � �µ � ν��Υ�1�µ � ν� and the second quantity is equal to D��0,Γ�, �0,Υ��.
In this section, we study the convergence of the sequence of IPF to the Gaussian probability
measure created with the fixed points of the sequence of inverse matrices of covariance and
means:
P� � N�θ,Σ��.
The rate of convergence obtained in the previous part for these sequences allows to obtain a
rate of convergence for the distance in relative entropy. It is interesting to note that P� is the
I-projection on M of the initial probability P , and that its expression is completely know.
The quantity we are looking for is equal to
D
��
µ�,Σ�1�
�
,
�
µ�n�,Σ�1�n�
��
�� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
�D
��
0,Σ�1�
�
,
�
0,Σ�1�n�
��
,
where
D
��
0,Σ�1�
�
,
�
0,Σ�1�n�
��
� 12
�
log det
�
Σ�Σ�1�n�
�
� Tr �Σ�1� Σ�n���N� (III.12)
Observe that the quantity � µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� ��Siβn��A�n�1�
�
Siβn vanishes, for all n � 1,
if β1 � 0. This condition can be written with the initial data as follows:
Σ2�µ2 � θ2� � �Σ�3�µ1 � θ1�. (III.13)
and has an effect on the rate of convergence. Therefore, we differentiate the study in two
cases depending of (III.13).
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III.4.1 Under some mild conditions
In this part, we assume that (III.13) is satisfied. In particular, this occurs if the initial proba-
bility has already the "good" means. We want to bound the sequence D
��
0,Σ�1�
�
,
�
0,Σ�1�n�
��
with a sequence which tends to zero when n tends to infinity.
Lemma III.4.1. For all n � 1, we have the following bound:
D
��
0,Σ�1�
�
,
�
0,Σ�1�n�
��
� N�
�
S�1
�
Σ�n� � Σ�
��
S�1�22�
�
SΣ�1�n�
�
S�2�
�
SΣ�1�
�
S�2.
Proof. Observe that Tr�Σ�n�Σ�1� � �N � Tr
��
Σ�n� � Σ�
�
Σ�1�
�
.
Let λN �Σ�1� Σ�n�� � � � � � λ1
�
Σ�1� Σ�n�
� � 0 be the eigenvalues of Σ�Σ�1�n� arranged in
decreasing order, which are positive since Σ� and Σ�n� are positive definite. The equality
det �Σ�Σ�1�n�� �
N�
i�1
λi
�
Σ�Σ�1�n�
�
gives for successive bounds:
log
�
det
�
Σ�Σ�1�n�
��
�
N�
i�1
log λi
�
Σ�Σ�1�n�
�
�
N�
i�1
�
λi
�
Σ�Σ�1�n�
�
� 1
�
�
N�
i�1
λi
��
Σ� � Σ�n�
�
Σ�1�n�
�
.
� Tr
��
Σ� � Σ�n�
�
Σ�1�n�
�
.
Then, Expression (III.12) gives
D
��
0,Σ�1�
�
,
�
0,Σ�1�n�
��
� Tr
��
Σ� � Σ�n�
� �Σ�1�n� � Σ�1� �
� Tr
��
Σ� � Σ�n�
�
Σ�1�n��Σ� � Σ�n��Σ�1�
�
� Tr�
�
S�1
�
Σ� � Σ�n�
�
Σ�1�n��Σ� � Σ�n��Σ�1�
�
S�.
We conclude with the inequality Tr�.� � �.�2, and the multiplicative property of �.�2.
The previous lemma gives the rate of convergence on the relative entropy between the
sequence of IPF and its limit point P�.
Theorem III.4.2.
For all � � 0, if there exists δ � 0 such that �Σ�1� �A� � δ, then,
D�P ��P �n�� � �1� ��Σ3�2�4Nδ2�q2 � ��n.
Proof. For n � 1, one has
�
S�1Σ2n�1
�
S�1 �
�
A2n�1 �Σ3�Σ3� A2n
�
,
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which gives by inversion blockwise
�
SΣ�12n�1
�
S �
�
IN1 ��Σ3A�12n
�A�12n�Σ3� A�12n �A�12n�Σ3��Σ3A�12n
�
�
�
IN1 0
0 A�12n
�
�
�
0 ��Σ3A�12n
�A�12n�Σ3� A�12n�Σ3��Σ3A�12n
�
.
Then, we have the following bound
�
�
SΣ�12n�1
�
S�2 � max �1,�A�12n�2� � ��Σ3�2�A�12n�2 � ��Σ3�22�A�12n�22.
Since �A�12n�2 is the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A2n which is lower
bounded by one by Lemma III.3.15, we get ��SΣ�12n�1
�
S�2 � �1 � ��Σ3�2�2. This result is
valid for all n by symmetry.
We obtain the same upper bound for ��SΣ�1�
�
S�2. The previous bounds with Lemma
III.4.1 and Proposition III.3.21 allow to end the proof.
III.4.2 Disturbance by the means
The quantity which depends on the means is equal to
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� �θ � µ�n���Σ�n��θ � µ�n��.
Due to the form of θ � µn, this product is also equal to
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� �θ � µn��
�
SA
�0,0,0�
�n�1�
�
S�θ � µ�n��,
where A�0,0,0��2k�1� is the matrix with A�2k�1� for upper diagonal block and zero elsewhere, and
A
�0,0,0�
�2k�2� with A�2k�2� for lower diagonal block. This implies:
Proposition III.4.3. For all n � 2,
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� �
�
Sµ� � µ�1��22�1� ��Σ3�22�qn3 .
III.5 Optimality for N � 2
In this part, we study the particular case of dimension 2. In this setting, all the quantities
we consider are real numbers. Therefore, the previous study give more accurate results. In
particular, we prove the optimality of the rate of convergence for jumps of one and two steps
on the sequence of IPF .
Suppose that the initial probability P � N2�µ,Σ�1�, where
Σ �
�
σ1 σ3
σ3 σ2
�
� R2�2pd
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and that the two prescribed marginals are Qi � N
�
θi,
1
si
�
, with si � 0, i � 1, 2. Then, for
all n � N, we have P �n� � N2
�
µ�n�,Σ�1�n�
�
, with
Σ�2n�1� �
�
s1α2n�1 σ3
σ3 s2α2n
�
, Σ�2n�2� �
�
s1α2n�1 σ3
σ3 s2α2n�2
�
and
µ�2n�1� �
�
θ1
θ2 � 1�s2β2n�1
�
, µ�2n�2� �
�
θ1 � 1�s1β2n�2
θ2
�
.
The sequence �αn�n is described by��� α0 �
σ2
s2
� 0,
αn�1 � g�αn� � σ
2
3
s1s2αn
� 1, n � 0 (III.14)
and the sequence �βn�n by
��� β1 �
�
s2�µ2 � θ2� � σ3�s1s2α0
�
s1�µ1 � θ1�,
βn�1 � σ3�
s1s2αn
βn, n � 1. (III.15)
Observe that the recursion implies the boundedness of the sequence �αn�n�0:
αn � 1, �n � 1 and αn � σ
2
3
s1s2
� 1, �n � 2.
Moreover a result of monotonicity of the sequence �αn�n�0 can be obtained. The function g
is decreasing, then, one of the subsequences �α2n�n and �α2n�1�n is non-increasing and the
other one is non-decreasing.
We want to study the possible limits of the subsequences. The function g � g has two
fixed points which are the fixed points of g
α � 12
��1�
�
1� 4 σ
2
3
s1s2
��� 1 and 1� α � 0.
satisfying the equation
x2 � x � σ
2
3
s1s2
. (III.16)
We conclude that the sequence �αn�n�0 converges to α.
These observations imply a little useful result of boundedness depending on the sign of
the quantity α� α0.
Lemma III.5.1.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 0, α0 � α2n � α and α � α2n�1 � α1
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 0, α � α2n � α0 and 1 � α2n�1 � α.
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Rewriting (III.14) gives σ
2
3
s1s2αnαn�1
� 1� 1αn�1 . Hence, for all n � 1:
βn�2 �
�
1� 1
αn�1
�
βn. (III.17)
Since 1 � 1αn�1 ��0, 1�, this implies that the subsequences �β2n�1�n�0 and �β2n�2�n�0 are
monotone, and have a constant sign. In fact �β2n�i�n is non-increasing if and only if β2n�i � 0,
where i � �1, 2�. A possible limit of these subsequences satisfies x � �1� 1α�x. We conclude
that the sequence �βn�n�0 converges to zero.
The equation satisfied by α is a condition for a Gaussian probability measure stated in
terms of its inverse covariance matrix to have the prescribed marginals Qi:
Proposition III.5.2. Let Q be a Gaussian probability measure on R2, and let Qi � N�0, 1si �
with si � 0, i � 1, 2. Then, Q �M�Q1,Q2� if and only if its inverse covariance matrix is of
the form �
s1x c
c s2x
�
for some x � 0 and c satisfying x2 � x � c2s1s2 .
Proof. If Q � M�Q1,Q2�, then, its covariance matrix Σ�1 is of the form
� 1
s1
.
. 1s2
�
. By
inversion, we get the above form. The equation between x and c is obtained by requiring
1
s1
� �Σ�1�11 � 1detΣΣ22 �
s2x
s1s2x2 � c2 .
Hence, for a fixed out-of-diagonal term c, there is a unique Gaussian probability measure
with the good marginals. Since the sequence of IPF has for out of diagonal terms the
constant σ3, a limit of this sequence, if it exists, is in M�Q1,Q2� if and only if its inverse
covariance matrix has for diagonal terms siα and its mean is �θ1, θ2��.
As we have seen, the terms siα are the limit of the sequences �siαn� appearing in the
diagonals terms of inverse covariance matrix of the sequence of IPF , and θi are the limits of
the terms in the mean of the sequence of IPF . Therefore, the probability measure
P � � N2
�� θ1
θ2
�
,
�
s1α σ3
σ3 s2α
��1 �
(III.18)
is the only Gaussian probability measure with the good marginals and σ3 for out-of-diagonal
terms in the inverse covariance matrix. Moreover, P �n� converges in law to P �.
Now, we want to study the convergence in relative entropy. Using the formula for the
relative entropy of two Gaussian probability measures given at the previous part, we get a
tractable expression for the sequence �D�P ��P �n��n�1:
Proposition III.5.3 (Distance between IPF and I-projection). For all n � 1,
D
�
P ��P �n�
�
� β2nαn�1 � f�αn�1�, (III.19)
with f�x� � 12
�
log αx � �x� α�
�
1� �1�α�x
��
, for all x � 0.
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Proof. An explicit expression of the relative entropy distance between P� and P �n� is given
by (III.2). Since out-of-diagonal terms of Σ� and Σ�n� are the same, we use Tr�Σ�1� Σ�� � 2
in (III.2) to simplify the computations:
D�P ��P �n��
�� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
�12
�
Tr�Σ�1� �Σ�n� � Σ��� � log det �Σ�1� Σ�n��
�
.
(III.20)
The matrix Σ�n��Σ� has zero out-of-diagonal terms. Moreover, P � �M�Q1,Q2� implies
that
�
Σ�1�
�
ii
� 1si . The next equality is also satisfied:
Tr�Σ�1� �Σ�n� � Σ��� � αn � α� αn�1 � α � g�αn�1� � α� αn�1 � α,
where
g�x� � α
2 � α
x
� 1 � α� �1� α�
�
1� α
x
�
� α� �1� α��x� α�
x
, (III.21)
using (III.14) and (III.16).
The quantities detΣ�n� � s1s2αnαn�1�σ23 and detΣ� � s1s2α2�σ23 are equal respectively
to s1s2αn�1 by (III.14), and s1s2α, since α is solution of (III.16).
To conclude, we compute
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� �µ� � µ�n���Σ�n��µ� � µ�n��.
Since µ� � µ�n� has at most one non-zero coordinate, we can easily show that
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
�
�
� 1�
si
β2n
�
siαn
�
� 1�
si
βn
�
� β2n � αn�1,
which ends the proof.
We recover the result of Cramer, with an explicit expression of the law of the I-projection.
Corollary III.5.4 (Convergence). The sequence �D�P��P �n���n�0 is non-increasing and
tends to 0 when n grows to infinity.
Proof. Since the sequence �αn�n�N converges to α at infinity with f�α� � 0, and �βn�n�N
converges to 0, the previous proposition implies that the sequence �D�P��P �n���n�0 converges
to 0.
Since �αn� and �βn� are real sequences, we can easily obtain a general rate of convergence
for these sequences, and for the sequence �D�P ��Pn��n using (III.19). Therefore, we first
look for the rate of convergence in this particular case, before studying its optimality.
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III.5.1 Rate of convergence
In this part, we study the rate of convergence in the relative entropy distance, using the
explicit expression (III.19). The distance in relative entropy between the sequence of IPF
P �n� and the I-projection P � has a decomposition in two terms which both tend to zero.
The second term is independent from the initial and prescribed means. Moreover, it is
equal to the distance in the case of β1 � 0, which corresponds to the case where the quantities
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
� αn�1β2n, n � 1 vanish.
This case can be written with the inital data by the following equality
µ2 � θ2 � σ3
σ2
�µ1 � θ1�. (III.22)
In fact, note that if β1 � 0, βn � 0, for all n, then, there are two distinct cases: the mean
of the IPF sequence has for coordinates the means of the prescribed marginals after only
one step, otherwise, there is no step at IPF sequence for which the mean has the good
coordinates.
The convergence of the second term depends on the convergence of the sequence �αn�n�0
to α. We need an explicit expression of �αn�. In order to study this sequence, let us recall a
basic fact about sequences defined by a Möbius transformation:
Lemma III.5.5 (Möbius sequence). Let �a, b, c, d� � R4 such that c � 0 and ad� bc � 0. Let
�un�n�0 be a sequence described by:�
u0 � R,
un�1 � aun�bcun�d � f�un�, �n � N
if it exists. We assume that f has two distinct fixed points x1 � x2 and that un � �dc for all
n � 0, then,
un � x1q
n�u0 � x2� � x2�u0 � x1�
qn�u0 � x2� � �u0 � x1� ,
where q � cx1�dcx2�d � 0.
Proof. If u0 � �x1, x2�, then, �un�n�0 is constant. Assume now that u0 � �x1, x2�. The
sequence vn � un�x2un�x1 is a geometric sequence of parameter q � cx1�dcx2�d � a�d�
�
Δ
a�d�
�
Δ , with
Δ � �a � d�2 � 4�ad � bc� � �a � d�2 by assumption. The end of the proof follows with
un � x1vn�x2vn�1 .
Consequently, (III.14) yields an explicit expression for �αn�n�0, and an asymptotic ex-
pansion.
Proposition III.5.6. For all n � 0,
1. αn � �α� 1���q�
n�α0 � α� � α�α0 � α� 1�
��q�n�α� α0� � �α0 � α� 1� with q � 1�
1
α ��0, 1�, α0 � σ2s2 .
2. αn � α� �2α�1��α0�α�α0�α�1 ��q�n �O
�
q2n
�
.
Proof.
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1. �αn�n�0 is a Möbius sequence defined recursively with the function g�x� � α2�α�xx
which has two distinct fixed points α and 1 � α. Moreover the sequence �αn�n�0 is
positive and α2 � α � 0. The result follows from the previous lemma.
2. The expression of αn in the first point gives αn � α� �2α�1���q�
n�α0�α�
��q�n�α�α0���α0�α�1� .
Next, we focus on the function f . We provide an expansion around α and we compare f
with a more tractable function:
Lemma III.5.7. Let f�x� � 12
�
log
�
α
x
�� �x� α��1� �1�α�x ��, x � 0. Then,
1. f�x� � 2α�14α2 �x� α�2 � o
�
�x� α�2
�
.
2. for all x � 0,
q
2M�x� � f�x� �
1
2M�x�, (III.23)
with equality for x � α, where M�x� � �x�α�2x .
Proof.
1. Since 1h�α � 1α � hα2 � h
2
α3 � o�h2�, we get
log
�
1� h
h� α
�
� �
�
h
α
� h
2
α2
�
� h
2
2α2 � o�h
2�.
Then, we obtain f�h� α� � P �h� � o�h2�, where
P �h� � 12
�
� h
2
2α2 �
h2
α
�
� �2α� 1�h
2
4α2 .
2. Since log u � u� 1,
f�x� � 12
�α
x
� 1� �x� α�
�
1� �1� α�
x
��
� 12�x� α�
�
1� α
x
�
� 12
�x� α�2
x
�M�x�.
For the lower bound, we use log u � � log 1u � �
� 1
u � 1
�
and get
f�x� � 12
�
1� x
α
� �x� α�
�
1� �1� α�
x
��
� 12�x� α�
�
1� �1� α�
x
� 1
α
�
� 12�x� α�
�x� α��α� 1�
αx
.
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Proposition III.5.8. There exists a constant c depending on α and α0 such that for all
n � 1,
f�αn�1� � cq2n.
Proof. Using (III.23), we get
f�αn�1� � 12M�αn�1� �
1
2
�αn�1 � α�2
αn�1
.
Moreover Proposition III.5.6 implies that
αn�1 � α � �2α� 1���q�
n�1�α0 � α�
��q�n�1�α� α0� � α0 � α� 1 .
The quantity ��q�n�1�α � α0� is at least min�α � α0, q�α0 � α��. Since α � 1 � αq, we get
the two following equalities q�α0 � α� � α0 � α� 1 � α0�q � 1�, and α� α0 � α0 � α� 1 �
2α� 1 � α�q � 1�. Then, we obtain
��q�n�1�α� α0� � α0 � α� 1 � min �α0, α��q � 1� � 0.
Since the sequence �αn�n�0 is bounded from below by min�α0, 1� � 0 by Lemma III.5.1, one
has
f�αn�1� � α
2�α0 � α�2
2min�α0, 1�min�α0, α�2 q
2n�2,
and the conclusion holds with c � α
2�α0 � α�2
2min�α0, 1�min�α0, α�2q2 .
This proposition gives immediately a rate of convergence of the sequence of IPF when
the mean of the sequence has no effect on the distance in relative entropy.
Corollary III.5.9. If (III.22) is satisfied, there exists a constant c depending on α and α0
such that for all n � 1,
D�P ��P �n�� � cq2n.
It is interesting to introduce the quantity q which appears in the rate of convergence in
the recursion relations of �αn�n�0 and �βn�n�1. Since σ
2
3
s1s2
� α2 � α � α2q, we get the new
formulations
αn�1 � α
2q
αn
� 1, n � 0, (III.24)
βn�1 � αq
1
2
βn
αn
, n � 1. (III.25)
Next we study the term which depends on the behaviour of the means of the sequence of
IPF . Since αn is bounded and tends to α � 0, the convergence of the quantity β2nαn�1 to
zero depends on the behaviour of the sequence �βn�.
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Proposition III.5.10. For all n � 1, �βn� � max
�
α0
α , 1
��β1�q n�12 .
Proof. Using (III.17) and (III.25), we obtain, for all n � 0,
β2n�1 � β1
n�
i�1
�
1� 1
α2i
�
� β1 α0
α2n
n�
i�1
�
1� 1
α2i�1
�
,
β2n�2 � β1α2n�2
αq
1
2
n�1
i�1
�
1� 1
α2i
�
� β1 α0
αq
1
2
n�1
i�1
�
1� 1
α2i�1
�
.
Then, Lemma III.5.1 implies that for all i � 1, the following inequality
1� 1
α2i�k
� 1� 1
α
� q
is satisfied for k � 0 or satisfied for k � �1, but not both, depending on the sign of α0 � α.
Thus, one has
�β2n�1� � �β1�max
�α0
α
, 1
�
qn, �β2n�2� � 1
αq
1
2
max �α0, α�qn�1. (III.26)
A rate of convergence in the general case follows using the previous upper bound.
Corollary III.5.11 (Rate of convergence). There exists a constant C depending on α, α0,
such that for all n � 1,
D�P ��P �n�� � C�β21qn � q2n�.
Proof. Proposition III.5.10 gives for n � 1, β2n � max
�
α0
α , 1
�2
β21q
n�1. Since αn�1 � max �α0, α1�,
and by proposition III.5.8, f�αn�1� � cq2n, the result follows with (III.19) and
C � max
�
max �α0, α1�max
�α0
α
, 1
�2
q�1, c
�
.
Using the well-known inequality
� P �Q �TV� �2D�P �Q�� 12 ,
the previous proposition gives a rate of convergence of the sequence of IPF to the I-projection
in total variation. For all n � 1,
� P � � P �n� �TV� C ��q n2 β1 � qn�.
Our next goal is to understand better this geometric decay of the relative entropy if (III.22)
is satisfied. In particular, we would like to show that the entropy decreases significantly at
every step of the IPF .
A natural approach would be to try and show that the I-projection is a strict contraction
in an entropic sense. However this is not the case. Indeed we can build explicit examples of
2-dimensional Gaussian distributions P and R with same second marginal and
D�R�1��P �1�� � D�R�P �.
For more details, see the last subsection.
To study better the rate of convergence, we look for jumps of one and two steps of the
sequence
�
D�P ��P �n���
n�1.
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III.5.2 Entropy jumps for one and two steps
Recall that
D�P ��P �n�� � αn�1β2n � f�αn�1�,
where f is a continuous function on R�� which vanishes at α, and the quantity αn�1β2n which
is equal to the quantity depending on the means of the sequence of IPF
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
,
and vanishes when (III.22) is satisfied. The precedent part shows that this quantity slows
down the rate of convergence, therefore, we study first its behaviour with jump of one step.
Proposition III.5.12.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.27) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.27) is satisfied,
where
� µ� � µ�n�1� �2Σ�1
�n�1�
� q � µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
. (III.27)
Proof. Let n � 1, (III.25) gives
αnβ
2
n�1
αn�1β2n
� α
2q
αnαn�1
.
Then (III.24) implies αnαn�1 � α2��αn�1�α� � α2 if αn�1 � α. We conclude with Lemma
III.5.1.
There is a similar result for the sequence �f�αn�1��n�0.
Proposition III.5.13.
1. If α0 � α, then for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.28) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.28) is satisfied,
where
f�αn� � q2f�αn�1�. (III.28)
Then, we get for the relative entropy with a jump of one step,
Proposition III.5.14.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.29) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.29) is satisfied,
where
D�P ��P �n�1�� � �q�1� δ0�β1�� � q2�D�P ��P �n��. (III.29)
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The proof of Proposition III.5.13 needs a lemma linked to the recursion function g of
�αn�n�0, given by (III.24). In order to find p � 1 such that
f�αn� � pf�αn�1�,
we study the sign of the difference f�g�x�� � pf�x� with p � �0, 1� and x � 0, since the
sequence �αn�n�0 is positive. In fact, for n � 1, αn � 1, and the case x � �0, 1� corresponds
then only to n � 0.
Lemma III.5.15. Let p ��0, 1�, hp the function defined by hp�x� � f�g�x�� � pf�x�, for all
x � 0. Then, hp has two roots x0�p� and α.
1. If p � q2, then, x0�p� � α, and, for all x � x0�p�, x � α, hp�x� � 0.
2. If p � q2, then, x0�p� � α, and for all x � x0�p�, hp�x� � 0,
for all x � x0�p�, hp�x� � 0.
3. If p � q2, then, x0�p� � α and hp�x� � 0,�x � x0�p�, x � α.
Proof. We study the variations of hp in order to know where this function is negative. We
need to differentiate hp. Direct calculations give:
f�x� � 12
�
log αx � �x� α�
�
1� �1�α�x
��
, g�x� � α2qx � 1,
f ��x� � 12 �x�α��x�α�1�x2 , g��x� � �α
2q
x2 ,
Since α and 1�α are fixed points of g, we can factorize g�x��α and g�x��α�1 respectively
with x� α and x� α� 1, and get
g�x� � α � �αq
x
�x� α� and g�x� � α� 1 � α
x
�x� α� 1�. (III.30)
This implies that for x � 0,
h�p�x� �
�x� α� 1��α2q ��p�α2q � x��
2x2�α2q � x�2 � �x� α� �
�
α2q ��p�α2q � x��.
Setting Qp�x� :� α2q��p�α2q� x�, we have Qp�x� � 0 for x0�p� � α
2q�1��p��
p . The function
x0 is increasing when p decreases, and x0�q2� � α. The conclusion follows from the variation
of hp and the fact that hp�α� � 0.
For a jump of one step, we obtain the expected rate of convergence, which is optimal.
However, this is not enough to explain the rate of convergence given in Corollary III.5.11,
since the inequality is satisfied with the expected rate only on the subsequences with odd
indices ore the subsequences with even indices.
Hence, it is natural to study jumps of two steps. In this case, a rate of convergence at
n steps follows by recursion (we stay in the same side of α). Moreover, in our case, IPF
consists in a cycle of two I-projections, and the sequences of IPF has a same prescribed
marginal every two steps.
For the sequences
�
� µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
�
n�0
and �f�αn�1��n�0, we get:
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Proposition III.5.16.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.31) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.31) is satisfied,
where
� µ� � µ�n�2� �2Σ�1
�n�2�
� q2 � µ� � µ�n� �2Σ�1
�n�
. (III.31)
Proposition III.5.17.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.32) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.32) is satisfied,
where
f�αn�1� � q2f�αn�1�. (III.32)
Then, the decomposition of relative entropy with the previous sequences gives:
Proposition III.5.18.
1. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 1, k � N, (III.33) is satisfied.
2. If α0 � α, then, for all n � 2k � 2, k � N, (III.33) is satisfied,
where
D�P ��P �n�2�� � �q2�1� δ0�β1�� � q4�D�P ��P �n��. (III.33)
Proof of Proposition III.5.16. Let n � 1, �III.25� gives
αn�1β2n�2
αn�1β2n
� α
4q2
αn�1α2nαn�1
� α
4
�αn�1αn��αnαn�1�q
2.
Since (III.14) implies
�αn�1αn��αnαn�1� �
�
α2 � �αn � α�
��
α2 � �αn�1 � α�
�
� α4 � h�αn�1�,
with h�x� :� α2��x� α� � �g�x� � α��� �x� α��g�x� � α�, for all x � 0, we study the sign
of the quantity h�x�. Using (III.30), we get
h�x� � �x� α�
x
��α2 � αq�x� α3q � α2q� � �x� α�
x
��α2q � 1�x� α3q2� .
For ending the proof, observe that α�α2q � 1� � α3q � α3q2 and then, h�x� � 0 for x � α,
and h�x� � 0 for x �
�
α3q2
α2q�1 , α
�
. Lemma III.5.1 allows to conclude.
Proposition III.5.17 follows from the below lemma:
Lemma III.5.19. Let p ��0, 1�, consider the function hp defined for all x � 0 by hp�x� �
f�g2�x�� � pf�x�, where g2 � g � g.
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1. If p1�4 � p2 :�
�
α2q�1�1
α
�
q , then, for all x � 0, x � α, hp�x� � 0.
2. If p1�4 � �0, p2�, the function h�p has three positive roots x1�p� � x2�p�, and α with
0 � x1�p� � α.
(a) If p1�4 ��q, p2�, then, x2�p� � α and for all x � x2�p�, x � α, hp�x� � 0.
(b) If p1�4 � q, then, α � x2�p� and for all x � x2�p�, hp�x� � 0,
for all x � �x1�p�, x2�p��, hp�x� � 0.
(c) If p1�4 � q, then, α � x2�p� and for all x � �x1�p�, x2�p����α�, hp�x� � 0.
Proof. We need to differentiate hp. Direct calculations give:
g2�x� � α
2qx
α2q � x � 1, g
�
2�x� �
α4q2
�α2q � x�2 .
Since α and 1 � α are fixed points of g2, we can factorize g2 � α and g2�x� � α � 1
respectively with x� α and x� α� 1. We obtain:
g2�x� � α � α
2q2�x� α�
α2q � x , g2�x� � α� 1 �
α2�x� α� 1�
α2q � x .
Then, we get:
h�p�x� �
1
2�x� α��x� α� 1�
��� α2q2α2q�x � α2α2q�x�
α2qx�α2q�x
α2q�x
�2 � α4q2�α2q � x�2 � px2
���
� 12�x� α��x� α� 1�
�
α8q4
�α2q � x�2�α2qx� α2q � x�2 �
p
x2
�
� 12�x� α��x� α� 1�
�
α8q4x2 � p�α2q � x�2�α2qx� α2q � x�2
2�α2q � x�2�α2qx� α2q � x�2x2
�
� Kp�x�
�
α4q2x��p�α2q � x��α2qx� α2q � x�
�
� �x� α�,
where Kp�x� is a positive fraction. The second term is a polynomial of degree two. We need
to study the sign of
Qp�x� :� α4q2x��p�α2q � x��α2qx� α2q � x�
� ��p�α2q � 1�x2 � α2q�α2q ��pα2q � 2�p�x��pα4q2.
The discriminant of this degree-two polynomial in x is
Δ�p� � α4q2 ��α2q ��pα2q � 2�p�2 � 4p�α2q � 1��
� α4q2 �α4q2�1��p�2 � 4�pα2q�
� α6q3
�
α
�
q�1� p1�2� � 2p1�4
��
α
�
q�1� p1�2� � 2p1�4
�
.
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Since p � �0, 1�, the quantity α�q�1 � p1�2� � 2p1�4 is positive and it is enough to study
the sign of R��p� � α�q�1� �p2� � 2�p to obtain the sign of Δ�p�. The polynomial R has two
roots
p1 :� �1�
�
α2q � 1
α
�
q
� 0 and p2 :�
�
α2q � 1� 1
α
�
q
��0, 1�.
Plainly, R is positive between the roots and negative outside. There are two distinct cases:
1. If p1�4 � p2, R�p1�4� � 0, and Δ�p� too. Then, the sign of Qp is constant and is equal
to the sign of Qp�0� � ��pα4q2 � 0. Therefore, the sign of h�p is the sign of ��x� α�.
Hence, hp reaches its maximum at α on �0,���, which is hp�α� � 0.
2. Assume now that p1�4 � p2. In this case Δ�p� � 0, then, Qp has two roots x1�p� � x2�p�,
with equality if and only if p � p42. We can write these roots in the following way:
x1�p� � k�p��
�
Δ�p�
2�p�α2q�1� , x2�p� �
k�p��
�
Δ�p�
2�p�α2q�1� ,
where k�p� :� α4q2 ��p α2q�2� α2q�. Observe that �q4� 14 � p2.
To conclude, we need to know the positions of x1 and x2 to α. We have x2�q4� � α.
Moreover, x1 is decreases and x2 is increases when p is decreasing, with lim
p�0 x1�p� � 0
and lim
p�0 x2�p� � ��.
The first point follows from some computations. To prove the second point, we differ-
entiate x1 and x2 with respect to p, and get for all p ��0, p42�:
x�1�p� �
�2k��p�p� k�p��
�
Δ�p� � �Δ�p� �Δ��p�p�
4p�p
�
Δ�p��α2q � 1�
� α
4q2
4p�p
�
Δ�p��α2q � 1� �
�
�
�
Δ�p� � α2q�α2q�1��p� � 2�p��.
Since
�
α2q
�
α2q�1��p� � 2�p��2 � Δ�p� � 4α4q2�α2q � 1�p, the numerator of x�1�p�
vanishes if and only if p � 0. Then, x�1 has a constant sign, and x�1�q4� � 0 allows to
conclude.
For the second root, we get the similar form
x�2�p� �
α4q2
4p�p
�
Δ�p��α2q � 1� �
�
�
�
Δ�p� � α2q�α2q�1��p� � 2�p��.
This implies that x�2 has a constant sign and x�2�q4� � 0 gives the result. The limits of
the roots, when p tends to zero are easily obtained with linear approximations.
We sum up the situation with the following tables:
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� If p42 � p � q4:
x 0 x1�p� x2�p� α ��
x� α � � � 0 �
Qp�x� � 0 � 0 � �
Chp
0
� If p � q4:
x 0 x1�p� x2�p� � α ��
x� α � � 0 �
Qp�x� � 0 � 0 �
Chp
0
� If 0 � p � q4:
x 0 x1 α x2 ��
x� α � � 0 � �
Qp�x� � 0 � � 0 �
Chp
0
III.5.3 An interesting counterexample
We give here a counterexample for the IPF to be a contraction in relative entropy.
First, we present a characterization of an I-projection on a set of prescribed marginalsM
proved by Csiszàr [12]. A probability measure P � is the I-projection of a probability P on
M if and only if
D�Q�P � � D�Q�P �� �D�P ��P �, �Q �M.
Let Q1, Q2 be two prescribed marginals, and P , R be two probability measures, IQ1P and
IQ1R being its I-projection on M�Q1�. Then, the previous inequality applied to Q � IQ1R,
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and M �M�Q1� gives
D�IQ1R�P � � D�IQ1R�IQ1P � �D�IQ1P �P � � D�IQ1R�IQ1P �.
The problem of contraction is linked to the behaviour of the relative entropy after having
projected on the first coordinate, thus, it depends on the check of the inequality D�R�P � �
D�IQ1R�P �.
We show that in a particular Gaussian case,
D�R�P � � D�IQ1R�IQ1P �.
We assume that Q1 � N1�0, 1s1 �, Q2 � N1�0, 1s1 �, where s1, s2 are two positive constants.
Since we know what takes place after having projected on the second coordinate, we assume
that P �M�Q1,Q2�. Moreover, in order to simplify the computations, and to use the previous
work on the sequence of IPF in the Gaussian case, set R �M�Q1�. Then,
R � N2
�
0,
�
s1σ1 σ3
σ3 s2g�σ1�
��1�
, P � N2
�
0,
�
s1β c
c s2β
��1�
,
where β is the unique positive solution of the equation x2 � x � c2s1s2 , and g�x� :�
σ23
s1s2x
� 1.
This implies that
IQ1R � N2
�
0,
�
s1g2�σ1� σ3
σ3 s2g�σ1�
��1�
.
Here we use the formula (II.44) to calculate D�R�P � with the invariance covariance matrix
Σ�1 and Γ�1 of P and R. We have detΣ � s1s2σ1g�σ1� � σ23 � s1s2σ1 and det Γ � s1s2β2 �
c2 � s1s2β. Moreover,
Tr�Σ�1Γ� �
2�
i�1
2�
j�1
Σ�1i,j Γj,i �
1
detΣ�s1s2σ1β � 2σ3c� s1s2βg�σ1��.
Hence, we get
D�P �R� � 12
�
log
�
σ1
β
�
� β � 2σ3c
s1s2σ1
� βg�σ1�
σ1
�
� 1
� 12 �β � log β � f�σ1�� � 1,
where f�x� :� log �x� � 2σ3cs1s2x � β
g�x�
x . Similar computations give
D�IQ1R�IQ1P � � D�R�IQ1P � �
1
2 �� log �β� � f�g�σ1�� � β� � 1.
Therefore, we study, for x � 0, the sign of the quantity:
f�x� � f�g�x�� � log
�
x
g�x�
�
� 2σ3c
s1s2
�
1
x
� 1
g�x�
�
� β
�
g�x�
x
� g2�x�
g�x�
�
.
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Since the function x � g�x�x is decreasing and g�x��x � 0, for x � α, the quantity g�x�x � g2�x�g�x�
is negative for such x. This implies for x � α,
f�x� � f�g�x�� � �2σ3c
s1s2
�
1
x
� 1
g�x�
�
� x
g�x� � 1�
2σ3c
s1s2
�
1
x
� 1
g�x�
�
� �x� g�x��
xg�x�
�
2σ3c
s1s2
� x
�
Let c such that α � �2σ3cs1s2 , then, for x ��α,��2σ3cs1s2 �, we obtain f�x� � f�g�x�� � 0. This
implies that for σ1 ��α,�2σ3cs1s2 �,
D�R�P � � D�IQ1R�IQ1P �.
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.1 On relative entropy
In this section, we present the proofs of classical properties around the relative entropy and
the total variation distance. First, recall the definitions of the involved objects:
Definition .1.1. Let P,Q �P�X�. The relative entropy of Q from P is defined by:
D�Q�P � �
���
�
X
log dQ
dP
�x�dQ�x�, if Q � P,
��, otherwise,
where Q � P states for Q is absolutely continuous with respect to (w.r.t) P .
Definition .1.2. Let P,Q �P�X�. The total variation distance between P and Q is defined
by
�Q� P �TV � sup
A�A
�Q�A� � P �A��. (1)
The total variation distance can be defined equivalently with the total variation norm:
Proposition .1.3. Let ν be a positive finite measure, and µ �M�X� such that µ � ν, then,
�µ�TV � 12
�
X
����dµdν
���� dν. (2)
Then, one has:
Proposition .1.4 (Lower semi-continuity in the first argument). Let �Pn�n be a sequence in
P�X� which converges to P� � P�X� for the total variation distance, then, for all P �P�X�,
one has
D�P��P � � lim
n���
D�Pn�P � (3)
Proof. Let P � P�X�. If �D�Pn�P ��n has no convergent subsequence (3) is trivially satis-
fied. Therefore, by choosing a subsequence, one can assume without loss of generality that
D�Pn�P � �� l � ��. By removing the first terms of the sequence, we suppose also that
D�Pn�P � � ��, for all n � N. Then, for all n � N, Pn � P . Since, for all A � A,
�Pn�A� � P��A�� �� 0, P �A� � 0 implies that P ��A� � 0. Thus, P � � P .
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Next, define the A-measurable functions φn :� φ �dPn�dP � and φ� :� φ �dP��dP �, where
φ : x � x log x. Then, one has, for n � N� ���,
D �Pn�P � �
�
X
φndP. (4)
Since
�Pn � P��TV � 12
�
X
����dPndP � dP�dP
���� dP ��n��� 0,
by choosing a subsequence, we can assume without loss of generality that
lim
n���φn � φ�, P -a.e.
Denote respectively by φ�n and φ�n the positive and the negative part of φn. Then, one has
limn��� φ�n � φ�� , P � a.e, and Fatou’s lemma applied to the sequence �φ�n � gives:�
X
φ�� dP � lim
n���
�
X
φ�n dP. (5)
On the other hand, limn��� φ�n � φ�� , P � a.e, and �φ�n � � e�1. Consequently, by the
dominated convergence theorem,�
X
φ�� dP � limn���
�
X
φ�n dP. (6)
In view of (4), we conclude the proof by summing (5) and (6).
Proposition .1.5 (Lower semi-continuity in the second argument). Let �Pn�n be a sequence
in P�X� which converges to P� � P�X� for the total variation distance, then, for all P �
P�X�, one has
D�P �P�� � lim
n���
D�P �Pn� (7)
Proof. The proof is similar to the last one. By choosing a subsequence, assume without loss
of generality that �D�P �Pn��n converges, and for all n � N, D�P �Pn� � ��. In particular,
P � Pn. Let us define the probability measure µ :� 1�2�P��
�
n�0 2�n�1Pn�. Then, one has
for all n � N� ���, Pn � µ, and P � µ. Denote the µ-densities pn, p�, and p.
Observe that Pn��pn � 0�� � 0, thus�
�pn�0�
pdµ � 0.
Then, there exists An � A such that µ�An� � 1, and An � �pn � 0 and p � 0� � �. Since
µ��An� � 1, by working on this set, pn � 0 implies p � 0.
Next, we look at the quantity D�P �Pn� , for all n � N,
D�P �Pn� �
�
dP
dPn
log
�
dP
dPn
�
�
�
�dP �dPn�0�
dP
dPn
log
�
dP
dPn
�
. (8)
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Since p � 0 implies pn � 0, we get for A � A,
P �A� �
�
A
pdµ �
�
A
1�p�0�pdµ �
�
A
1�p�0�
p
pn
pndµ
�
�
A
1�p�0�
p
pn
dPn
�
�
A
1�pn�0�
p
pn
dPn
Consequently, (8) gives for all n � N:
D�P �Pn� �
�
�p�0�
log
�
p
pn
�
dP
�
�
�p�0�
� log
�
pn
p
�
dP
�
�
�p�0�
�
pn
p
� 1
�
� log
�
pn
p
�
dP �
�
�p�0�
�
1� pn
p
�
dP
�
�
�p�0�
θndP � 1� Pn��p � 0��,
where we set θn :� θ�pn�p�, and θ�x� :� x�1�log �x� � R������.Denote also θ� :� θ�p��p�.
On the other hand, by assumption, �Pn � P��TV � 12
�
X �pn � p��dµ �� 0, when n tends to
infinity, therefore Pn��p � 0�� �� P���p � 0��. Moreover, by choosing a subsequence, one
has θn � θ� µ-a.e., then P -a.e. Consequently, Fatou’s Lemma applied to θn � θ�pn�p� gives:
lim
n���
D�P �Pn� �
�
�p�0�
θ�dP � 1� P���p � 0��
�
�
�p�0�
�
p�
p
� 1� log p�
p
�
dP � 1� P���p � 0��.
Since 1� P���p � 0�� �
�
�p�0��p��p� 1�dP , we get
lim
n���
D�P �Pn� � �
�
�p�0�
log
�
p�
p
�
dP �
�
�p�0�
log
�
p
p�
�
dP (9)
The last hand term is equal to D�P �P��, when P � P�. If it is not the case, there exists a set
with a positive µ-measure, on which p� � 0 and p � 0, and the last integral in (9) is infinite,
thus is also equal to D�P �P��. Then, (9) is equivalent to (7), and this ends the proof.
Another useful relation between the relative entropy and the total variation distance is
the classical Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality, proved independently in [33], [11], [26].
Proposition .1.6 (Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker). For all P , Q �P�X�,
�P �Q�TV � �
�
2��1�D�P �Q�� 12 . (10)
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Proof. Let P , Q � P�X�, if D�Q�P � � ��, the inequality is trivial, so we assume that
D�Q�P � � ��. Then, one has Q � P , and let h :� dQdP be the density of Q with respect to
P . By (10), we get
�P �Q�TV � 12
�
X
�h� 1� dP
Since we have for all x � 0:
�x� 1�2 � 4� 2x3 �x log �x� � x� 1�,
the same inequality is satisfied for h�x�, x � X. Taking the square root, integrating and apply
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality yields:
�P �Q�TV � 12�3
��
X
�4� 2h�dP
� 1
2
��
X
�h log �h� � h� 1�dP
� 1
2
.
We get the claimed inequality, since the quantity 12�3
��
X�4� 2h�dP
� 1
2 is equal to ��2��1,
and �
X
�h log �h� � h� 1�dP �
�
X
h log�h�dP � D�Q�P �.
.2 Graphical models
Let us give the proofs of the main results on graphical models presented in Chapter 1. The
proofs are adapted from [32].
Theorem .2.1. Let G � �V,E� be a graph. The following assertions are equivalent:
1. G is decomposable: it is complete or there exists a proper decomposition into two de-
composable subgraphs.
2. G is triangulated: every cycle of length greater than or equal to 4 possesses a chord.
Proof. Observe that if G is complete, the equivalence is trivial. Therefore, we assume that G
is not complete. We show this result by induction on the number �V � of vertices of G. For a
graph with at most tree vertices, the equivalence is trivial. Now assume that the equivalence
is satisfied for all graphs with a number of vertices less than or equal to n, and consider a
graph G � �V,E� with n� 1 vertices.
First, we prove 1. �� 2. Suppose that G is decomposable, then, G is decomposable into
two decomposable subgraphs GA and GB, where A and B are nonempty subsets of V such
that A�B � V , A�B separates A from B and GA�B is complete. Then, GA and GB have
at most n vertices, and by the inductive assumption GA and GB are triangulated. Thus,
the only possibility for a chordless cycle is a cycle with vertices in A�B and B�A. Since
A� B is a separator space between A and B, such a cycle intersect A� B at least twice in
v1, v2 � A�B . But GA�B is complete, therefore �v1, v2� � E is a chord of the cycle.
Next, in order to show 2. �� 1., assume that G is triangulated. Since it is not complete,
there exist two distinct vertices v, w � V such that �v, w� � E. Let S be the minimal separator
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subset between �v� and �w� in the sense of the inclusion. We prove first that S is complete. If
S has only one vertex, this is obvious, therefore we suppose that S contains at least two dis-
tinct vertices. Let v1, v2 be two distinct vertices of S. Since S separates v and w, there exists
paths between v and w via v1 and via v2. Then, the sequence �v, � � � , v1, � � � , w, � � � , v2, � � � , v�
defined with these paths is a cycle which can have repeated points. We consider the minimal
cycle which contains v1 and v2 Thus, we get a cycle of length at least 4, which has a chord
since the graph is triangulated. This chord is necessarily between v1 and v2 by construction
of the cycle, and �v1, v2� � E.
Denote �v�V �S the set of all vertices in V �S connected to v by a path in G,then, V is
partitioned with S, �v�V �S , �w�V �S and the set of all the remaining vertices D. Set
A � �v�V �S �D � S, B � �v�V �S �D � S.
Then, A � B � S and �A,B� is a proper decomposition of G. Moreover, GA and GB have
at most n vertices and are triangulated, thus, by the inductive assumption, GA and GB are
decomposable, and this ends the proof.
Lemma .2.2. Let Q � Pµ�X�, with density Q, and A, B, S a decomposition of In. Then,
QA and QB are independent knowing QS if and only if
q�x� � h�xA�S�k�xB�S�,
for some measurable functions h, k.
Proof. If QA is independent of QB knowing QS , one has
q�x� � qA�S�xA�S�qB�S�xB�S�
qS�xS� .
On the other hand, if q�x� � h�xA�S�k�xB�S�, by integrating with respect to xA, we get
qB�S�xB�S� � k�xB�S�
�
XA
h�xA�S�dµA�xA�, (11)
and by integrating with respect to xB:
qA�S�xA�S� � h�xA�S�
�
XB
k�xB�S�dµB�xB�. (12)
Then, multiplying (11) with (12) gives
qB�S�xB�S�qA�S�xA�S� � q�x�
�
XA
h�xA�S�dµA�xA�
�
XB
k�xB�S�dµB�xB�
� q�x�
�
XA�B
h�xA�S�k�xB�S�dµA�B�xA�B�
� q�x�
�
XA�B
q�x�dµA�B�xA�B�
� q�x�qS�xS�.
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Lemma .2.3 (Möbius inversion). Let f and g be functions defined on the set of all subsets of
a finite set V taking values in an abelian group. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) For all subset A of V , f�A� � �
B,B�A
g�B�.
(ii) For all subset B of V , g�B� � �
A,A�B
��1��B�A�f�A�.
Proof. Assume first that �ii� is satisfied. Then,�
B,B�A
g�B� �
�
B,B�A
�
C,C�B
��1��B�C�f�C�
�
�
C,C�A
f�C�
� �
B,C�B�A
��1��B�C�
�
�
�
C,C�A
f�C�
�� �
D,D�A�C
��1��D�
�
If A�C � �, the latter sum is equal to zero, since any finite nonempty set has the same
number of subsets of even as of odd cardinality.
If �i� holds, a similar proof gives �ii�.
Theorem .2.4 (Clifford-Hammersley-Besag). Let Q � Pµ�X�, and G � �V,E� be a simple
graph and denote by C its collection of cliques. If Q has positive and continuous density q
w.r.t µ, then, Q is G �Markov if and only if there exist positive AC-measurable functions
aC such that:
q�x� �
�
C�C
aC�xC�. (13)
Proof. Assume first that the density q of Q satisfy �13�, and let A, B, S be disjoint subsets of
V such that S separates A from B. Set �A :� �A�V �S the set of all vertices in V �S connected
to some vertex in A, and �B :� V �� �A� S�. Then, S separates �A and �B, therefore any clique
of G is a subset of �A� S or �B � S. Denote CA the set of the cliques in �A� S, then,
q�x� �
�
C�CA
aC�xC�
�
C�C �CA
aC�xC�.
Here, Lemma .2.2 implies that Q �A is independent from Q �B knowing QS , and the result follows
by integrating q on x �A�A� �B�B.
Then, we suppose that Q is G�Markov. Observe first that (13) is equivalent to
log �q�x�� �
�
C�V
aC�xC�,
with aC � 0 if C is not complete. Let x� � X fixed, and define for all C � V ,
�f�C�x��v :�
�
xv, if v � C
x�v , otherwise.
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Now, we set:
HC�x� :� log �q�f�C�x��, aC�x� :�
�
A�C
��1��C�A�HA�x�.
By construction, these functions depend on x through xC only. Since log �q�x�� � log �q�f�V �x��� �
HV �x�, Möbius inversion gives that
log �q�x�� �
�
C�V
aC�x�.
It remains to show that aC � 0 if C is not complete. Let C be a subset of V such that there
exists v, w � C with �v, w� � E, and set �C :� C��v, w�. Then,
aC �
�
A�C
��1��C�A�HA �
�
A� �C
��1��C�A� �HA �HA��v� �HA��w� �HA��v,w�� . (14)
Since V ��v, w� separates �v� from �w�, and Q is G-Markov,
q � q�v��S q�w��S
qS
� q�v��Sq�w��S .
Furthermore for A � A� � V , and B � V such that B �A � B �A� and B �Ac � B �A�c,
one has
�f�A�x��B � �f�A��x��B .
This implies that, for A � �C,
HA��v,w� �HA��v� � log
����q�v��S
��
f�A��v,w��x�
�
�v��S
�
q�w��S
��
f�A��v,w��x�
�
�w��S
�
q�v��S
��
f�A��v��x�
�
�v��S
�
q�w��S
��
f�A��v��x�
�
�w��S
�
����
� log
����q�w��S
��
f�A��w��x�
�
�w��S
�
q�w��S
�
�f�A�x���w��S
�
����
� log
����q�v��S
��
f�A��w��x�
�
�v��S
�
q�w��S
��
f�A��w��x�
�
�w��S
�
q�v��S
�
�f�A�x���v��S
�
q�w��S
�
�f�A�x���w��S
�
����
� HA��w� �HA
Therefore, all terms of the sum in (14) are equal to zero. We conclude with ac � 0.
.3 Gaussian laws
In this last section, we prove the classical result of stability of Gaussian laws by taking the
marginal law or by conditioning. This proof can be found in particular in [43]
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Denote for a regular matrix A � �Aij�1�i,j�N � RN�N and nonempty sets C and L of IN ,
AC,L � �Aij�i�C,j�L, where we assume that the indices are arranged in increasing order. Let
A� be the transposed matrix of A, we introduce also the notations
AC�L � AC,LA�1L,L, AC:L � AC,C �AC,LC�1L,LA�C,L.
Then, one has
Theorem .3.1. Let Q � NN �µ,Γ� where �µ,Γ� � RN � RN�Npd . Let C, L be a partition of
IN , then,
1. QC � N�C��µC ,ΓC�.
2. QC�L�xL, .� � N�C��µC � ΓC�L�xL � µL�,ΓC:L�.
Proof.
1. Recall that the characteristic function Φ of a Gaussian probability measure NN �µ,Γ�
is equal to
Φ�t;µ,Γ� � exp
�
iµ�t� 12 t
�Γt
�
.
Since ΦQC �tC� � ΦQ
�
tC , 0IN �C
�
, we get
ΦQC �tC� � exp
�
iµ�CtC �
1
2 t
�
CΓCtC
�
� Φ�tC ;µC ,ΓC�,
which gives the law of QC .
2. Let X such that L�X� � Q. Set
A �
�
I�C� �B
0C,L I�L�
�
,
where B � R�A��L will be determined later, and define the vector Y � AX. Then,
L�Y � � NN �µ�,Γ��, with
µ� :� Aµ �
�
µC �BµL
µL
�
,
Γ� :� AΓA� �
�
ΓC �BΓ�L�B� � ΓC,LB� �BΓL,C ΓC,L �BΣ�L�
ΓL,C � Σ�L�B� ΓL
�
.
The matrix B is taken such that YC � XC � BXL and YL � XL are independent. In
this case,
L�XC �BXL�XL � xL� � L�XC �BXL�.
Since L�XC �BXL� is the marginal law of Y , one has L�XC �BXL� � N�C��µ�C ,Γ�C�.
Moreover, L�XC � BXL�XL � xL� � L�XC � BxL�XL � xL�, thus, by the classical
properties of the Gaussian laws,
L�XC �XL � xL� � L�XC �BxL �BxL�XL � xL� � N�C��µ�C �BxL,Γ�C�.
To conclude, observe that ΓC,L �BΣ�L� � 0 for B � ΓC,LΓ�1�L� � ΓC�L, and for this B
µ� �
�
µC � ΓC�L � µL
µL
�
, Γ� �
�
ΓC:L 0C,L
0L,C ΓL
�
.
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Cette thèse est centrée autour d’un algorithme de construction de mesures de probabilités à
lois marginales prescrites, appelé Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF). Issu de la statistique,
cet algorithme est basé sur des projections successives sur des espaces de probabilités avec la
pseudo-distance d’entropie relative de Kullback-Leibler. Cette thèse constitue un panorama
des résultats disponibles sur le sujet, et contient quelques extensions et raffinements.
La première partie est consacrée à l’étude des projections en entropie relative, à des critères
d’existence, d’unicité ainsi que de caractérisation liés à la fermeture d’une somme de sous-
espaces. Sous certaines conditions, le problème devient un problème de maximum d’entropie
pour des contraintes marginales graphiques. La seconde partie met en avant le procédé itératif
IPF. Répondant à l’origine à un problème d’estimation pour les tables de contingence, il
constitue plus généralement un analogue d’un algorithme classique de projections alternées
sur des espaces de Hilbert.
Après avoir présenté les propriétés de l’IPF, on s’intéresse à des résultats de convergence dans
le cas fini discret et dans le cas gaussien, ainsi qu’au cas continu à deux marginales, pour lequel
une extension est proposée. On traite ensuite plus particulièrement du cas gaussien, pour lequel
une nouvelle formulation de l’ IPF permet d’obtenir une vitesse de convergence dans le cas à
deux marginales prescrites, dont on montre l’optimalité en dimension 2.
Mots clés : Entropie relative, Projections, Marginales prescrites.
This work is focused on an algorithm of construction of probability measures with prescribed
marginal laws, called Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF). Deriving from statistical problems,
this algorithm is based on successive projections on probability spaces for the relative entropy
pseudometric of Kullback Leibler. This thesis consists in a survey of the current results on
this subject and gives some extensions and subtleties.
The first part deals with the study of projections in relative entropy, namely existence,
uniqueness criteria, and characterization properties related to closedness of sumspaces. Under
certain assumptions, the problem becomes a problem of maximisation of the entropy for
graphical marginal constraints. In the second part, we study the iterative procedure IPF.
Introduced initially for an estimation problem on contingency tables, it corresponds in a more
general setting to an analogue of a classic algorithm of alternating projections on Hilbert spaces.
After presenting the IPF properties, we look for convergence results in the finite discrete case,
the Gaussian case, and the more general continuous case with two marginals, for which some
extensions are given. Then, the thesis focused on Gaussian case with two prescribed marginal,
for which we get a rate of convergence using a new formulation of the IPF. Moreover we prove
the optimality for the 2-dimensional case.
Keywords : Relative entropy, Projections, Prescribed marginals.
